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Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) indirectly regulates nitric
oxide production by hydrolyzing methylated arginines, which are endogenous nitric
oxide synthase inhibitors. This enzyme is a member of the mechanistically diverse
pentein superfamily, which contains hydrolase, dihydrolase, and amidinotransferase
enzymes. These enzymes are proposed to use the same first catalytic step, followed by
partitioning into their respective activities. Here, variants of DDAH that can catalyze the
dihydrolase and amidinotransfer reactions are presented, as well as a variant of
succinylarginine dihydrolase which catalyzes a single hydrolysis reaction. The results
experimentally demonstrate that the proposed common catalytic intermediate can be used
for several different reactions. The results suggest that enzymes in the pentein
superfamily may have evolved divergently from a catalytically promiscuous ancestor.
The control DDAH asserts over nitric oxide production makes it an attractive drug
target for disease states marked by pathological overproduction of nitric oxide. Only a
limited number of inhibitors different from substrate are reported, due in part to lack of
robust assays for highthroughput screening of compound libraries. Therefore, high
throughput assays were developed, optimized, and validated to screen for inhibitors of
Pseudomonas aeruginosa DDAH and human DDAH1. These assays were used to screen
vi

three commercial libraries totaling 6,466 compounds. One drug in phase III clinical trials,
ebselen, was identified and characterized as a bioavailable, rapid covalent inactivator of
DDAH both in vitro and in cultured cells. Four “fragmentsized” inhibitors were also
identified and characterized in the screening, including 4halopyridines and
benzimidazolelike compounds. The 4halopyridines, not previously known to modify
proteins, act as quiescent affinity labels to selectively inactivate DDAH, and the
benzimidazolelike compounds are competitive, rapidly reversible inhibitors of DDAH.
These diverse molecules serve as starting points for the development of molecular probes
and therapeutic drugs to reduce pathological overproduction of nitric oxide.
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SECTION 1
MECHANISTIC STUDIES OF ENZYMES IN THE PENTEIN
SUPERFAMILY REVEAL COMMON CATALYTIC THEMES
This dissertation has two major sections. The first (Chapters one through four)
consists of mechanistic studies of dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase and
succinylarginine dihydrolase, two members of the same mechanistically diverse enzyme
superfamily. This superfamily, called the pentein superfamily, consists of structurally
similar hydrolase, dihydrolase, and amidinotransferase enzymes. Despite the variety of
reactions these enzyme catalyze, it is hypothesized that these enzymes share certain
mechanistic intermediates and catalytic themes. In the first section, these shared and
divergent

mechanistic

features

will

be

explored

using

dimethylarginine

dimethylaminohydrolase and succinylarginine dihydrolase. Mutations to a hydrolase are
shown to confer it either a slow amidinotransferase (Chapter two) or dihydrolase activity
(Chapter three). Conversely, a dihydrolase enzyme is reported in which hydrolase activity
predominates (Chapter four). These results illustrate several ways in which an enzyme's
catalytic machinery can be repurposed for different functions through divergent
evolution.
The second major section (Chapters five through eight) addresses discovery of
new inhibitors of dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase by highthroughput
screening, and will be introduced following Chapter four.
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Chapter 1: Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase background and
significance
Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) catalyzes the hydrolysis of
NωmethylLarginine and asymmetric Nω,NωdimethylLarginine (dimethylarginine), to
yield Lcitrulline and the corresponding alkylamine (Figure 1.1).1 In humans, this enzyme
acts as an indirect regulator of nitric oxide production and is therefore considered a
potential therapeutic target for diseases marked by NO overproduction.

Figure 1.1: Scheme of reaction catalyzed by DDAH
DDAH catalyzed the hydrolysis of asymmetric Nω,NωdimethylLarginine and Nω
methylLarginine to Lcitrulline and dimethylamine or methylamine.

Nitric oxide is produced by three isoforms of human nitric oxide synthase
(neuronal, endothelial and inducible). These enzymes are all endogenously inhibited by
Nω,NωdimethylLarginine (dimethylarginine).2–5 Because of its effects on nitric oxide
production, overproduction of dimethylarginine is associated with nitricoxiderelated
cardiovascular pathologies such as endothelial dysfunction,6–8 hypertension,9 and
progression of atherosclerosis.2 Dimethylarginine has been proposed as a biomarker for
2

diseases related to those pathologies, such as chronic kidney disease, 10 type 2 diabetes
mellitus,11 preeclampsia,12 mortality after acute myocardial infarction,13 and chronic heart
failure.14,15
BIOLOGICAL FUNCTION
DDAH serves as a control valve for nitric oxide (NO) production in vertebrates
by hydrolyzing methylated arginine.4,16–18 These Nωmethylated free arginine molecules
are generated through hydrolysis of endogenously methylated proteins, and are found at
low micromolar concentrations in healthy human plasma 19. Both mono and asymmetric
dimethylated arginines are endogenous inhibitors of NO synthase and regulate NO
production;3,4,20 however, the symmetrical NωNω'dimethylLarginine is neither an
DDAH substrate nor an inhibitor of NO synthase. Nω,NωdimethylLarginine is a
reversible inhibitor of all three isoforms of NO synthase, 21 and NωmethylLarginine is a
mechanismbased inactivator of NO synthase.22 Increased plasma concentrations of
Nω,NωdimethylLarginine are proposed to cause pathological inhibition of NO synthase
in various disease states marked by endothelial dysfunction, such as renal failure, 23
hypercholesterolemia,6 diabetes mellitus24 and hyperhomocysteinemia.25 The resulting
decrease in NO production impairs blood vessels from expanding appropriately and may
accelerate disease progression.26
There is also evidence that suggests DDAH promotes angiogenesis during tumor
growth, as DDAH overexpression has been linked to neovascularization of C6 gliomas in
vivo.27 However, DDAH1 activity is only partially responsible for tumor progression
process, because tumors overexpressing an inactive DDAH1 activesite mutant still
showed increased growth (albeit less growth as with fully active DDAH1). 28 The
important role of DDAH in regulating NOmediated processes has been demonstrated by
3

using small molecule inhibitors of DDAH, 29 interference RNA studies,30 and transgenic
mice with an overexpressed human DDAH1 knockin 31 or a heterozygous deletion of
DDAH1 (mice containing the homozygous deletion do not progress through early
embryonic development).4,32
There are two isoforms of DDAH (DDAH1 and DDAH2), each with distinct
tissue expression profiles.30,33,34 DDAH1, the better characterized of the two, is expressed
most in the brain, kidneys, intestines, testes, stomach, colon, and pancreas, while DDAH
2 is expressed in most tissues, with the exception of the brain. 34 In immune tissues,
DDAH2 is expressed highly, but DDAH1 is barely detectable. 34 Although both isoforms
of DDAH have been demonstrated to regulate nitric oxide concentrations, the ability of
DDAH2 to catalyze any reaction has been questioned.18
DDAH is also found in various bacteria not known to produce Nωmethylated
arginine residues, including P. aeruginosa, Streptomyces coelicolor and Mycobacterium
tuberculosis.35 The biological functions of these microbial DDAH enzymes are not
known. In some cases, a gene encoding an amino acid transporter is found in clusters
with bacterial DDAH genes.35 These bacterial DDAH homologs might allow bacteria to
use exogenous methylarginines as a carbon or nitrogen source, or decrease their toxicity.
The intriguing possibility also exists that bacteria use these enzymes to manipulate their
host’s NO production during an infection. High concentrations of NO are cytotoxic, so
promoting NO production as the result of increased DDAH activity might seem
counterintuitive. However, Nω,NωdimethylLarginine significantly reduces the tissue
damage and cell death associated with P. aeruginosa infections, suggesting that NO may
facilitate infection.36 This effect may arise because P. aeruginosa expresses protective
NO reductases,37 can use nitrate (an NO metabolite) as its terminal electron acceptor, 38
and can also uptake and metabolize methylammonium. 39 Hostderived NO and its
4

metabolites also play a complicated role in M. tuberculosis infection, and microbial
DDAH could potentially play a supporting role in these infections. 40 However, further
study is required to clarify the biological functions of microbial DDAH enzymes.
PROTEIN STRUCTURE
DDAH is a member of the pentein superfamily of proteins, which are grouped
together because they share a common α/β propellerlike fold. The conserved portion of
the fold consists of five “quasiidentical” αββαβ subunits (Figure 1.2) arranged about a
fivefold pseudosymmetrical axis with a hollow cavity in the center (Figure 1.3).41 The
pentein superfamily includes both catalytic and noncatalytic proteins. The noncatalytic
penteins, such as ribosome antiassociation factors eIF6 and aIF6, exemplify the simplest
form of the pentein fold, with few elaborations (Figure 1.4). In contrast, oftenelaborate
loops and extensions decorate the conserved core fold of the catalytic penteins, such as
DDAH (Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.2: Ribbon diagram of one αββαβ subdomain
Ribbon diagram showing one pentein αββαβ subdomain (Ile2012 – Thr2051 of aIF6)42
5

Figure 1.3: Ribbon diagram showing a topdown view of the pentein fold
Topdown view of ribosome antiassociation factor eIF6 (PDB ID: 1G61), a simple
example pentein. For clarity, each αββαβ subdomain is colored differently.43

Figure 1.4: Ribbon diagram showing side view of the pentein fold
Side view of ribosome antiassociation factor eIF6 (PDB ID: 1G61), a simple pentein.
For clarity, each αββαβ subdomain is colored differently.43
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Figure 1.5: Ribbon diagram of human DDAH1
Side view of human DDAH1 (PDB ID: 2JAI). The conserved pentein core is colored
grey, and additional inserts and loops are colored based on subdomain for clarity.43

The central hollow is used to bind substrates in DDAH and the other catalytic
penteins, as demonstrated in the crystal structures of P. aeruginosa DDAH,44 bovine
DDAH145 and human DDAH14 with various ligands bound at their active sites. Bovine,
rat and human DDAH1 are monomeric,1,46,47 but P. aeruginosa DDAH is dimeric from
0.1 – 10 mg / mL (3 – 300 μM), with two independent active sites.48 A loop insertion in
the first pentein subdomain folds over the bound ligand and could facilitate binding to
substrate.
The catalytic penteins are divided into three families according to reaction type
(Figure 1.6).49 Hydrolases catalyze the attack of a guanidine by water to form a urea
derivative. The most wellcharacterized hydrolases include arginine deiminase (ADI),
7

which

converts

Larginine

dimethylaminohydrolase

to

citrulline

and

(DDAH), which converts

ammonia;

dimethylarginine

Nω,NωdimethylLarginine to

citrulline and dimethylamine; peptidylarginine deiminase (PAD), which converts arginine
residues in peptides and proteins to citrulline residues and ammonia; and agmatine
deiminase (AgD), which converts agmatine to Ncarbamoyl putrescine.

Figure 1.6: Drawing of reactions catalyzed by pentein enzymes
Penteins include hydrolases, dihydrolases, and amidinotransferases. In each case, the
conserved activesite Cys residue is proposed to attack the guanidine substrate to form a
thiouronium intermediate, which is used in each of the three reaction types. It is assumed
in this figure that the activesite Cys is deprotonated prior to attack, but the protonation
states in every case are not clear.43

The second family, amidinotranferases, catalyzes the transfer of a one carbon
amidine (–C(=NH)NH2) from a guanidine compound donor to an amine acceptor. The
mechanistically

characterized

amidinotransferases

include

arginine:glycine

amidinotransferase (AGAT), which transfers the amidino group from
glycine forming

Lornithine

Larginine

to

and guanidinoacetate; arginine:inosaminephosphate
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amidinotransferase (AIAT), which uses

Larginine

as an amidine donor and various

amino compounds as acceptors to form Lornithine and a corresponding guanidine; and
arginine:lysine amidinotransferase, which transfers an amidine from a Larginine donor to
an Llysine acceptor to form Lornithine and Lhomoarginine.
The third family, dihydrolases, are proposed to formally catalyze two hydrolysis
reactions on a guanidine, breaking all three C–N bonds and freeing the guanidine carbon
as CO2 (or HCO3). No dihydrolase has been mechanistically characterized, although the
structure of Nαsuccinylarginine dihydrolase (SADH, also labeled AstB) has provided
some mechanistic insight. This enzyme is proposed to convert Nαsuccinylarginine to Nα
succinylornithine, two ammonia molecules and one carbon dioxide (or bicarbonate)
molecule.50 SADH will be discussed in depth in Chapter four.
CATALYTIC MECHANISM
Although pentein enzymes do not share high sequence identity, the type and
positioning of the core activesite residues are conserved (Figure 1.7), with a few
exceptions (see below).43,49,51 Catalytic penteins contain four major core activesite
residues which bind the substrate's guanidinium group and catalyze the reaction. Penteins
contain core catalytic Cys and His residues poised on the re and sifaces of the
guanidinium group, respectively. Two Asp or Glu residues interact with the guanidinium
group of the substrate, one of which makes a bidentate interaction with the substrate's Nδ
and Nω atoms, and the other which binds the two ωnitrogens. In addition to binding, it is
likely these two acidic residues also modulate the electrophilicity of the guandinium.
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Figure 1.7: Generic activesite diagram for pentein enzymes
Generic activesite diagram. Conserved residues are shown in black, and residues not
conserved are gray. R = NH2 or O, R1 = Cδ of arginine substrate in hydrolases, and R2 =
Cδ of arginine substrate in amidinotransferases.43

DDAH contains all of these conserved residues, with one notable exception
(Figure 1.8). No corresponding residue in DDAH exists for the “anterior” Asp of other
catalytic penteins that binds to the two ωnitrogens of the Larginine substrate in the
hydrolases. Instead, DDAH contains a Glu residue (E65) from a different part of the
protein reaches toward the active site and makes a monodentate interaction with the
unsubstituted Nω of the substrate. The extra space created by the monodentate chelation in
DDAH may provide extra space for binding methyl substitutients. 52 A threonine residue
(Thr165) is within hydrogenbonding distance of the catalytic water.
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Figure 1.8: Stick drawing of the conserved DDAH activesite residues
Drawing of the DDAH activesite residues. Note that the terms “lateral” and “anterior”
refer to the position of the residue relative to the bond between Nδ and the guanidine
carbon of the Nω,NωdimethylLarginine substrate. In place of the “anterior” Asp residue,
which makes a bidentate interaction with both ωnitrogens of the substrate in other
penteins, DDAH has a Glu residue from a different part of the protein which makes a
monodentate interaction with the unsubstituted Nω of the Nω,NωdimethylLarginine
substrate.43

Following substrate binding, the activesite Cys attacks the guanidine carbon to
form a tetrahedral intermediate (Figure 1.9). The cationic activesite His residue donates
a proton to the alkylsubstituted Nω atom, which promotes cleavage of Nω from the
guanidine carbon and loss of an alkylamine to form the planar Salkyl thiouronium
covalent intermediate. Interactions of the two conserved acidic residues are maintained.
The hydrolytic water may be stabilized by the activesite His and a conserved Ser/Thr
residue (T165 in P. aeruginosa DDAH), although no studies of this residue have been
reported. The catalytic role of this residue is not clear. Now neutral, the catalytic His
residue acts as a general base to deprotonate this water for attack on the guanidine carbon
11

carbon of the planar thiouronium intermediate to form the second tetrahedral adduct.
Finally, collapse of this adduct and elimination of the activesite Cys free the Lcitrulline
product and regenerate the resting enzyme.
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Figure 1.9: Stick drawing of the proposed catalytic mechanism of DDAH
Proposed catalytic mechanism of DDAH. Free DDAH (boxed) binds to an NωmethylL
arginine substrate, shown in blue, which is hydrolyzed to form Lcitrulline. The
conserved, core catalytic residues are shown in black, the hydrolytic water in red and a
putative interaction with Thr165 in grey. Amino acid numbering is from P. aeruginosa
DDAH.42

Covalent catalysis has been demonstrated using mass spectrometry; the
thiouronium covalent intermediate was trapped by an acidquench during steadystate
turnover of both natural and synthetic substrates.53,54 The importance of each of the core
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residues to catalysis is consistent with mutagenesis studies.44,53–55 Crystal structures
representing the substrate complex and product complex are consistent with the proposed
mechanism.44
An unusual mechanistic feature found in many other penteins is also present in
DDAH. The activesite Cys is predominately protonated, and hence much less reactive,
in the resting state of the enzyme. 54 Upon binding, guanidinium of the substrate appears
to stabilize the anionic thiolate form of the Cys, increasing its nucleophilicity and thereby
participating in the mechanism (Figure 1.10). Many of the normal and pathological
means of regulating DDAH are impacted by the high pKa of the resting activesite Cys,
making it important for understanding not only the normal and pathological redox
regulation of this enzyme, but also its regulation by potential therapeutics and molecular
probes.

Figure 1.10: Scheme of the proposed substrateassisted mechanism of DDAH
The proposed substrateassisted mechanism of P. aeruginosa DDAH. The activesite Cys
is protonated in the resting state, and becomes deprotonated upon binding of a positively
charged ligand such as zinc (lower left) or the substrate. Figure is reproduced from Stone
et al., 2006.54
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BIOLOGICAL REGULATION OF HUMAN DDAH1
The physiological role of DDAH in regulating NO production has led to
investigation of the enzyme's redox sensitivity. Under high concentrations of reactive
nitrogen species, the activesite Cys residue can undergo Snitrosylation.56,57 The resulting
pathological Snitrosylation would inhibit DDAH activity, and in turn decrease NO
production, resulting in a feedback regulation loop. However, the activesite Cys is
relatively insensitive to oxidation.58,59 Human DDAH1 is surprisingly insensitive to
inactivation by H2O2, a powerful biological oxidant, and is also relatively insensitive to
many reactive nitrogen species.58,59 This resistance to oxidation can be explained in part
by the high resting pKa of the activesite Cys. Because the activesite Cys nucleophile is
predominately protonated in the resting state of the enzyme, this thiol is much less
reactive, making it much less susceptible to oxidation than an anionic thiolate. 58 In
contrast, free thiols60 and enzymes that use an activesite Cys nucelophile with a low pKa
value, such as caspase3,61,62 Cdc25B63 and PTP1B,64 are rapidly inactivated by reactive
oxygen and nitrogen species with rate constants several orders of magnitude larger than
human DDAH1.58,59 The high resting pKa of the catalytic Cys could serve physiologically
to ensure that the enzyme is not inactivated by normal fluctuations in reactive oxygen or
nitrogen species, while still allowing feedback inhibition when these redox species reach
pathological concentrations.
In addition to these redox modifications, Zn(II) binding at the active site also
inhibits bovine and P. aeruginosa DDAH.45,65 Therefore, release of zinc during periods of
oxidative stress may also cause DDAH inhibition. 19 However, it is not clear which of
these inhibition pathways, or others, occur in vivo.
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SYNTHETIC SMALL MOLECULE INHIBITION OF DDAH
DDAH inhibition by synthetic small molecules is a therapeutic goal for disease
states marked by increased nitric oxide levels. The involvement of DDAH in tumor
angiogenesis make it an attractive target for anticancer therapeutics. The observation that
DDAH1 is expressed in vascular tissue, but not significantly in immune tissue33 make it
a potential target for tissuespecific regulation of NO in cases where systemwide NO
reduction is not desirable. This effect could be useful for treatment of septic shock in
particular. Septic shock is a frequently fatal, NOmediated condition with a high fatality
rate (30 – 70 %) that kills as many people each year as myocardial infarction. 66,67 NO
production is induced during septic shock as a response to bacterial infection. 68 This NO
activates macrophages and immune tissue, but also dilates blood vessels. The dilated
blood vessels can then cause the excessive hypotension which can lead to multiple organ
failure and death. Attempts to relieve septicshockinduced hypotension with NO
synthase inhibitors has had mixed results, and one trial was discontinued, finidng
increased mortality. Such increased mortality might be due to suppression of NO's
positive effects in fighting off infection. Treatment of septic shock with selective DDAH
1 inhibitors, however, could retain the beneficial aspects of reducing NO in vascular
tissues, but avoid the detrimental effects of inhibiting NO production in immune tissue. 69
Underscoring this hypothesis, there is evidence that plasma dimethylarginine levels are
lowered in children with septic shock,70 possibly due to altered DDAH activity. Although
only small changes were noted in dimethylarginine concentration (0.22 μM less than
healthy individuals), it has been proposed that even small changes in extracellular
dimethylarginine concentrations can have large effects on NO synthase activity because
cells accumulate and concentrate methylated arginines.5
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A series of substrate analogs has been characterized as micromolar inhibitors of
DDAH (Figure 1.11).29,47 Despite its chemical similarity to the substrate, one of these
analogs, Nω(2methoxyethyl)Larginine, causes a rearrangement of activesite residues
upon binding. The inhibitor’s guanidinium is held in a nonproductive orientation, and
the catalytic His is displaced.45

A series of alkylamidine substrate analogs bind

covalently but reversibly to the active site Cys. 58,71–73 An irreversible inactivator of
DDAH based on an ahalo amidine structure has also been reported. 74 Inactivation occurs
by a mechanism similar to that of αhalo ketone inhibitors of cysteine proteases, and
occurs at the catalytic activesite Cys only.
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Figure 1.11: Stick drawing of existing DDAH inhibitors
Example structurs of DDAH inhibitors. A) indolylthiobarbituric acids, B)
pentafluorphenyl sulfonates, and C) alkylamidines.

However, these substrate analogs depend on the y+ cation transporter to enter
cells, which has two major drawbacks.75–77 First, these molecules cannot be significantly
altered and also maintain affinity for the transporter. Second, they compete with

L

arginine for the transporter, which may have adverse effects.
A few scaffolds for developing reversible DDAH inhibitors which do not
resemble the substrate have also been reported, including pentafluorophenyl sulfonates
17

and indolyl barbiturates (Figure 1.11).78,79 The indole fragment of the indolyl barbiturates
is proposed to bind at the hydrophobic surface normally occupied by the substrate’s
backbone, but the precise way that these inhibitors interact with DDAH remains to be
determined.
In this thesis, the mechanism of DDAH will be explored in detail. DDAH
catalysis is shown to be closely related to both the amidinotransferase and dihyrolase
branches of the pentein superfamily. With only single amino acid mutations, DDAH is
found to catalyze the amidinotransferase and dihydrolase reactions, demonstrating one
possible means these branches may have evolved. Purified SADH is catalytically
characterized for the first time, and single amino acid mutations are identified which
switch the enzyme into a hydrolase. In the second major section, highthroughput
screening assays are developed, optimized, and validated for both P. aeruginosa DDAH
and human DDAH1. These assays are successfully used to screen three commercially
available libraries to identify several new inhibitors with structures dissimilar to the
substrate: A known drug in phase III clinical trials is identified which inhibits DDAH in
cells; a set of quiescent affinity labels which timedependently modify DDAH in a novel
way; and two reversible, competitive DDAH inhibitors. Together, this work provides
tools to study DDAH, molecular scaffolds for regulation of nitric oxide through DDAH,
and insight into catalysis by pentein enzymes and, in a broader sense, the way in which
new catalytic activities evolve.
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Chapter 2: Promiscuous partitioning of a covalent intermediate
common in the pentein superfamily

INTRODUCTION
The pentein superfamily of proteins consists of binding proteins and enzymes that
often possess low sequence homology but share the same overall fold: a β/α propeller
fold with five pseudosymmetrical repeating ββαβ motifs. 1 Penteins include both non
catalytic binding proteins, such as the ribosome antiassociation factor IF6 2, and a family
of enzymes which modify guanidines.3 This guanidinomodifying family consists of
hydrolases (e.g. arginine deiminase, peptidylarginine deiminase, dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase),

dihydrolases

amidinotransferases

arginine:glycine

(e.g.

(e.g.

succinylarginine

amidinotransferase,

dihydrolase),

and

arginine:inosamine

amidinotransferase). Pentein enzymes are clinically important for their roles in cancer,
rheumatoid arthritis, multiple sclerosis, endothelial dysfunction, microbial and parasitic
infections, and creatine metabolism3. Therefore, shared structural and mechanistic motifs
are of significant interest for understanding these disease pathologies and for developing
new therapeutics.
Catalytic members of the pentein superfamily are mechanistically diverse, yet
they have nearly identical active sites (see previous chapter) and are proposed to use a
similar transient covalent adduct during catalysis. This diversity comes in part from the
ability of pentein enzymes to cleave different NC bonds of the guanidino group. 3–5 As a
specific example, dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH), a hydrolase, uses
a first half reaction in which an activesite Cys nucleophile to attacks the guanidine
carbon of NωmethylLarginine to produce methylamine (through cleavage of the bond
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between Nω and the guanidine carbon) and a covalent Salkylthiouronium adduct6. The
second half reaction of DDAH is hydrolysis of the adduct to yield citrulline through
cleavage of the bond between the thiouronium carbon and the activesite Cys bond
(Figure 2.1a).6 In contrast, the amidinotransferase enzymes bind their substrate (L
arginine) in an alternative conformation relative to the activesite residues, holding the δ
nitrogen rather than the ωnitrogen in the place of the leaving group. This allows the
conserved catalytic residues to assist in breaking the N δcarbon bond, rather than the Nω
carbon bond. Therefore, in the first half reaction of amidinotransferases, the activesite
nucleophile attacks the guanidine carbon of Larginine to form Lornithine and a covalent
Salkylthiouronium adduct.5 The adduct formed by the amidinotransferases bears only a
single carbon derived from arginine,7,8 while the adduct formed by the hydrolases is
larger.6 The amidinotransferase adduct is stable to hydrolysis, remaining bound until
attacked by the amine of the second substrate in the second half reaction (Figure 2.1b).
The third family of enzymes, the dihydrolases, likely use a similar Salkylthiournonium
intermediate (Figure 2.1c)9, although unanswered questions still exist about the remainder
of the dihydrolase mechanism (see chapter four).
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Figure 2.1: Reaction mechanisms for selected enzymes in the pentein superfamily
The reactions of A) DDAH, B) arginine:glycine amidinotransferase, and C) Nαsuccinyl
Larginine dihydrolase are proposed to proceed through similar Salkylthiouronium
adducts.10

The covalent intermediate formed by wildtype DDAH has been characterized
previously.6 A covalent EI adduct has also been observed using a mutant DDAH in which
the activesite His residue is mutated to Gly.11 This His162 residue acts as an acid/base
catalyst, protonating the leaving group in the first half reaction and deprotonating a water
molecule for hydrolysis in the second half reaction. Therefore, the H162G DDAH mutant
does not react with NωmethylLarginine. However, the mutant does react with Smethyl
Lthiocitrulline,

a substrate analog containing a methanethiol group in place of the

dimethylamine in the natural substrate. The methanethiol acts as an activated leaving
group, allowing the covalent Salkylthiouronium adduct to form without acid catalysis by
His162. The reaction of SmethylLthiocitrulline with the H162G DDAH mutant leads to
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formation of the same covalent thiouronium adduct that occurs during normal catalytic
turnover (Figure 2.2)6,11.

– CH3SH

Cys249

No
turnover

His162Gly

Figure 2.2: Scheme showing reaction of H162G DDAH with SmethylLthiocitrulline
to form a stable Salkylthiouronium adduct

The covalent adduct produced by the H162G mutant is stable to hydrolysis,
presumably because the activesite His is not present to deprotonate a water molecule for
the second half reaction.11 This stability has enabled the determination of the three
dimensional structure of the covalent adduct in collaboration with the lab of Jon Robertus
(The University of Texas at Austin). 10 Here, imidazole is shown to be capable of rescuing
the normal hydrolytic reaction. It was also hypothesized that addition of exogenous
amines to incubation mixtures of SmethylLthiocitrulline and H162G DDAH might
result instead in an amidinotransfer reaction because this related activity proceeds
through a chemically similar intermediate. Here, we show that the trapped H162G adduct
is capable of amidinotransferase activity. The DDAH protein scaffold is observed to
impart selectivity for the acceptor amine and also helps to catalyze the amidine transfer.
A library of 245 different amines are screened, and compounds are identified that are
optimal for rescue of either the hydrolysis or amidinotransfer reactions. These findings
experimentally demonstrate the relatedness of the hydrolase and amidinotransferase
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branches of this mechanistically diverse enzyme superfamily, and illustrate one way to
manipulate their activities by using a combination of protein engineering, alternative
substrates and chemical rescue experiments.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Unless noted otherwise, all chemicals and buffers were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). HPLC grade acetonitrile and water were
purchased from Fisher Scientific Co. (Pittsburgh, PA). Imidazole (1M) and
hydroxylamine (1M) stock solutions were prepared in HEPES buffer (250 mM) with KCl
(250 mM) and the final pH adjusted to 7.3. Stock solutions of methylamine (1M),
dimethylamine (1M), tbutylamine (1M) and 2amino2methyl1,3,propanediol (1M)
were prepared in boric acid buffer (250 mM) with KCl (250 mM) and the final pH of
each was adjusted to 9.5. All fits were completed using Kaleidagraph software (Synergy
Software, Reading, PA).
Sitedirected mutagenesis
The pET28a vector with Nterminally His6tagged Pseudomonas aeruginosa
DDAH gene6 was used as a template for Quikchange sitedirected mutagenesis
(Stratagene).

For

the

H162G

ctggaaaaggtcctgGGCctgaagaccgggct3'

mutant,
and

the

primers

were

5'

5'agcccggtcttcagGCCcaggaccttttccag3'

(mutations in capital letters and underlined). For the H162L mutant, the primers were 5'
ggaaaaggtcctgCTCctgaagaccgggc3' and 5'gcccggtcttcagGAGcaggaccttttcc3'. For the
H162A mutant, the primers were 5'ctggaaaaggtcctgGCCctgaagaccgggct3' and 5'
agcccggtcttcagGGCcaggaccttttccag3'. For the H162N mutant, the primers were 5'
ctggaaaaggtcctgAACctgaagaccgggc3' and 5'gcccggtcttcagGTTcaggaccttttccag3'. The
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H162G and H162N primers were purchased from Invitrogen, and the H162A and H162L
primers were purchased from SigmaAldrich.
To construct the mutant genes, a PCR mixture containing the wild type DDAH
plasmid, the mutagenic primers, a dNTP mixture, and pfuTurbo DNA polymerase in the
manufacturer’s buffer (Stratagene; La Jolla, CA, USA) was run using a temperature
program of 95 °C for 30 s, followed by 16 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 45 – 60 °C for 1 min,
and 68 °C for 10 min. To digest the methylated template DNA, DpnI (New England
Biolabs; Ipswich, MA, USA) was then added to the cooled reaction mixture and
incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. The mixture was concentrated to 25 μL by ethanol
precipitation and transformed into DH5α Echerichia coli cells. Viable colonies were
selected from LB agar plates with kanamycin (30 μg / mL) after overnight incubation at
37 °C. Plasmid was extracted and purified using a QIAprep Miniprep Kit (Qiagen;
Valencia, CA, USA). Purity was assessed by 1 % agarose gel stained with ethidium
bromide, and mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Expression and purification of DDAH
Expression and purification of DDAH and mutants from P. aeruginosa was
carried out as previously described using Echerichia coli BL21 (DE3) electrocompetent
cells.6 Protein purity was verified by SDSPAGE stained by coomassie blue to be > 97%
homogenous and masses were in agreement (see below) with the calculated masses for
His6tagged P. aeruginosa DDAH with the Nterminal methionine cleaved, as determined
by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESIMS; Analytical Core Facility, College
of Pharmacy, University of Texas at Austin, USA). To determine protein concentration,
purified P. aeruginosa H162G DDAH was added to Denaturing Buffer (guanidinium
hydrochloride (6 M), sodium phosphate (20 mM), pH 6.6). The absorbance of the sample
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at 280 nm was determined using a Cary 50 UVvis spectrophotometer (Varian, Walnut
Creek, CA, USA). The P. aeruginosa DDAH extinction coefficient (17,210 M1cm1) was
calculated (http://workbench.sdsc.edu) based on amino acid sequence.
Chemical rescue experiments
Typically, H162G DDAH (12 μM) was mixed in reaction buffer with SmethylL
thiocitrulline (500 μM). The reaction buffer used for rescue by imidazole or
hydroxylamine was HEPES (250 mM) and KCl (250 mM) at pH 7.2, and the buffer used
for rescue by methylamine, dimethylamine, tbutylamine, 2amino2methyl1,3,
propanediol was boric acid (250 mM) and KCl (250 mM) at pH 9.5. Aliquots from the
amine stock solutions (final concentrations from 0 – 450 mM) were then added to initiate
the reaction. Initial rates of SmethylLthiocitrulline disappearance were determined by
following the loss of the substrate's intrinsic absorbance upon conversion to citrulline or
to a substituted arginine product, as described previously 11. The absorbance values at 240
nm were measured at room temperature by UVVis spectroscopy using a Cary 50 UVvis
spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc., Walnut Creek, CA). Only a small fraction of substrate
(≤ 5 %) was consumed during assays.
The observed rescue rates were plotted against the concentrations of the reaction
amines, dimethylamine, tbutylamine and 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol, and fit by a
linear equation. The concentration dependence of the observed rescue rates for
methylamine and imidazole were fit by the MichaelisMenten equation. The
concentration dependence of hydroxylamine rescue rates were fit using the following
form of the Hill equation, where v0 is the observed initial rate, Vmax is the maximum rate,
n is the Hill coefficient, and KA is the ligand concentration when half the binding sites are
occupied.
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v 0=

V max⋅[NH 2 OH]
n

n

K A +[NH 2 OH]

n

(2.1)

HPLC characterization of products
To determine the identity of reaction products, chemical rescue reactions were
carried out in small volumes (100 μL) for extended times (4 h) at 25° C. For imidazole
rescue reactions, various combinations of purified H162G DDAH (18 μM), SmethylL
thiocitrulline (6 mM) and imidazole (100 mM) were incubated in HEPES (250 mM) and
KCl (250 mM) at pH 7.3. For methylamine rescue reactions, various combinations of
purified H162G DDAH (18 μM), SmethylLthiocitrulline (6 mM) and methylamine
(100 mM) were incubated in boric acid (250 mM) and KCl (250 mM) at pH 9.5.
Reactions with hydroxylamine (100 mM final concentration), dimethylamine (100 mM),
tbutylamine (100 mM), or 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol (100 mM) were prepared
by adding H162G DDAH (18 μM) and SmethylLthiocitrulline (6 mM) to a solution of
each amine brought to pH 9.5 using acetic acid. To remove protein after incubation, each
sample was diluted with water (200 μL), passed through a 96well microtiter filter plate
with 10,000 molecular weight cutoff membranes (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) by
vacuum filtration. Samples were either used immediately or frozen at −20° C for later
analysis.
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to identify enzyme
reaction products. HPLC was carried out on a Shimadzu Prominence (Kyoto, Japan)
HPLC system equipped with two LC20AT pumps, a SIL20A autosampler, a SPD20A
UV/Vis detector, an RF10AxL fluorescence detector, and a CBM20A control unit. A 5
μm particle size, 4.6 × 250 mm Zorbax XDBC18 column fitted with a Zorbax XDBC18
guard column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) was used for all experiments. Aliquots (15
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μL) from the incubation mixtures were mixed with an equal volume of ophthaldehyde
derivatization reagent (Sigma) and incubated for one minute. The resulting reaction was
then immediately injected using the manual injector (20 μL total). Fluorescence of the
column eluate was monitored using excitation and emission wavelengths of 338 and 455
nm, respectively. Separation was achieved using the following gradient program between
solvent A (aqueous, sodium phosphate (30 mM) at pH 7.5) and solvent B (acetonitrile).
Solvent B was increased in a linear fashion from 8.7 % to 20 % over 20 min, to 70 %
over the next 2.5 min, held at 70 % for 17.5 min, and decreased to 8.7 % over the next
minute. A fluorescent peak from the ophthaldehyde derivatization reagent eluted in all
samples near 22.5 min, when the organic mobile phase was increased to 70% for column
washing (data not shown). All solvents were degassed daily by bath ultrasonication for 30
min.
Assay for citrulline
Reactions (200 μL) were prepared with H162G DDAH (18 μM) and SmethylL
thiocitrulline (6 mM) and an amine (see above) in either boric acid (250 mM) and KCl
buffer at pH 9.5 or HEPES (250 mM) and KCl buffer at pH 7.3. Reactions were
incubated for 4 h at room temperature and derivatized as has been previously described
with 1000 μL of the derivatization reagent mixture12. The resulting absorbance of the
samples was read at 530 nm and converted to concentration using an Lcitrulline standard
curve.
Structureactivity relationship by chemical rescue
Each member of a structurally diverse library of 247 compounds containing
primary alkylamine, hydroxylamine, or hydrazine moieties (SigmaAldrich) was
dissolved to 20 mM in water. For primary amines, H162G, H162A, or H162N DDAH (8
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μM) was mixed with library amine (1.15 mM) and SmethylLthiocitrulline (0.5 mM) in
buffer (150 mM boric acid, 150 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA at pH 9.5) which was
supplemented with either 0.1 mg / mL bovine serum albumin or 0.02 % Tween20. The
reactions (60 – 80 μL) were incubated for 18 – 48 h at room temperature in a clear, 96
well microplate (Nalge Nunc; Rochester, NY, USA). Since hydroxylamines and
hydrazines are expected to have lower pKa values than primary alkylamines, the reaction
buffer for those compounds was replaced with 150 mM K2HPO4,150 mM KCl, and 2 mM
EDTA at pH 7.3. The previously described ureido assay 12 was used to detect formation of
Lcitrulline

for each reaction. To test for interference with the assay, 175 μM Lcitrulline

was incubated with each compound in a 96well microplate and analyzed for uriedo
content as described.12 The observed Lcitrulline concentration measured using this assay
includes citrulline produced by chemical rescue of enzymecatalyzed substrate hydrolysis
([C]Hydrolase), by unrescued enzymecatalyzed substrate hydrolysis ([C]Unrescued), by solution
and/or buffercatalyzed hydrolysis of substrate ([C]Solution). The observed signal also
includes artifacts such as background absorbance at 530 nm and interference with the
derivatization reaction (Bamine), as defined below.

[C]obs =[C]Hydrolase +[C] Unrescued +[C]Solution + B Amine (2.2)
To ensure that only citrulline produced by chemicallyrescued hydrolysis
([C]Hydrolase) was being measured, the observed

Lcitrulline

concentrations were first

converted to rates (v/[E]) by dividing by time and enzyme concentration. To correct for
solutionbased reactions of rescued reagents with substrate ([C]Solution) and background
effects (BAmine), the observed rate of a control without library compound and with enzyme
was first subtracted from the observed rate of a sample with library compound and
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enzyme to obtain vHydrolase + vUnrescued. The rate of the unrescued reactions (vUnrescued) was
estimated by subtracting citrulline concentrations from samples with and without enzyme
using water in place of a rescue reagent. This rate was then subtracted from the vHydrolase +
vUnrescued value, as described below, where vHydrolase is the rescued rate of hydrolysis; vE+R+S
is the observed rate of a sample containing enzyme, substrate, and rescue reagent; vR+S is
the observed rate of a sample containing substrate and rescue reagent but not enzyme;
vE+S is the observed rate of a sample containing enzyme and substrate, but no rescue
reagent; and vS is the observed rate of a sample containing only substrate.

v Hydrolase=(v E+R+S −v R+S )−(v E+S−v S ) (2.3)
To detect hydrolysis of substrate, the reactions described above (80 μL) were
carried out in 384well microplates (Corning; Corning, NY, USA). Reactions that were
run at pH 9.5 were brought to pH 7.3 by addition of 1.4 M KH 2PO4, pH 5.8. To detect
methanethiol present in the reactions, 9 μL of DTNB stock (5 mM stock concentration
was added and incubated for approximately 10 min. Absorbance at 405 nm was measured
on a Victor Wallac 1420 Plate Reader (PerkinElmer), and converted to methanethiol
concentration using a published extinction coefficient (14,150 M1 cm1)13. Several
different reactions can produce the same observed methanethiol concentrations estimated
using this method. This observed product concentration is therefore a sum of several
different terms, as defined below, where [P]obs is the observed methanethiol
concentration,

[P]AT

is

the

rate

of

chemical

rescue

of

enzymecatalyzed

amidinotransferase activity, [P]Hydrolase is the rate of chemical rescue of enzymecatalyzed
hydrolysis activity, [P]Unrescued is the unrescued rate of
degradation,

enzymecatalyzed substrate

[P]AmineSolution is the insolution reaction rate of amines with substrate,
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[P]Solvent is the rate of substrate degradation in solvent or buffer, and AAmine refers to assay
effects such as intrinsic absorbance of the amine or side reactivity of the amine with the
DTNB reagent.

[P]obs=[P]AT +[P]Hydrolase +[P] Unrescued +[P]AmineSolution +[P]Solvent + AAmine (2.4)
The assay was repeated under identical conditions without enzyme to correct for
amine solution reactions ([P]AmineSolution), substrate degradation under the assay conditions
([P]Solvent), and compound interference in the assay (AAmine). The concentrations were
converted into observed rates (v/[E]) by dividing by the reaction time and enzyme
concentration. Rates reflecting enzymecatalyzed substrate consumption were generated
by subtracting the methanethiol concentrations determined in controls without enzyme
from the methanethiol concentrations determined in samples with enzyme. These
corrected rates include methanethiol produced by: 1) the amidinotransfer rescue pathway,
2) the hydrolysis rescue pathway, and 3) the hydrolysis pathway by unrescued enzyme.
The rate of rescued amidinotransfer activity (vAT) for each compound was
estimated by and the observed rate of samples containing substrate and rescue reagent but
no enzyme (vR+S) from the observed rate of substrate consumption with enzyme, rescue
reagent, and substrate (vE+R+S). The vHydrolase term determined above was also subtracted if
it was greater than zero.

v AT =(v E+R+S −v R+S )−(v E+S −v S )−v Hydrolase (2.5)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A stable mimic of a covalent reaction intermediate common to the pentein
enzymes was prepared and studied to better understand the similarities and differences
between enzymes in the superfamily. Previously, a covalent adduct was observed with
the P. aeruginosa H162G DDAH mutant and an activated substrate, SmethylL
thiocitrulline, which was hypothesized to be analagous to the transient covalent
intermediate formed during normal catalysis. The adduct possessed sufficient stability to
allow cocrystallization and structure determination of the H162G DDAH mutant with S
methylLthiocitrulline.* Next, chemical rescue experiments were performed to evaluate
the catalytic competency of the adduct. Finally, exogenous amines were added to
reactions containing the covalent adduct to assess the catalytic promiscuity of the S
alkylthiouronium adduct and to better understand the common catalytic themes that exist
in the pentein superfamily.
Structure of H162G DDAH with covalent adduct bound
H162G DDAH and SmethylLthiocitrulline were cocrystallized, forming crystals
that diffracted to a resolution of 2.8 Å. The crystal structure was solved using molecular
replacement with the previously determined structure for P. aeruginosa DDAH.14 Strong,
continuous electron density was observed between the sulfur of Cys249 and the Nδ(1
iminomethyl)Lornithine fragment of the substrate, indicating that the adduct is
covalently bound to the side chain of Cys249 (Figure 2.3a). This result is consistent with
previously reported mass spectrometry data.6

*Crystallization,

Xray data collection, and structure determination were carried out by Art Monzingo in the
lab of Jon Robertus (The University of Texas at Austin)
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Figure 2.3: Diagrams showing interactions between the Salkylthiouronium adduct and
DDAH.
Interactions between the Salkylthiouronium adduct and DDAH. A) Walleyed stereo
view showing continuous electron density is observed between the thiouronium carbon of
the adduct and the sulfur atom of Cys249. B) A drawing depicting possible hydrogen
bonding interactions (dashed lines). Distances between atoms are given in angstroms.10
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The overall H162G DDAH structure was otherwise almost identical to the
previously determined C249S DDAH structure (RMSD = 0.5 Å for equivalent C α
atoms),14 with the largest differences located in the activesite loop (residues 158 – 162)
which contains His162. However, the guanidinebinding pocket remains intact and a
wellformed pocket exists where the His162 sidechain is located in the C249S structure.14
The Nδ(1iminomethyl)Lornithine fragment of the adduct makes noncovalent
interactions with the DDAH activesite similar to those observed in the C249S DDAH
citrulline complex (Figure 2.3b), with one notable exception. The orientation of the
uriedo group in the C249S DDAHcitrulline product complex differs from that of the S
alkylthiouronium adduct, probably due to the formation of a covalent bond. Asp66 forms
a bidentate interaction with Nδ and Nω of both the adduct and the product, but the plane of
the thiouronium group in the covalent adduct structure is rotated approximately 30° from
the plane of the corresponding uriedo group in the product structure.
This altered angle could explain how DDAH can accommodate the different
angles of nucleophilic attack that occur during each half reaction. The Cys nucleophile is
expected to attack the siface of the substrate's guanidine in the first half reaction, and the
nucleophilic water would be expected to attack the opposite face. An ordered water
molecule exists in the product complex within hydrogen bonding distance of the side
chain of His162. This water was not found in the adduct structure, presumably because
His162 is not present. When the structures are overlayed, this water molecule is
positioned appropriately for attack on the thiouronium carbon, at an angle of 106° (Wat
CS) and distance of 3.0 Å (Figure 2.4). This angle is close to the Bürgi Dunitz angle
(105º), which describes the expected trajectory of nucleophilic attack on a carbonyl. 15
This expectation is an approximation because thiouronium electrophiles are not as well
studied as carbonyls and likely have different reaction constraints. The water molecule’s
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positioning is consistent with its participation in the second half reaction – nucleophilic
attack by hydroxide and subsequent elimination of Cys249 to form

Lcitrulline

and

regenerate the resting enzyme.

Figure 2.4: View of superimposed DDAH product and intermediate
Walleyed stereo view of the product complex structure (blue) superimposed with the
covalent H162G DDAH Salkylthiouronium adduct structure (green). Asp66 (below the
ligand) forms a bidentate interaction with both ligands. An ordered water molecule found
in the product complex, but not present in the adduct complex, is within hydrogen
bonding distance with the side chain His162, which is also not present in the adduct
complex. The angles of the planes formed by the uriedo (product) and thiouronium
(adduct) groups are rotated by approximately 30°.
Chemical rescue of H162G DDAH
Based on the conserved positions of the activesite residues, the observed adduct
is not likely trapped due to an unintentional deformation of the active site by the His162
mutation. Addition of exogenous reagents can often restore activity in chemical rescue
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experiments by mimicking the functionality of a missing side chain. 16 To test whether the
adduct accumulates due to the missing imidazole group of the His162 sidechain,
chemical rescue experiments were attempted with exogenous imidazole to replace the
functionality of the missing sidechain. No appreciable turnover of SmethylL
thiocitrulline was observed during the experimental timescale using H162G DDAH
alone. However, addition of imidazole (0 – 450 mM) to incubation mixtures stimulated
enzyme activity at pH 7.3. Imidazole rescue displayed a concentration dependence with
saturation kinetics, reaching a halfmaximum rate at 95 ± 10 mM and a maximum rate of
1.8 ± 0.6 min1 (Figure 2.5). The maximum rescued rate is approximately 40fold lower
than the kcat value for SmethylLthiocitrulline turnover by wild type DDAH (78 ± 6 min
) at pH 7.511. The slower maximum rate of the rescued reaction may be due to sub

1

optimal orientation or positioning of the imidazole molecules in the active site, or by a
slowed first half reaction. Long (3 d) control incubations of imidazole (500 mM) and S
methylLthiocitrulline (500 μM) in the absence of enzyme showed a hydrolysis rate of
0.02 μM min1, which is 900times slower than the observed rate in the presence of
enzyme (10 μM), indicating that the observed rate increase of the reaction upon addition
of imidazole is enzymecatalyzed.
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Figure 2.5: Dependence of rate on concentration of exogenous small molecules
Concentration dependence of the chemical rescue reactions. At pH 7.3, rates of substrate
disappearance increase with higher concentrations of imidazole (■, pKa 7) and
hydroxylamine (●, pKa 6). Imidazole shows evidence of saturation kinetics and
hydroxylamine shows sigmoidal kinetics, possibly indicative of positive cooperativity.10
Chemical rescue product analysis
With imidazole as a chemical rescue reagent, the product of the H162G and S
methylLthiocitrulline reaction was confirmed to be citrulline. Separation of commercial
standards for the substrate SmethylLthiocitrulline (14.5 min retention time), the product
Lcitrulline

(10.3 min) and the expected alternative product NωmethylLarginine (12.6

min) was achieved by HPLC (Figure 2.6). Reaction mixtures that were previously
incubated at pH 7.5 were then subjected to derivatization. The three control mixtures had
only one major peak (14.6 min), matching the retention time for SmethylL
thiocitrulline. However, the incubation mixture containing substrate, enzyme and
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imidazole showed a large new peak (10.1 min), which matches the retention time of the
Lcitrulline

standard (Figure 2.7). Positive ionization ESIMS confirmed the presence of

positively charged citrulline (176.19 Da) with a major peak at 176.1 m/z. Analysis of
control incubation mixtures including substrate and enzyme also showed a minor amount
of citrulline produced under these extended incubation times, but had peak heights < 5 %
of those formed when imidazole was present (Figure 2.7).
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Figure 2.6: HPLC of commercial standards
Commercial standards of SmethylLthiocitrulline (S, 14.5 min), Lcitrulline (10.3 min)
and NωmethylLarginine (NMMA, 12.6 min) were derivatized using ophthaldehyde,
separated on a C18 analytical column and detected using fluorescence (Ex = 338 nm; Em
= 445 nm).10
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Figure 2.7: HPLC analysis of imidazole chemical rescue products
Reaction products of incubations (4 h) containing SmethylLthiocitrulline (S), S and
H162G DDAH (E), S and imidazole (Im) and S, E and Im were derivatized and separated
by HPLC. In the last incubation mixture, a significant peak appearing at 10.1 min is
observed, consistent with citrulline production.10

Presumably, imidazole binds in the pocket vacated by the missing His sidechain
(Figure 2.8) and acts as an acid/base catalyst. However, two additional possibilities exist
to explain the chemical rescue results: 1) Imidazole could stabilize an alternative
conformation of enzyme that is capable of hydrolyzing the adduct; or 2) Imidazole may
act as a nucleophile and directly attack the adduct to generate an unstable substituted
product that is then rapidly hydrolyzed. Imidazole acts through a similar covalent
catalysis pathway during hydrolysis of pnitrophenylacetate.17
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Figure 2.8: Depiction of protein cavities
Depiction of cavities in the adducted protein. A) The surface (1.4 Å probe radius) of the
SmethylLthiocitrullineH162G structure is shown in tan. The citrullineC249S structure
(PDBID: 1H70) is superimposed, but only the His162 sidechain is shown (in blue). The
imidazole of His162 fits well into the cavity created by the H162G mutation. B) A
second, funnel shaped channel extends out from the covalent adduct (shown as a ball
andstick representation) toward bulk solvent, and presumably provides access for the
chemical rescue reagents.
Catalysis of amidinotransfer reaction
The catalytic penteins can be classified as a mechanistically diverse enzyme
superfamily18 because they catalyze different reaction types despite sharing sequence and
structural motifs and chemically similar catalytic intermediates. 1,3,5 This observation
raises the possibility that the covalent Salkylthiouronium intermediate generated by one
reaction pathway might be capable of promiscuous partitioning into evolutionarily
related alternative reaction pathways. Promiscuity is proposed to be one method by which
enzymes evolve new functions during divergent evolution.19 We hypothesized that
addition of exogenous amines instead of imidazole as rescue reagents might lead to a
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DDAHcatalyzed amidinotransferase reaction similar to that found naturally in other
penteins.
Addition of hydroxylamine (instead of imidazole) increased the rate of substrate
turnover. Control reactions in the absence of enzyme showed negligible background rates
(≤ 1 %). Hydroxylamine rescue displayed a concentration dependence with sigmoidal
kinetics (Figure 2.5). The data were well fit by the Hill equation with a maximum rate of
4.4 ± 0.5 min−1 and a ligand concentration at half occupancy of 250 ± 20 mM (Figure
4A). The Hill coefficient is 2.9 ± 0.4, which suggests positive cooperativity. However,
further studies will be required to understand this behavior in more detail.
Exogenous methylamine, dimethylamine, tbutylamine, and 2amino2methyl
1,3propanediol added to incubation mixtures at pH 7.3 did not produce appreciable
turnover rates under the experimental timescale (< 10 min). This is consistent with their
use of their neutral forms in catalysis and suggests that their pK a values are not
significantly perturbed by the enzyme. This proposal is consistent with the high observed
reactivity of hydroxylamine (pKa ≈ 6.0) at pH 7.3 as compared with amines with higher
pKa values. Therefore, to increase the reactivity of the primary amines, they amines were
tested with incubation mixtures at a higher pH (9.5). DDAH is stable under these
conditions.11 There is increased background hydrolysis of SmethylLthiocitrulline as
catalyzed by H162G DDAH alone at this higher pH level, but the rate of this background
reaction is negligible when compared to the observed rates of the rescued reactions.
Incubations of all rescue reagents with substrate in the absence of enzyme showed low
background rates (≤ 3 %) with the exception of 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol (30
%). Addition of methylamine to incubations of SmethylLthiocitrulline and H162G
DDAH at pH 9.5 accelerated substrate turnover in a concentration dependent manner,
showing a slight curvature suggestive of saturation kinetics (Figure 2.9). However, the
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highest concentration of methylamine tested was still below the estimated concentration
(0.69 ± 0.08 M) required to reach half of the maximal (10.8 min 1) rate, so these values
should be treated as approximations due to the extrapolations to the maximal rate. For
comparison, the kcat for SmethylLthiocitrulline turnover by wild type DDAH at pH 9.5
is 78 ± 6 min1.11 The other amines tested as rescue reagents at pH 9.5, dimethylamine, t
butylamine and 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol, were well fit by a linear
concentration dependence, with observed slopes of 2.0 ± 0.3, 2.2 ± 0.1 and 0.4 ± 0.1 M1
min1, respectively, suggesting secondorder reactions via encounter complexes.

Figure 2.9: Dependence of rate on concentration of exogenous primary amines
At pH 9.5, rates of substrate disappearance increase with higher concentrations of
methylamine (●, pKa 10.6), dimethylamine (◆, pKa 10.6), tbutylamine (▲, pKa 10.6) and
2amino2methyl1,3propanediol (■, pKa 8.8). Methylamine shows some curvature,
possibly indicative of saturation, but the remaining amines are fit by a linear
concentration dependence. All experiments are corrected for background rates that are
observed in the absence of enzyme.10
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The observed rates qualitatively correlate with the decrease in steric bulk of the
exogenous amine, but not with their pKa values. The results indicate that addition of these
amines triggers multiple turnovers of substrate, and suggest that the enzyme also appears
to provide selectivity between acceptor amines in the rescued amidinotransfer reactions,
despite the similar pKa values of the amines.
Product analysis of amidinotransfer reaction
Derivatization and HPLC analysis of reaction mixtures previously incubated at
pH 9.5 (Figure 2.10) showed a major, predominant peak in each control incubation at
14.5 min, consistent with SmethylLthiocitrulline. These control traces also showed
additional minor peaks in the control reactions, presumably due to alkaline degradation
products. The peak for derivatized methylamine elutes near the onset of the wash phase
(22.5 min, data not shown). The incubation mixture containing substrate, enzyme and
methylamine showed a large new peak at 12.7 min, matching the retention time of an Nω
methylLarginine standard. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometric (ESIMS)
analysis of reaction mixtures showed a new peak upon addition of exogenous
methylamine at 189 m/z, also consistent with the expected mass (189 Da) of Nωmethyl
Larginine

(Figure 2.11). The calculated masses of SmethylLthiocitrulline and

L

citrulline are 206 Da and 176 Da, respectively. These results indicate that the major
product produced by addition of exogenous methylamine is not citrulline, as observed
with imidazole, but NωmethylLarginine, the expected product of the amidinotransfer
reaction with SmethylLthiocitrulline as an amidine donor and methylamine as an
acceptor.
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Figure 2.10: HPLC analysis of products formed from addition of exogenous methylamine
to reactions with H162G DDAH
Reaction products of incubations (4 h) containing SmethylLthiocitrulline (S), S and
H162G DDAH (E), S and methylamine (NH2CH3), and S, NH2CH3 and E are derivatized
and separated into their components. In this last incubation mixture, a significant peak
appearing at 12.7 min is observed, consistent with NωmethylLarginine formation. In
each plot, stacked elution traces are offset by 1000, 1500 or 2000 relative fluorescence
units for easier visualization.10
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Figure 2.11: Mass spectroscopy of reaction products formed from addition of exogenous
methylamine
ESIMS spectra of mixtures containing A) SmethylLthiocitrulline and methylamine
with mixtures containing B) SmethylLthiocitrulline, methylamine, and H162G DDAH.
A new peak appears after addition of methylamine at 189 Da, matching that expected for
Nω methylLarginine (MH+calc = 189 Da). Relative abundance is indicated on the Yaxis
as percentages.

To investigate the pathway favored by other amines, exogenous hydroxylamine,
dimethylamine, tbutylamine or 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol were added to
reaction mixtures containing SmethylLthiocitrulline and H162G DDAH. HPLC
product analysis of incubation mixtures including the smaller amines, dimethylamine and
hydroxylamine, showed production of new peaks with retention times that match
standards of the expected amidinotransferase products, Nω,NωdimethylLarginine and
NωhydroxyLarginine, respectively (Figure 2.12). Unlike methylamine, these amines
also showed increased production of citrulline (the hydrolysis product), although to
different extents. The bulkier branched amines, tbutylamine and 2amino2methyl1,3
propanediol, showed increased citrulline production, but no obvious peaks corresponding
to products expected from an amidinotransferase reaction.
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Figure 2.12: Analysis of products produced by reactions containing several exogenous
small amines.
Reaction products produced by chemical rescue using various amines were characterized
by HPLC. Briefly, either hydroxylamine (100 mM, top trace), dimethylamine (100 mM,
second trace), tbutylamine (100 mM, third trace) or 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol
(AMPD, 100 mM, bottom trace) was incubated with H162G DDAH (18 μM) and S
methylLthiocitrulline (SMTC, 6 mM) for four hours. Rescue by hydroxylamine
produced a new peak (A) with a retention time (9.9 min) that matches that of an Nω
hydroxyLarginine standard (9.9 min). Rescue by dimethylamine produced a new peak
(B) with a retention time (13.7 min) that matches that of an asymmetric Nω,Nωdimethyl
Larginine standard (13.7 min). No new product peaks were obvious in the
chromatograms of the slower rescue reagents tbutylamine or AMPD.
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To quantify this increase in citrulline production, separate incubation mixtures
were prepared and assayed for citrulline in the presence of 100 mM methylamine (1.2
fold increase), dimethylamine (2.2fold increase), tbutylamine (17fold increase), 2
amino2methyl1,3propanediol (4fold increase), and hydroxylamine (56fold increase)
in comparison to control reactions without amine containing H162G DDAH and S
methylLthiocitrulline.
Incubation mixtures with substrate and amines alone do not show evidence of
significant amidinotransferase activity (Figure 2.10), despite the similarity of the S
alkylthiouronium groups of the activated substrate, SmethylLthiocitrulline, to the
trapped covalent enzyme intermediate. However, addition of H162G DDAH to these
reaction mixtures readily yields the expected amidinotransferase products, demonstrating
that the enzyme contributes to catalysis. Possible explanations are that the enzyme
enhances the electrophilicity of the amidino carbon by using Asp66 and Glu65 to polarize
the C–N bonds of the adduct, and may facilitate breaking the C–S bond of the adduct by
stabilizing the developing partial negative charge on the sulfur leaving group through
weak hydrogen bonding interactions with Asn204, Gly246, or Ser248, as suggested by
the trapped intermediate structure (Figure 2.3). It is possible that these interactions may
also play a role in facilitating hydrolysis of the intermediate in the wildtype reaction.
The data for rescue by amines indicates that the smaller amines, methylamine,
dimethylamine and hydroxylamine, yield the expected amidinotransfer products, but the
larger branched amines, tbutylamine and 2amino2methyl1,3propanediol, only
appear to divert the intermediate through a hydrolytic pathway, possibly by general base
catalysis.
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BINDING LOCATION OF CHEMICAL RESCUE AGENTS
Two possibilities exist for the location in which the chemical rescue agents bind.
As the crystal structure of adducted H162G DDAH revealed (Figure 2.8), a funnel
shaped channel extends from the surface of the protein to the active site. This channel
could provide the selectivity observed in the chemical rescue experiments above. The
second possibility is that these compounds bind on the opposite side of the thiouronium
in the pocket vacated by the missing His162 sidechain. It is hypothesized that compounds
that rescue amidinotransfer activity bind in the channel, with the amine positioned near
the site normally occupied by the catalytic water, and those that rescue hydrolysis bind in
place of the His sidechain. To test whether the rescue compounds bind in the His162
pocket, additional mutants at that position to alanine, leucine and asparagine were cloned,
expressed and purified.
Effect of His162 mutations on rescue
Imidazole rescue was significantly reduced by addition of steric bulk to the His
pocket. His162 DDAH mutants (5 μM) were incubated with rescue reagent (50 mM) for
3 h and were assayed for citrulline content. However, the v/[E] rate obtained at pH 7.3
with imidazole and H162G DDAH (1.2 ± 0.4 min1) is at least an order of magnitude
higher than those obtained with the H162A (0.128 ± 0.005 min 1) or H162L (0.076 ±
0.003 min1) DDAH mutants. A similar trend was observed with hydroxylamine and the
H162G (0.195 ± 0.007 min1), H162A (0.0084 ± 0.0006 min1) and H162L (0.007 ± 0.001
min1) DDAH mutants.
The background hydrolysis rates without amine at pH 9.5 were comparable (0.07
± 0.01 min1 for H162G, 0.030 ± 0.003 min1 for H162A, and 0.030 ± 0.003 min1 for
H162L), suggesting that the mutants have similarly limited catalytic power under the
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assay conditions. Rescue rates were also reduced with tbutylamine, which was found to
mainly rescue the hydrolysis reaction pathway in H162G DDAH (Figure 2.12). An
approximately 10fold difference in citrulline production was observed between H162G
DDAH (0.19 ± 0.03 min1) and the H162A (0.029 ± 0.002 min1) and H162L (0.026 ±
0.001 min1) DDAH enzymes. The observed H162A and H162L rates were within error
of the rate of background hydrolysis. Consistent with expectation, methylamine, which
does not significantly rescue hydrolysis (Figure 2.10), did not increase citrulline
production above background levels (0.036 ± 0.001 min1 for H162G, 0.023 ± 0.002 min1
for H162A, and 0.022 ± 0.001 min1 for H162L).
This data is consistent with the hypothesis that hydrolysis is rescued by molecules
that bind in the pocket vacated by the missing His residue. ESIMS masses of H162A,
H162L, and H162N showed that, within error, a covalent adduct consistent with the
mass of the proposed thiouronium adduct (+157 Da) forms with all of these proteins
(Table 2.1), suggesting that these mutants are capable of forming the adduct. The mutants
also have similar rates of background hydrolysis (see above), suggesting they are capable
of catalysis. However, since only small amounts of activity could be rescued with H162A
and H162L DDAH, it is also possible that the decreased rescue activity observed with the
H162A and H162L mutants is due to subtle changes in the positions and orientations in
the rest of the activesite residues caused by the mutations, which disfavor formation or
hydrolysis of the Salkylthiouronium adduct.
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Protein

Calculated Mass
(Da)

Experimental Mass
(Da)

Mass with SmethylL
thiocitrulline (Da)

H162G

30,422

30,415 ± 10

30,574 ± 10

H162A

30,436

30,432 ± 10

30,588 ± 10

H162L

30,478

30,472 ± 10

30,630 ± 10

H162N

30,479

30,474 ± 10

30,631 ± 10

Table 2.1:

Calculated and expected masses for P. aeruginosa His162 DDAH mutants

Masses were determined by ESIMS in the presence and absence of SmethylL
thiocitrulline (1 mM). When incubated with SmethylLthiocitrulline, the mutants all
formed covalent adducts with masses consistent with the proposed thiouronium (+157
Da).
STRUCTUREACTIVITY RELATIONSHIP BY CHEMICAL RESCUE
A large, funnelshaped channel is present in the structure which could provide
access for the rescue reagents (Figure 2.8b). However, it is difficult to predict how
exogenous amines interact with the enzyme given the plasticity of the DDAH active site
upon ligand binding.20 Therefore, these chemical rescue studies were expanded by using a
library of 245 structurally diverse amines. These compounds were screened for rescue of
the hydrolysis and the amidinotransfer pathways to determine optimal compounds for
each activity. The identity of the preferred amidinotransfer agents may reveal information
about the constraints of the activesite channel. This structureactivity relationship profile
could then be applied to design new inhibitors of DDAH which bind to the activesite
channel.
The 10 amines which led to the highest observed production of citrulline, the
hydrolysis reaction product, are summarized below (Table 2.2). The apparent rates were
corrected for hydrolysis by solvent, buffercatalyzed hydrolysis, H162Gcatalyzed
background hydrolysis, absorbance at the assay wavelength, and interference with color
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development with the assay. With two exceptions (imidazole and heptylamine), the best
hydrolysisrescuing compounds were (2aminoethyl)benzene analogs. This rescue of the
hydrolysis activity is proposed to occur by acid/base catalysis to deprotonate a water
molecule for attack on the trapped covalent adduct. However, other possibilities exist.
The amines themselves may catalyze hydrolysis in solution, or they may also cause a
conformational change in the protein which slightly rearranges the activesite into a more
productive orientation.
ID

224

Name

Mol. Structure
Wt.

2(4Chlorophenyl)ethylamine 155.62

Table 2.2:

Apparent v/[E]
rate of citrulline
formation (min1
× 103)
0.0136 ± 0.0007

Listing of 10 compounds with highest observed rescue rate of hydrolysis
activity*

*Data

collected by Gayle Burstein during her firstyear rotation under the supervision of T. Linsky in the
lab of Walter Fast (The University of Texas at Austin)
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ID

Name

Mol. Structure
Wt.

Apparent v/[E]
rate of citrulline
formation (min1
× 103)

231

3,4Dichlorobenzylamine

176.04

0.0134 ± 0.0005

237

3,4Dichlorophenethylamine

190.07

0.013 ± 0.001

151

Heptylamine

115.22

0.0128 ± 0.0009

238

2,4Dichlorophenethylamine

190.07

12 ± 2

Table 2.2, continued
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ID

Name

Mol. Structure
Wt.

Apparent v/[E]
rate of citrulline
formation (min1
× 103)

212

4Fluorophenethylamine

139.17

10 ± 2

Im

Imidazole

68.08

8.1 ± 0.7

234

3Phenyl1propylamine

135.21

7.3 ± 0.7

210

Tyramine

137.18

7±2

Table 2.2, continued
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ID

225

Name

Mol. Structure
Wt.

2(3Chlorophenyl)ethylamine 155.62

Apparent v/[E]
rate of citrulline
formation (min1
× 103)
6.4 ± 0.6

Table 2.2, continued

These predominantly aromatic compounds are dissimilar to the His side chain
removed from the DDAH active site, but can still rescue hydrolysis activity. The size of
most of these compounds are likely to exclude them from the His binding pocket. Since
it is possible they can rescue activity by binding to an alternate site, or through other
means (see above), further study is warranted to determine mode of rescue.
The library of amines was then assayed using DTNB to detect methanethiol
production released from the substrate, SmethylLthiocitrulline. The citrulline assay
results above were subtracted from the resulting observed rates of methanethiol
production to generate an estimate of amidinotransfer activity. The 10 compounds
showing the most estimated amidinotransfer activity are summarized below (Table 2.3).
Control reactions without enzyme were used to correct for background absorbance of
amines, reaction of amines with DTNB, solution reaction of amines with SmethylL
thiocitrulline, and background solution hydrolysis of SmethylLthiocitrulline (see
methods). Of the 245 amines tested, (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine had the highest
observed rate of rescue of amidinotransferase activity (7.8 ± 0.3 × 103 min1). In contrast,
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the S stereoisomer, (S)()3Aminopyrrolidine, had an amidinotransfer rate within error
of zero (0.2 ± 0.3 × 103 min1).
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ID

Name

Structure

Hydrolysis
activity
(min1 × 103)

Amidinotransfer
activity
(min1 × 103)

(R)(+)3

0.9 ± 0.2

7.8 ± 0.3

76

Ethanolamine

1.7 ± 0.3

4.8 ± 0.6

92

(S)(+)1Amino2

0.4 ± 0.5

4.3 ± 0.5

111 4Amino2butanol

0.3 ± 0.1

4.1 ± 0.3

164 DLeucinol

0.2 ± 0.4

2.9 ± 0.5

243 Methylamine

n.d.

2.8 ± 0.3

176 6Aminohexanoic
acid

0.3 ± 0.2

2.6 ± 0.3

108 NMethyl1,3
diaminopropane

0.5 ± 0.7

2.6 ± 0.7

3.5 ± 0.9

2.1 ± 1.2

0.8 ± 0.4

2.0 ± 0.5

97

Aminopyrrolidine

propanol

94

3Amino1propanol

178 LNorleucine

Table 2.3:

Listing of 10 compounds with highest observed rescue rate of
amidinotransfer activity*
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The presence of a new product upon rescue of H162G DDAH by (R)(+)3
Aminopyrrolidine was determined by HPLC (Figure 2.13). A peak at 8.6 min was present
in samples containing (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine, enzyme, and substrate, and was not
present in any controls. The substrate (9.4 min) was completely consumed, with no
concomitant increase in citrulline (8.1 min). A large peak is present at approximately 12
min which corresponds to OPAderivatized (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine. Further
experiments are needed to further confirm the identity of this product, but nevertheless,
this data is consistent with (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine rescuing the amidinotransfer
pathway.

H162G +
SMTC
SMTC +
AP
H162G +
SMTC +
AP

Figure 2.13: HPLC analysis of products of chemical rescue using (R)(+)3
Aminopyrrolidine
Reaction mixtures containing various combinations of (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine (AP;
100 mM), H162G DDAH (8 μM) and SmethylLthiocitrulline (SMTC; 0.5 mM) were
derivatized with OPA and analyzed by HPLC with detection by fluorescence (Excitation
at 355 nm, Emission at 470 nm). Similarlysized citrulline peaks eluted at 8.1 min,
substrate eluted at 9.4 min, and (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine eluated at approximately 12
min. In samples containing enzyme, substrate, and (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine, a new,
unidentified peak eluted at 8.6 min.
*Data

collected by Matthew Powell under the supervision of T. Linsky during a rotation in the lab of
Walter Fast (The University of Texas at Austin)
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Three of the compounds capable of amidinotransfer activity were selected for
further

study:

(R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine,

ethanolamine,

and

Dleucinol.

The

dependence of the observed rate of substrate consumption on compound concentration
was determined using the direct SmethylLthiocitrulline absorbance assay. Secondorder
dependence of rate on (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine concentration was observed, which fit
to a line to give a second order rate constant of 29 ± 2 M 1 min1 (Figure 2.14). Although
this observed activity at high amine concentrations could be due to the hydrolysis
pathway, no increased production of citrulline was observed during the chemical rescue
screen (0.9 ± 0.2 × 103 min1) or by HPLC assay (Figure 2.13), which is consistent with
the compound rescuing amidinotransfer activity. It is not evident whether saturation can
be observed at concentrations ≥ 20 mM, because the high background absorbance of the
compound at the assay wavelength prevented the use higher amine concentrations. The
concentration dependence curves for ethanolamine and Dleucinol also fit to lines with
second order rate constants of 16.5 ± 0.3 M1 min1 (Figure 2.15) and 7.1 ± 0.9 M1 min1
(Figure 2.16), respectively. The relative rescue potencies of these compounds based on
these rate constants is consistent with the rates from screening results, suggesting the
screen described here is capable of ranking amines by rescue potency. These rates for the
best two amines are higher than second order rate of rescue with methylamine (15.7 M 1
min1). This could indicate that the enzyme may have greater specificity for these
compounds than methylamine, but could also reflect a difference in pKa. The calculated
pKa value for the primary amino group of (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine is 7.37, versus
10.1 for methylamine, suggesting the compound may predominantly deprotonated at pH
9.5 and therefore more reactive than methylamine. Notably, the S stereoisomer does not
rescue amidinotransfer activity despite a similar estimated pKa value.
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Figure 2.14: Dependence of rate on concentration of (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine
(R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine (0 – 19 mM) was incubated with SmethylLthiocitrulline
and H162G DDAH in a quartz cuvette. Reactions were monitored for disappearance of S
methylLthiocitrulline by UV absorbance at 240 nm. The data fit to a line with slow of
29 ± 2 M1 min1.
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Figure 2.15: Dependence of rate on concentration of ethanolamine
Ethanolamine (0 – 222 mM) was incubated with SmethylLthiocitrulline and H162G
DDAH in a quartz cuvette. Reactions were monitored for disappearance of SmethylL
thiocitrulline by UV absorbance at 240 nm. The data fit to a line with slow of 16.5 ± 0.3
M1 min1.
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Figure 2.16: Dependence of rate on concentration of Dleucinol
DLeucinol (0 – 76 mM) was incubated with SmethylLthiocitrulline and H162G
DDAH in a quartz cuvette. Reactions were monitored for disappearance of SmethylL
thiocitrulline by UV absorbance at 240 nm. The data fit to a line with slow of 16.5 ± 0.3
M1 min1.

(R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine, ethanolamine, and

Dleucinol

were also tested for

rescue with H162A DDAH to determine whether the extra methyl alanine side chain can
displace the ligands. (R)(+)3Aminopyrrolidine and Dleucinol had second order rates
with H162A DDAH within error of zero (10 ± 30 M1 min1 and 1 ± 3 M1 min1), and
ethanolamine had a second order rate of slightly higher than zero (0.9 ± 0.8 M1 min1).
One possible explanation is that these amines bind in the pocket vacated by His162, and
the substitution of an alanine for glycine prevents them from binding. However, it is also
possible that the bulkier alanine sidechain reduces the reactivity of the protein by
introducing small conformational changes in the active site relative to H162G DDAH.
Some amines tested have hydroxyl groups which could participate in rescue.
Given the ability of methylamine and dimethylamine to react, the increase in reactivity
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observed with amino compounds at pH 9.5, and the high hydroxyl pKa, it is more likely
that the amino groups partcipate in rescue than hydroxyls.
A 245compound amine library was screened to identify properties of compounds
that rescue hydrolysis and amidinotransfer activity. A structureactivity relationship was
identified to distinguish compounds that rescue hydrolysis from those that rescue
amidinotransfer activity. Compounds containing a (2aminoethyl)benzene moiety were
consistently found to be most efficient at rescuing hydrolysis, and smaller, aliphatic
compounds were most efficient at rescuing amidinotransfer. Further study is warranted to
experimentally determine the binding location and the mode of rescue for these
compounds. The results suggest several moieties for which the enzyme is selective,
which could be useful for design and optimization of selective DDAH inhibitors.
CONCLUSIONS
A stable mimic of a covalent reaction intermediate was trapped and structurally
characterized using a mutant DDAH enzyme and an alternative substrate. This
methodology provides structural insights into a normally transient reaction intermediate, 6
and more information about the catalytic mechanism of this clinically important
enzyme.21,22

Depending on the rescue agent used, the trapped intermediate can be

partitioned into its normal hydrolytic product or down an alternative amidinotransfer
pathway to yield a substituted arginine product (Figure 2.17). The enzyme imparts both
catalysis and selectivity to the transfer reaction, which enabled the use of chemical rescue
studies to probe active site constraints. The alternative amidinotransfer activity may also
have potential applications for chemoenzymatic synthesis of substituted arginine analogs
in aqueous solutions. Screening of a 245compound amine library revealed that the
reaction pathway can be selected based on the compound used for rescue, and may enable
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structureactivity relationships to gain insight into the enzyme's ligand binding
specificity.

Figure 2.17: Scheme for H162G DDAHcatalyzed reactions
Simplified reaction schemes for A) hydrolysis of NωmethylLarginine catalyzed by wild
type DDAH and B) turnover of SmethylLthioctirulline catalyzed by H162G DDAH.
The boxed structure represents the crystallized adduct which can be partitioned into either
the hydrolysis product (citrulline, upper route) or to amidinotransferase products (lower
route) depending on the chemical rescue reagent.10

These results also experimentally illustrate mechanistic features conserved
between the hydrolase and amidinotransferase branches of this mechanistically diverse
enzyme superfamily and are consistent with the proposal that these enzymes are derived
from a common ancestor with a reaction intermediate capable of promiscuous
partitioning. The evolutionary history of enzymes in this superfamily is not clear, but if
the amidinotransferase reaction is more ancient, then recovery of this alternative activity
in DDAH might be more accurately termed “chemical resurrection” instead of “chemical
rescue.”
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Chapter 3: Characterization of a substrateinactivated
dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase mutant

INTRODUCTION
Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) regulates the concentration
of free methylated arginines by catalyzing the hydrolytic degradation of Nω,Nωdimethyl
Larginine

(dimethylarginine) and NωmethylLarginine into

Lcitrulline

and an

alkylamine.1 These methylated arginines are endogenous inhibitors of nitric oxide
synthase.2–5 DDAH therefore indirectly regulates nitric oxide production through the
catabolism of endogenous nitric oxide synthase inhibitors. 4,6–8 Two isoforms, DDAH1
and DDAH2, are present in humans with different tissue distributions. 9,10 Both appear to
regulate nitric oxide concentrations in vivo, although the ability of DDAH2 to catalyze
any reaction has been questioned.8 The structures of both Pseudomonas aeruginosa
DDAH and human DDAH1 indicate that they belong to a superfamily of enzymes called
penteins, which are structurally similar yet mechanistically diverse. This superfamily
contains examples of hydrolases, amidinotransferases, and dihydrolases.
Like other penteins, DDAH is proposed to use a twostep chemical mechanism to
catalyze its reaction.11 First, a nucleophilic activesite Cys residue attacks the substrate's
guanidinium carbon to form a tetrahedral intermediate. The tetrahedral intermediate then
collapses to form a thiouronium adduct with concomitant loss of dimethylamine, assisted
by protonation by an activesite His residue. This catalytic His then acts as a base to
deprotonate a water molecule, activating it for attack at the thiouronium carbon. The
resulting hydroxide ion may also be stabilized by Thr165 (numbering corresponds to P.
aeruginosa DDAH), which is found within hydrogen bonding distance of the catalytic
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water.12 Following attack by hydroxide, a second tetrahedral intermediate forms and
collapses with the nucleophilic Cys as the leaving group to form citrulline and regenerate
the resting enzyme.11
All structurally characterized pentein hydrolases contain a residue capable of
hydrogen bonding at the position of Thr165 in P. aeruginosa DDAH.13 However, this
feature is not present in any structurallycharacterized amidinotransferase or dihydrolase.
The pentein amidinotransferases instead bind their Larginine substrates in an alternate
orientation that would be blocked by Thr165 in DDAH. The dihydrolases possess a
valine residue at this position which would not allow for hydrogen bonding with water.
Therefore, two possible roles exist for Thr165. It may directly stabilize formation
of the hydroxide ion required for attack on the thiouronium carbon in the second half
reaction, and could also help to stabilize the leaving group of the substrate by forming a
hydrogen bond. This is consistent with studies with the amidinotransferase, where only
trace amounts of hydrolysis are observed despite the presence of most of the same
catalytic residues as the hydrolases.14,15 However, the stability of the thiouronium adduct
to hydrolysis in the amidinotransferases may also be explained by slight adjustments in
the position and orientation of the catalytic residues upon substrate binding.13 Thr165
may also serve to sequester the electrophilic thiouronium from nucleophiles in solvent
which might have unwanted reactivity. The valine residue present at the position of
Thr165 in the dihydrolase activesite may serve this role.
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of the DDAH catalytic mechanism
Residue numbering is from P. aeruginosa DDAH. The putative hydrogen bond observed
in the crystal structure between Thr165 and the catalytic water is shown as a dashed line.

Here, the catalytic role of Thr165 is examined by sitedirected mutagenesis. Most
of the mutations that were tested at this position are found to not significantly reduce
catalytic activity, consistent with proposing only a limited role in catalysis for Thr165.
However, one mutant, T165L, had a dramatic effect on catalysis. The mutant T165L
DDAH is shown to be covalently inactivated by its own substrate in a timedependent
manner. Mass spectrometry studies indicate the possible formation of a thiocarbamate
adduct which is only hydrolyzed slowly, and much less efficiently as the normal
thiouronium adduct. This finding shows that the T165L DDAH mutation alters the
reaction pathway of DDAH. Small activesite alterations can have a dramatic effect on
catalytic activity, and can provide insight into how enzymes with new activities evolve.
The discovery of this inactivation pathway uncovers a mechanistic link between the
hydrolase and dihydrolase members of this superfamily. Although the characterization of
this unusual selfinactivation mechanism is not completed, its initial characterization is
presented here.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Methanol, K2HPO4 Na2HPO4, NaH2PO4, formic acid, and
HEPES were from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). 384well clear
polystyrene microplates (Catalog No. 3702) were from Corning (Corning, NY, USA).
Sitedirected mutagenesis of Thr165 DDAH mutants
The pET28a vector with Nterminally His6tagged P. aeruginosa DDAH gene11
was used as a template for Quikchange sitedirected mutagenesis (Stratagene). For the
T165G mutant, the primers were 5'cctgcacctgaagGGCgggctcgcctac3' and 5'
gtaggcgagcccGCCcttcaggtgcagg3' (mutations in capital letters and underlined). For the
T165S

mutant,

the primers

were 5'ggtcctgcacctgaagAGCgggctcgc3'

and 5'

gcgagcccGCTcttcaggtgcaggacc3'. For the T165V mutant, the primers were 5'
tcctgcacctgaagGTCgggctcgcctacc3' and 5'ggtaggcgagcccGACcttcaggtgcagga3'. For the
T165L mutant, the primers were 5'ggtcctgcacctgaagCTAgggctcgcctacctgg3' and 5'
ccaggtaggcgagcccTAGcttcaggtgcaggacc3'. For the T165F mutant, the primers were 5'
tcctgcacctgaagTTCgggctcgcctacc3' and 5'ggtaggcgagcccGAActtcaggtgcagga3'. All
primers were purchased form SigmaAldrich.
To construct the mutant genes, a PCR mixture containing the wildtype DDAH
plasmid, the mutagenic primers, a dNTP mixture, and pfuTurbo DNA polymerase in the
manufacturer’s buffer (Stratagene; La Jolla, CA, USA) was run using a temperature
program of 95 °C for 30 s, followed by 16 cycles of 95 °C for 30 s, 45 – 60 °C for 1 min,
and 68 °C for 10 min. To digest the methylated template DNA, DpnI (New England
Biolabs; Ipswich, MA, USA) was then added to the cooled reaction mixture and
incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. The mixture was concentrated to 25 μL by ethanol
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precipitation and transformed into DH5α Echerichia coli cells. Viable colonies were
selected from LB agar plates with kanamycin (30 μg / mL) after overnight incubation at
37 °C. Plasmid was extracted and purified using a QIAprep Miniprep Kit (Qiagen;
Valencia, CA, USA). Purity was assessed by 1 % agarose gel stained with ethidium
bromide, and mutations were confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Expression and purification of DDAH
Expression and purification of wildtype P. aeruginosa DDAH and the T165G,
T165S, T165L, and T165V mutants was carried out as previously described using E. coli
BL21 (DE3) electrocompetent cells.11 Purity of all proteins was verified by SDSPAGE
stained by Coumassie blue to be > 97% homogenous and all experimental masses were in
agreement with predicted masses for His6tagged P. aeruginosa DDAH with the N
terminal methionine cleaved (Table 3.1) as determined by electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry (ESIMS; Analytical Core Facility, College of Pharmacy, University of
Texas at Austin, USA). To determine protein concentration, purified P. aeruginosa
DDAH was added to Denaturing Buffer (guanidinium hydrochloride (6 M), sodium
phosphate (20 mM), pH 6.6). The absorbance of the sample at 280 nm was determined
using a Cary 50 UVvis spectrophotometer (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA, USA). The P.
aeruginosa

DDAH

extinction

coefficient

(17,210

(http://workbench.sdsc.edu) based on amino acid sequence.
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M1cm1)

was

calculated

Protein

Predicted mass (Da)

Experimental mass (Da)

Wildtype DDAH

30,503

30,498 ± 10

T165G DDAH

30,459

30,455 ± 10

T165S DDAH

30,489

30,484 ± 10

T165V DDAH

30,501

30,499 ± 10

T165L DDAH

30,515

30,519 ± 10

T165F DDAH

30,549

30,544 ± 10

Table 3.1:

Predicted and experimentally determined masses of Thr165 DDAH mutants

Continuous spectrophotometric kinetic assay
A 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, 5 mM) stock solution was prepared
in HEPES buffer (10 mM) and KCl (100 mM) at pH 6.5, and stored at 4 ºC. To determine
reaction rates, wildtype (0.1 μM) or Thr165 mutant DDAH (1.1 μM) was added to
Reaction Buffer (K2HPO4 (250 mM), KCl (250 mM), Tween20 (0.02 % v/v) and
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, 2 mM); pH 7.3) in a 384well clear polystyrene
plate (Catalog No. 3702, Corning Inc.; Corning, NY, USA). To initiate the reaction, 45
μL of substrate solution containing SMTC (0 – 1000 μM) in Substrate Buffer (1 mM
DTNB, 0.02 % v / v Tween20, and 2 mM EDTA) was added to each well. Absorbance
at 405 nm was measured approximately every 20 s for 10 – 30 min using a Victor Wallac
1420 plate reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). A path length of 0.75 cm and a
published extinction coefficient of 14,150 M 1cm1 were used to determine product
concentrations.16 Rates were determined based on the slope of the product concentration
plotted against time. For the T165L mutant, the resulting product versus time plot was fit
to an exponential decay function below.
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P = y 0 + A⋅e

−k obs +t

(3.1)

The parameters were used in the derivative of that function to obtain an estimate
of initial velocity, defined below.

v 0= A⋅k obs

(3.2)

For other mutants, the slope of a linear fit was used to estimate initial rate.
Citrulline assay
Dimethylarginine (1 mM) or SMTC (1 mM) in Substrate Buffer was mixed with
T165G, T165V, or T165L DDAH (1 μM) in Reaction Buffer to a final volume of 60 μL.
Reactions were incubated for 0 – 60 min, and quenched with trifluoroacetic acid (1 M
final concentration). The reactions were then assayed for uriedo groups using a published
colorimetric assay,17 plotted against time with background subtracted, and fit as described
above for the DTNBbased assay.
Mass spectrometry of covalently modified T165L DDAH
To characterize a covalent enzyme adduct that forms during the T165L DDAH
reaction with dimethylarginine and SMTC, reactions containing T165L DDAH (2 – 40
μM), SMTC (8 mM) or dimethylarginine (4 mM), K 2HPO4 (125 mM) and KCl (125 mM)
at pH 7.3 were incubated for 0 – 30 min and quenched with trifluoroacetic acid (1 M final
concentration). Samples were diluted with an equal volume of acetonitrile to solubilize
precipitated protein. Samples were analyzed by ESIMS (Analytical Core Facility;
College of Pharmacy, University of Texas at Austin, USA). To determine whether the
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adduct contains an oxygen, a sample was prepared using 18O water (65 % v / v) in the
incubation solution.
HPLC analysis of T165L DDAH reaction products
To determine the reaction products of T165L DDAH, enzyme (10 μM) or an
equal amount of dialysis buffer was incubated overnight at room temperature in Reaction
Buffer (125 mM K2HPO4 and 125 mM KCl at pH 7.3) with 5 mM dimethylarginine or S
methylLthiocitrulline. Protein was removed using a microcentrifuge protein
concentrator tube with a 10,000 Da molecular weight cutoff membrane filter (Millipore;
Billerica, MA, USA). The resulting filtered reaction mixture (17 μL) was mixed with 58
μL of an OPA Reagent mixture (7.5 mM opthalaldehyde, 200 mM 3mercaptopropionic
acid, 200 mM borate at pH 9.5, and 200 mM NaOH) and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. The extended incubation time and high 3mercaptopropionic acid
concentrations improve derivatization results of compounds with CH2NH2 moities.
The resulting sample (30 μL) was injected into a Shimadzu Prominence (Kyoto,
Japan) HPLC system equipped with two LC20AT pumps, a SIL20A autosampler, a
SPD20A UV/Vis detector, and a CBM20A control unit. A Prevail C18 column (4.6 mm
ID x 250 mm length; 5 um particle size; catalog no. 99210) was used for all HPLC
experiments. Compounds were eluted with 50 mM K2HPO4, pH 7.0 as mobile phase A
and 70 % (v / v) acetonitrile in water as mobile phase B. An elution gradient performed
according to Table 3.2, and detection was by fluorescence with excitation at 338 nm and
emission at 455 nm.
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Table 3.2:

Time

%B

0

5

26

100

35

100

36

5

45

END

HPLC elution program for OPA derivatives.

Times are given in minutes. HPLC mobile phase A was 50 mM K2HPO4, pH 7.0, and
mobile phase B was 70 % (v / v) acetonitrile in water.
Dependence of substrate inactivation on pH value
To determine the effect of pH on substrateinduced inactivation, in a quartz
cuvette, T165L DDAH (1 μM) was incubated with SMTC (0.4 mM) at different pH
values (5 – 9.5) in 250 mM KCl and either borate (250 mM), K 2HPO4 (250 mM), or
sodium acetate (250 mM) depending on the pH. Total reaction volume was 300 μL.
Absorbance of the samples was read continuously at 240 nm on a Cary 50 UVvis
spectrophotometer (Varian; Palo Alto, CA, USA) for 25 – 120 min. Data were fit to
either a single exponential decay function as described above, or to the equation shown
below, which models timedependent product formation in reactions with an initial
exponential burst phase defined by an initial velocity v0 and an inactivation rate kinact,
followed by a linear, steadystate rate (kss).

[P]=[P]0 −[E] t⋅(k ss⋅t+

(v0 − k ss )
−k
⋅(1−e
k inact
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⋅t

inact

))

(3.3)

Inactivation rates were determined for each pH value, plotted versus pH, and fit to
the equation below.

k obs =k min +

k max −k min
1+10

pK a− pH

(3.4)

Chemical rescue of T165L DDAH
T165L DDAH (3 – 5 μM) was incubated for 15 min with SMTC (1.3 – 2.2 mM)
in buffer (180 mM K2HPO4, 180 mM KCl, 0.1 mg / mL albumin, 1.5 mM EDTA, and 1
mM DTNB at pH 7.3) to ensure inactivation. To initiate rescue, hydroxylamine (0 – 400
mM at pH 7.3) was added to the reaction. Background correction was performed by
subtracting data points from controls without enzyme. The substrate consumption rates
obtained were plotted against hydroxylamine concentration and fit to a line to determine
the second order rate constant.
Software and curve fitting
LibreOffice 3.4 (http://www.libreoffice.org/) was used for all spreadsheet
calculations. Linear fitting of the fluorescence versus time plots was done using the SciPy
python module (http://www.scipy.org/) and automated using a python script. Other curve
fitting was done using Qtiplot 0.9.8 (ProIndep Serv SRL, Craiova, Romania). For more
robust fitting, data was also modeled using KinTek Explorer (KinTek Corporation;
Austin, TX, USA).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To learn more about the role that Thr165 plays in catalysis, sitedirected
mutations were made to change the threonine side chain to that of glycine, serine, valine,
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phenylalanine, and leucine. These mutants were first subjected to a preliminary activity
assay, and then characterized in more depth.
Initial characterization
As an estimation of enzymatic rates, SMTC (1 mM) was incubated with T165G,
T165S, T165F, and T165L DDAH (0.6 μM) and monitored using the continuous DTNB
based assay. The v0/[E] rates were 19.0 ± 0.3 min1, 30.8 ± 0.2 min1, 9.4 ± 0.2 min1, and
4.02 ± 0.01 min1 for T165G, T165S, T165F and T165V, respectively. However, the
T165L DDAH mutant displayed a nonlinear timedependent inactivation which fit well
to a single exponential equation (Figure 3.2). Based on the fit parameters, the initial rate
of substrate hydrolysis (v0/[E]) was 33.571 ± 0.003 min1 with an observed inactivation
rate constant kinact of 0.420 ± 0.001 min1 (errors reported are curvefitting error).
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Figure 3.2: Hydrolysis of SmethylLthiocitrulline over time with Thr165 DDAH
mutants.
SMethylLthiocitrulline (1 mM) was incubated with T165G (♦), T165S (●), T165V (○),
T165F (■), and T165L (□) DDAH mutants. All mutants except T165L displayed initial
product formation that was linear with respect to time. The T165L mutant displayed
single exponential behavior with A = 45.56 ± 0.08 μM, kobs = 0.420 ± 0.001 min1, and
y0 = 92.51 ± 0.03 μM.

An orthogonal assay for uriedo products (e.g. citrulline) was used to validate the
results of the DTNBbased assay above and to enable use of the natural substrate
dimethylarginine. Using the ureido detection assay and SmethylLthiocitrulline as a
substrate, the T165G and T165S DDAH mutants (0.3 μM) showed linear formation of
product over time (Figure 3.3) consistent with the DTNBbased assay, with rates (v0/[E])
of 14.7 ± 0.7 min1 and 26.7 ± 0.4 min1. Similar results were observed with
dimethylarginine (1 mM) as the substrate for T165G DDAH (v0/[E] = 12.6 ± 0.4 min1)
and T165S DDAH (v0/[E] = 26.2 ± 0.7 min1).
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Figure 3.3: Formation of uriedo product over time with Thr165 DDAH mutants
SMethylLthiocitrulline (1 mM) was incubated with T165G (○) and T165S (●). Samples
were taken at various timepoints and analyzed for uriedo content. Dimethylarginine (1
mM) was also incubated with T165G (□) and T165S (■). Both mutants displayed initial
product formation that was linear with respect to time.

Reactions containing T165L DDAH (0.3 μM) with SmethylLthiocitrulline (1
mM) as a substrate displayed similar apparent inactivation. The observed inactivation rate
and initial velocity (kinact = 0.45 ± 0.08 min1; v0/[E] = 33 ± 7 min1) were consistent with
the DTNBbased assay, indicating that the selfinactivation effect is not derived from the
DTNB assay components (Figure 3.4). In contrast with the other T165 mutants, which
showed similar rates of hydrolysis for dimethylarginine and SmethylLthiocitrulline, a
slow, linear rate of uriedo group production (v0/[E] = 3.2 ± 0.4 min1) was observed with
dimethylarginine (1 mM) as a substrate.
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Figure 3.4: Uriedo compound formed over time with T165L DDAH.
Product formation with respect to time as determined by a uriedo assay with T165L
DDAH (0.3 μM) for A) SmethylLthiocitrulline (1 mM; ●) and B) dimethylarginine (1
mM; ■). The curve for SMTC fit to a single exponential with A = 21 ± 2 μM, kobs = 0.45
± 0.08 min1, and y0 = 49.6 ± 0.9 μM. The data for dimethylarginine fit to a line with
intercept of 27.6 ± 0.7 μM and slope of 0.9 ± 0.1 μM / min.
Steadystate kinetics
Steadystate kinetic parameters were determined for each of the T165L DDAH
mutants with SmethylLthiocitrulline (0 – 250 μM). The conservative T165S DDAH
mutant had a kcat of 47.7 ± 0.7 min1 and KM of 4.1 ± 0.2 μM (Figure 3.5, Table 3.3). For
comparison, wildtype P. aeruginosa DDAH has a kcat of 72 ± 1 min1 and KM of 10.3 ±
0.9 μM under the same conditions. These relatively small changes in steadystate
parameters indicate that the T165S DDAH mutant largely retains the catalytic activity of
the wildtype enzyme, consistent with expectation based on the similar amino acid side
chains. T165G DDAH had a kcat of 29.1 ± 0.4 min1 and KM of 4.1 ± 0.2 μM, which are
both reduced by approximately 2.5fold from wildtype, suggesting with only a minor
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catalytic role during the ratelimiting step of the reaction for the Thr165 side chain.
T165V DDAH showed zeroorder kinetics with respect to substrate concentration (3.9 –
250 μM), consistent with saturating conditions. KM was too low to be accurately
determined by the assay (< 3 μM), but kcat was 5.9 ± 0.3 min1. T165F DDAH had a kcat of
7.2 ± 0.3 min1 and KM of 4.2 ± 0.9 μM. Because of the inactivation observed in T165L
catalysis, steadystate parameters with this mutant were determined by fitting the product
versus time data to a single exponential and estimating initial velocity from the fit
parameters, as described in the methods. T165L DDAH had steadystate rate constants
similar to the T165G mutant, with a kcat of 26.2 ± 0.4 min1 and KM of 12.5 ± 0.9 μM. The
kcat rates of all of these mutants, which were approximately within an order of magnitude
of the wildtype kcat rate, suggest that the apparent hydrogen bonding interaction between
Thr165 and the catalytic water observed in the DDAH crystal structure 12 may not
contribute significantly to catalysis, and that Thr165 probably plays a small role, if any,
in binding to substrate.
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Figure 3.5: Steadystate kinetics of T165 mutants with SmethylLthiocitrulline
Reactions with wildtype (●), T165G (■), T165S (♦), T165V (▲), T165F (◄), and
T165L (▼) DDAH (0.05 μM) were incubated with various concentrations of SmethylL
thiocitrulline (0 – 250 μM) and monitored using the continuous DTNBbased assay.
Initial rates (v0/[E]) were determined from product versus time plots by fitting to a single
exponential for T165L DDAH, and fitting to a line for the other variants. The resulting
rates were fit to the MichaelisMenten equation to determine steadystate kinetic
parameters.
Enzyme

kcat (min1)

KM (μM)

kcat/KM (mM1 min1)

Wildtype DDAH

72 ± 1

10.3 ± 0.9

7.0

T165S DDAH

47.7 ± 0.7

4.1 ± 0.2

11.6

T165G DDAH

29.1 ± 0.4

4.1 ± 0.2

7.1

T165V DDAH

5.9 ± 0.3

n. d.*

n.d.*

T165F DDAH

7.2 ± 0.3

4.2 ± 0.9

1.7

T165L DDAH

26.2 ± 0.4

12.5 ± 0.9

2.1

Table 3.3:

Steadystate kinetic constants for Thr165 DDAH mutants

* Could not be determined due to assay limitations
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Mode of inactivation of T165L DDAH
In the steadystate studies above, the initial velocities of the T165L DDAH
mutant were shown to be similar to wildtype. To determine how substrate concentration
affected enzyme inactivation, observed inactivation rates (kinact) of T165L DDAH were
determined at varied concentrations of the substrate SmethylLthiocitrulline (0 – 500
μM). Values of kinact were highest at low substrate concentrations, decreased sharply with
substrate concentration to around 100 μM substrate, and then increased slowly with
substrate concentration at concentrations > 100 μM. The data did not fit well to kinetic
equations for inactivation occurring either with free enzyme or with enzymesubstrate
complex. The increase in kinact can be explained by either a second order inactivation by
substrate binding in an alternate conformation which leads to inactivation, or by
partitioning of enzymesubstrate complex into an inactive form. The reason for the higher
inactivation rates at low substrate concentrations is not clear.
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of observed inactivation rate on substrate concentration
Observed inactivation rates (kinact) of T165L DDAH were determined at varied
concentrations of the substrate SmethylLthiocitrulline (0 – 500 μM). The data did not
fit well to models for inactivation occurring with free enzyme or with EnzymeSubstrate
complex.
Characterization of inactivated enzyme
To determine whether the inactivation is caused by covalent modification of the
enzyme, samples were taken and quenched with trifluoroacetic acid (1 M) at three time
points from a reaction and submitted for fullprotein ESIMS. A control reaction (t = 0
min) with T165L DDAH and quenched prior to adding SmethylLthiocitrulline, had a
mass of 30,510 Da (Figure 3.7). A second sample (t = 10 s), designed to simulate the
state of the enzyme during the rapid initial phase of catalysis prior to inactivation, had a
large peak at 30,666 Da (+ 156.5 Da) and smaller peaks at 30,510 Da and 30,547 Da
(Figure 3.8). A third sample (t = 12 min), designed to simulate the enzyme under
conditions of total inactivation, had a mass of 30,552 Da (+ 42 Da) with a small
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secondary peak at 30,509 Da (Figure 3.9). The + 156 Da increase in mass in the sample
taken after 10 s is consistent with the Salkylthiouronium adduct which forms during
wildtype DDAH catalysis with SmethylLthiocitrulline as a substrate.11 However, the +
42 Da adduct that builds up during inactivation is not consistent with any known DDAH
intermediates.

Figure 3.7: Mass spectrum of the T165L DDAH reaction with SmethylLthiocitrulline
at time t = 0.
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Figure 3.8: Mass spectrum of the T165 DDAH reaction with SmethylLthiocitrulline at
time t = 10 s
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Figure 3.9: Mass spectrum of the T165L DDAH reaction with SmethylLthiocitrulline
at time t = 12 min.

Incubation of T165L DDAH (2 μM) with dimethylarginine (1 mM) also produces
a similar increase in mass. In a separate experiment from the one above, a 41 Da increase
in mass was observed between a control reaction without dimethylarginine (30,519 ± 10
Da) and a sample containing dimethylarginine (30,560 ± 10 Da) which was acid
quenched after a 12 min incubation. This mass is consistent with proposing the formation
of the same adduct which forms with SmethylLthiocitrulline. Assuming the adducts
have identical composition, this evidence suggests that the adduct does not contain a
methanethiol or dimethylamine substituent because these groups are not found in both
substrates (Figure 3.10).
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A)

B)

Figure 3.10: Stick drawings of DDAH substrates
Structures of the DDAH substrates A) Nω,NωdimethylLarginine and B) SmethylL
thiocitrulline

The observed adduct sizes are consistent with covalent binding of a one carbon
C(=NH2+)NH2 or C(=O)NH2 group to the protein, both with a calculated adduct mass of
43 Da. A thiocarbamate adduct bound to the activesite Cys would likely contain an
oxygen obtained from solvent, but the thiouronium would not. Therefore, electrospray
ionization mass spectroscopy was performed on samples incubated with or without 18O
water to determine whether the adduct contains an oxygen from solvent. As a control
reaction, incubation of the reaction of dimethylarginine and T165L DDAH in 16O water
increases the observed mass of the protein from 30,512 ± 10 Da without substrate to
30,551 ± 10 Da, indicating formation of a 39 Da covalent adduct. In samples containing
65 % v/v 18O water, the observed mass was 30,554 ± 10 Da, indicating formation of a 42
Da covalent adduct. The slight increase in size of the adduct in 18O water, is consistent
with the hypothesis that water from solvent may be a part of the adduct. However, this
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry protocol is not sensitive enough to reliably
determine a 2 Da change in mass. Therefore, more detailed experiments are necessary to
clarify the exact masses of the adduct with and without
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O water. A peptide digest

18

experiment followed by liquid chromatography and electrospray ionization mass
spectrometry is currently underway to definitively determine the exact mass of the
adduct, whether it contains an oxygen, and the residue to which it is bound.
Chemical rescue of T165L inactivation by hydroxylamine
Hydroxylamine has previously been shown to react with the Sthiocarbamate
group of ScarbamoylLcysteine in aqueous solvent at neutral pH values to form

L

cysteine and hydroxyurea.18 Therefore, it was hypothesized that addition of exogenous
hydroxylamine may react with the adduct and rescue enzyme activity. T165L DDAH (3 –
5 μM) was preincubated and monitored by absorbance at 412 nm for 15 min with SMTC
(1.3 – 2.2 mM) in buffer (180 mM K2HPO4, 180 mM KCl, 0.1 mg / mL albumin, 1.5 mM
EDTA, and 1 mM DTNB at pH 7.3) to ensure inactivation. When inactivation was
complete, hydroxylamine (0 – 400 mM at pH 7.3) was added. Background correction
was performed by subtracting data points from controls without enzyme. The substrate
consumption rates obtained were plotted against hydroxylamine concentration and fit to a
line to give a second order rate constant of 0.18 ± 0.01 M 1s1. The rate of the unrescued
reaction (0.1 ± 0.1 min1) was within error of zero. The rate obtained at the highest
hydroxylamine concentration tested (400 mM) was 4.2 ± 0.6 min1, approximately 17
fold less than the kcat of wildtype DDAH (72 min1). These results suggest that
hydroxylamine reverses inactivation of T165L DDAH. This data is consistent with
hydroxylamine reacting with an electrophilic adduct, but does not rule out alternative
mechanisms such as general acid/base catalysis and subtle rearrangements of the active
site residues into more catalytically productive orientations upon hydroxylamine
treatment. Further testing will be required to determine whether rescue by hydroxylamine
produces the expected hydroxyurea product.
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Figure 3.11: Dependence of T165L DDAH substrate turnover on hydroxylamine
concentration
T165L DDAH (3 – 5 μM) was incubated for 15 min with SMTC (1.3 – 2.2 mM) in buffer
(180 mM K2HPO4, 180 mM KCl, 0.1 mg / mL albumin, 1.5 mM EDTA, and 1 mM
DTNB at pH 7.3) to ensure inactivation. To initiate rescue, hydroxylamine (0 – 400 mM
at pH 7.3) was added to the reaction. Background correction was performed by
subtracting data points from controls without enzyme. The substrate consumption rates
obtained were plotted against hydroxylamine concentration and fit to a line to give a
second order rate constant of 0.18 ± 0.01 M1s1 and background rate of 0.1 ± 0.1 min1.*

*Data

collected by Dominic McBrayer during his firstyear rotation under the supervision of T. Linsky in
the lab of Walter Fast (The University of Texas at Austin)
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Dependence of T165L inactivation on pH
To understand the relationship between pH and adduct formation and decay rates,
timedependent kinetic experiments were performed at various pH values (5.0 – 9.5). At
high pH values, the single exponential observed previously no longer fit the data due to a
linear phase (Figure 3.12) and was better fit to a burst equation (see methods). The linear
phase indicates that amount of inactivated enzyme reaches an equilibrium, consistent
with proposing that the adduct is labile at high pH values. An ascending limb with
apparent pKa ≥ 8.7 is observed for inactivation rates, and an ascending limb with apparent
pKa ≥ 9.7 is observed for steadystate rates. Care should be taken in interpreting these
curves, which are not well defined. Data could not be collected above pH 9.5 due to
protein instability, as has been previously noted.19 Therefore, the pKa values are listed
here are listed as lower limits. The ascending limb in the inactivation rates is consistent
with the pKa of the activesite Cys residue (8.7 – 8.9).19 However, it cannot be determined
from this data whether the Cys residue is involved or the ascending limb is due to other
factors such as deprotonation of the substrate or of a different residue in the enzyme, or
rearrangements in the protein.
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Figure 3.12: Substrate concentration over time at different pH values
In a quartz cuvette, T165L DDAH (1 μM) was mixed with SmethylLthiocitrulline.
Concentration of SmethylLthiocitrulline was monitored by absorbance at 240 – 245
nm, depending on pH. Reactions were observed at pH 5 (green), pH 7.3 (magenta), pH
8.0 (blue), pH 8.8 (red), and pH 9.5 (cyan). The pH 5 reaction was fit to a single
exponential, and the others were fit to a burst equation to determine inactivation rates and
steadystate rates. The apparent negative substrate concentrations derive from
background subtraction of samples without enzyme.
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Figure 3.13: Dependence of inactivation rate and steadystate rate on pH
Reactions performed at various pH values (5.0 – 9.5) were monitored and analyzed to
determine observed inactivation v/[E] rates (●) and linear steadystate rates (□). These
values were plotted versus pH. An ascending limb with apparent pKa > 8.7 is observed
for inactivation rates, and an ascending limb with apparent pKa > 9.7 is observed for
steadystate rates.
T165L DDAH product analysis
Derivatization of reaction mixtures with opthalaldehyde and subsequent HPLC
was performed to detect Lornithine and other primary amines in T165L DDAH reaction
mixtures that had been incubated with dimethylarginine or SmethylLthiocitrulline
(Figure 3.14). Small peaks were observed with the same retention time as an Lornithine
standard (16.9 min) after running reactions overnight at room temperature with both S
methylLthiocitrulline and dimethylarginine. These peaks were present, but reduced in
size, in samples without enzyme, presumably a result of degradation or contamination of
substrate stocks. Large peaks were present at the same retention times as SmethylL
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thiocitrulline (12.3 min), dimethylarginine (12.0 min) and Lcitrulline (7.7 min). A peak
was present in all samples at 5.7 min and is likely an artifact of the derivatization
reaction. The samples without enzyme contain a number of other small peaks; these
likely reflect contaminants in the substrate stock, in the components of the OPA Reagent,
or the Reaction Buffer, which are visible because of the high substrate concentration used
in the assay (5 mM). This data is consistent with slow formation of Lornithine as a side
product.
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Figure 3.14: HPLC traces of T165L DDAH reaction products
Samples containing an Lornithine standard (Orn; 0.5 mM), dimethylarginine (ADMA; 1
mM) without T165L DDAH (T165L), dimethylarginine (1 mM) with T165L DDAH (10
μM), SmethylLthiocitrulline (SMTC; 5 mM) without T165L DDAH, and E) Smethyl
Lthiocitrulline with T165L DDAH (10 μM) were incubated overnight, derivatized with
opthalaldehyde, and analyzed by HPLC. The large peaks at 7.7 min, 12.0 min and 12.3
min are consistent with Lcitrulline, dimethylarginine and SmethylLthiocitrulline,
respectively. The peaks at 5.7 min and 21.8 min are assumed to be derivatization
artifacts. The peak at 9.0 min is assumed to be a contaminant in the substrate. When
enzyme is added to reactions containing either substrate, an increase in a peak (16.9 min)
eluting at the same time as the Lornithine standard is observed.
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Global fitting of kinetic data
The full curves of timedependent product formation by T165L DDAH from the
steadystate kinetics experiments (pH 7.3) were globally fit using KinTek explorer
(KinTek Corporation). A kinetic model was constructed in which the Michaelis complex
(ES) can proceed either toward formation of a slowly reversible EI form, or toward
normal catalysis (Figure 3.15). Steps proposed to involve hydrolytic bond cleavage were
assumed to be irreversible. Substrate binding was assumed to be in rapid equilibrium.
Therefore, individual k1 and k1 rate constants could not be determined from the data. To
enable estimation of the k1/k1 ratio, the binding rate k1 was held fixed and was assumed to
be in vast excess of other rates (1,000 μM1 min1). Pertrace Yoffset values, per
experiment Ymultiplier values, k1, kcat, kinact and kcat were extracted from the global fit.

Figure 3.15: Model used for global fitting of kinetic data

The data fit well to this model (Figure 3.17; χ2 = 19387.5, χ2/DoF = 18.1361), and
rate constants were extracted. The k1 binding rate obtained from the global fit was 56,000
± 4,000 min1, which assumes a k1 rate of 1,000 μM1 min1. The rate of chemistry in the
normal pathway (kcat) was estimated to be 49 ± 2 min 1. Assuming substrate binding is in
rapid equilibrium, the KM for hydrolysis of SmethylLthiocitrulline can then be
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estimated as 56 ± 4 μM. The inactivation rate (kinact) for ES complex was 0.54 ± 0.01 min
, which agrees with the inactivation rates obtained by fitting individual traces in

1

experiments with substrate concentrations in excess of KM (0.45 min1). To obtain an
estimate of whether the information content of the data is sufficient to define these
constants, FitSpace calculations with a χ2 threshold limit of 2× were performed. The
results demonstrate that all parameters are wellconstrained (Figure 3.17), suggesting that
the data contains sufficient information to extract the fit parameters in the model and
respective confidence estimates (Table 3.4).

Figure 3.16: Global fit of T165L DDAH data to a kinetic model
T165L kinetic data was fit to the kinetic model described in Figure 3.15. Red traces are
data collected by the direct absorbance assay for SmethylLthiocitrulline. The multi
colored dataset was collected by DTNB derivatization of enzymaticallyproduced
methanethiol. Rate constants are listed in Table 3.4.
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Figure 3.17: FitSpace computation for rate constants in kinetic model
FitSpace computations with a 2× χ2 threshold were performed in KinTek Explorer to
determine whether the kinetic rates obtained in the global fitting are constrained. The
colors indicate χ2 values (see legend).
Rate constant
k1
kcat
kinact
kact
Table 3.4:

Fit Value
(min1)
56,000 ± 4000
49 ± 2
0.55 ± 0.01
0.0033 ± 0.0002

Lower Bound*
(min1)
45,200
42.5
0.5
0.0029

Upper Bound*
(min1)
79,800
57.6
0.625
0.00378

Rate constants obtained during global fitting of fulltimecourse T165L
DDAH kinetic data to the model proposed in Figure 3.15.

* Upper and lower bounds were calculated with a χ2 threshold of 1.1 at the boundaries
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The data are consistent with a model in which approximately 99 times out of
every 100, substrate is processed by enzyme in a single hydrolysis event as catalyzed by
wildtype DDAH. However, approximately one out of 100 times, SmethylL
thiocitrulline reacts instead to form a onecarbon alternative adduct that is identified as
either a nonproductive covalent Salkylthiouronium adduct or Salkylthiocarbamate
adduct. The resulting adduct is then hydrolyzed only slowly. The results above are
consistent with T165L DDAH catalysis proceeding down two pathways (Figure 3.18).
The faster of the two (bottom path), is analagous to wildtype catalysis and forms L
citrulline. The second (top path) is a slow inactivation occurring through formation of a
thiocarbamate or thiouronium adduct. This adduct can be only slowly hydrolyzed to free
enzyme. Although the data fits the kinetic model presented here, it does not rule out other
possible models and is subject to the assumptions made during model construction. For
example, another possibility is that substrate binds in an alternative mode, which leads to
inactivation. Nevertheless, the simulations and rigorous computation of confidence have
provided kinetic rate information that is valuable for understanding this substrate
inactivated model.
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Figure 3.18: Drawing showing normal catalysis and inactivation pathways with T165L
DDAH.
Two catalytic pathways are observed in T165L DDAH. The faster of the two (bottom) is
hydrolysis of substrate to form citrulline. The slower, inactivating pathway (top) occurs
through a thiocarbamate or nonproductive thiouronium adduct.
Possible inactivation pathways
One possible pathway by which an approximately 42 Da adduct could form
occurs after the reaction of the activesite Cys with the SmethylLthiocitrulline or
dimethylarginine substrate. Since the adduct requires substrate to form, it likely
originates from these substrates. A thiouronium adduct of the observed mass would
contain two unsubstituted nitrogen atoms. However, both substrates contain only one
unsubstituted nitrogen atom on their respective reactive groups. Therefore, formation of a
onecarbon thiouronium adduct would require cleavage of one or more alkyl substituents
from the substrate, an unlikely scenario given the stability of N–C bonds. A
thiocarbamate adduct, however, is consistent with the 2 Da increase in adduct mass upon
incubation with 18O water. For the reasons above and due to ongoing mass spectrometry
experiments, the adduct is proposed to be a onecarbon thiocarbamate in this discussion.
A thiocarbamate adduct with an expected mass of 43 Da could be generated
through several routes. In one possible pathway, the activesite Cys attacks the
thiouronium carbon of SmethylLthiocitrulline (Figure 3.19a) or guanidinium carbon of
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dimethylarginine (Figure 3.19c), leading to formation of a Salkylthiouronium adduct
with release of methanethiol or dimethylamine. This step is the same as occurs in the
normal reaction pathway. Next, hydroxide attacks the resulting thiouronium adduct, with
cleavage of the bond between the δnitrogen and the guanidine carbon to form Lornithine
and a thiocarbamate adduct. In another possible pathway, the δnitrogen is eliminated
from the guanidine first instead of the ωsubstituent, which is cleaved in the wildtype
mechanism. With SmethylLthiocitrulline as a substrate, this cleavage would form L
ornithine and a dithiocarbamate adduct, and methanethiol is released in the second step to
form a thiocarbamate adduct (Figure 3.19b). With dimethylarginine, elimination of the δ
nitrogen

from

the

guanidine

would

form

Lornithine

and

an

SalkylN

dimethylthiouronium, with dimethylamine leaving in the second step to form a
thiocarbamate (Figure 3.19d).
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A)

B)

C)

D)

Figure 3.19: Drawing of possible pathways for T165L DDAH inactivation
T165L inactivation with SmethylLthiocitrulline could occur through A) cleavage of
methanethiol, subsequent formation of a Salkylthiouronium, and hydrolysis of the
thiouronium to cleave Lornithine and form an thiocarbamate, or B) cleavage of L
ornithine to form an dithiocarbamate adduct, which is hydrolyzed to free methanethiol
and form an Salkylthiocarbamate adduct. T165L inactivation with dimethylarginine
might proceed through C) cleavage of dimethylamine to form a Salkylthiouronium,
which is hydrolyzed to cleave Lornithine and form an thiocarbamate adduct, or D)
cleavage of Lornithine to form an SalkylNdimethylthiouronium, which is hydrolyzed
to cleave dimethylamine and form an Salkylthiocarbamate adduct.
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Similarity to known reactions
An inhibitory NoxySalkylthiocarbamate adduct has been observed in arginine
deiminase from Bacillus cereus, another hydrolase in the pentein superfamily. Incubation
of arginine deiminase with Lcanavanine, an analog of Larginine which contains an
oxygen substitued for the δcarbon, leads to formation of a thiocarbamate adduct ( Figure
3.20).20 This adduct is stable to hydrolysis.

Figure 3.20: Stick drawing of the hydrolysis reaction of a Cysalkylisothiourea adduct to
form a Cysalkylthiocarbamate in Bacillus cereus arginine deiminase

Solution hydrolysis of Smethylthiouronium compounds with Nsubstituted
electron withdrawing groups results in cleavage of ammonia rather than the thiol group, 21
illustrating that the identity of the leaving group of thiouronium hydrolysis products is
sensitive to electronic effects. Thioimidates can be also hydrolyzed to liberate thiols or
amines, depending on pH.22 Therefore, the leaving group formed by collapse of
tetrahedral intermediates produced by addition of water can depend on the activesite
environment (Figure 3.21). It is therefore conceivable that small changes in the nature of
the activesite environment could enable T165L to produce
group, rather than the typical methanethiol or dimethylamine.
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Lornithine

as a leaving

Figure 3.21: Stick drawing of the possible leaving groups resulting from thiouronium
hydrolysis, depending on environment

Proposed mechanism of inactivation
Examination of the crystal structure of DDAH gives one possible explanation for
the observed substrate inactivation. Specifically, based on the location of the Thr165 near
the activesite His, it is possible that the bulkier Leu residue pushes the protonated His
toward the δnitrogen of one of the tetrahedral intermediates that forms during normal
catalysis (Figure 3.22). Protonation of Nδ by the catalytic His would activate Nδ as a
leaving group, promoting cleavage of the bond between the δnitrogen and guanidine
carbon to form Lornithine and an inactivated enzyme. This inactivating step could occur
during the the first tetrahedral intermediate which follows initial attack by the activesite
Cys on the guanidine carbon of the substrate, or during the second tetrahedral
intermediate which follows attack by hydroxide on the thiouronium carbon.
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Figure 3.22: Scheme of a possible T165L DDAH mechanism of inactivation
Scheme showing a possible mechanism of T165L DDAH inactivation. In normal
catalysis (A), the activesite deprotonates water for attack to form a tetrahedral
intermediate, which collapses to form citrulline. One possible explanation for substrate
inactivation of T165L DDAH (B) is that the bulkier Leu sidechain moves the activesite
His, allowing it to protonate the δnitrogen of the substrate. This scheme assumes that
inactivation occurs after formation of the thiouronium adduct and attack on the
thiouronium carbon by hydroxide. However, another possible mechanism would involve
protonation of the δnitrogen of the tetrahedral intermediate which results from initial
attack of the enzyme on the guanidine carbon.
CONCLUSIONS
A series of P. aeruginosa DDAH sitedirected mutants at the Thr165 position
were cloned, expressed, purified, and characterized. Based on its position in the crystal
structure, Thr165 was proposed to form a hydrogen bond with the catalytic water. 12
Despite this proposed interaction, the Thr165 mutants had only a small impact on
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catalysis, suggesting that Thr165 may not play a significant role in the reaction's rate
limiting step. Unexpectedly, the T165L DDAH mutant slowly became inactivated when
incubated with either dimethylarginine or SmethylLthiocitrulline substrates. Analysis
of the inactivation pathway is consistent with proposing formation of an inhibitory, one
carbon Sthiocarbamate adduct approximately once every 100 catalytic cycles. This
adduct is slowly freed by hydrolysis over time to enable further catalysis. This side
activity represents a different reaction than is typically observed in the pentein
hydrolases. Because the alternative catalytic pathway requires two hydrolysis steps to
regenerate free enzyme, the T165L mutant can be said to catalyze a dihydrolase reaction.
During chemical rescue, the enzyme may also display both hydrolase and
carbamoyltransferase activity by hydrolyzing the substrate and putatively transferring the
resulting carbamate group to hydroxylamine. The results described here provide insight
into how the different activities of the pentein superfamily, hydrolase, dihydrolase, and
amidinotransferase, may have evolved from a common covalent intermediate. These
results illustrate the effect that small activesite changes can have on enzyme reactions
and provide insight into how different catalytic activities may have evolved from a
common ancestor.
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Chapter 4: Characterization and mechanistic studies of
succinylarginine dihydrolase
INTRODUCTION
The arginine succinyltransferase (AST) pathway enables the use of arginine as a
carbon and nitrogen source, forming glutamate, ammonia and carbon dioxide from
arginine, with concomitant conversion of succinylCoA to succinate and CoA and
conversion of NAD+ to NADH.1 Found in Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginosa,
Klebsiella aerogenes, and other related bacteria, the AST pathway consists of a single
operon

containing

five

enzymes

(Figure

4.1):

Nαsuccinyltransferase,

Nα

succinylarginine dihydrolase (SADH), Nαsuccinylornithine 5aminotransferase, Nα
succinylglutamate

5semialdehyde

dehydrogenase,

and

Nαsuccinylglutamate

desuccinylase. This pathway is activated under nitrogenlimiting conditions and is
required when arginine is the sole nitrogen source. 1 Approximately 97% of arginine
catabolism in E. coli occurs through the AST pathway, and AST pathway knockout
strains show poor growth rates in nitrogen and carbonscarce conditions. 1 In P.
aeruginosa, the AST pathway allows the bacterium to use arginine as a carbon source
during aerobic conditions.2 The existence and importance of the AST pathway in
pathogenic bacteria and its absence in humans makes AstB a potential antimicrobial
target.
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Figure 4.1: Drawing of the arginine succinyltransferase pathway

The AstB protein from the AST pathway is proposed to catalyze two sequential
hydrolysis reactions on an NαsuccinylLarginine (succinylarginine) substrate to produce
NαsuccinylLornithine (succinylornithine), two ammonia molecules, and carbon dioxide
(or bicarbonate) (Figure 4.2).3 The proposed dihydrolase activity of AstB is somewhat
unique among enzymes; sequential hydrolysis reactions on the same functional group are
typically achieved by different enzymes (e.g. arginine deiminase followed by urease).
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Although no significant sequence identity exists between AstB and arginine deiminase,
their crystal structures reveal that they are members of the pentein superfamily. 3–7 This
superfamily consists of enzymes that catalyze hydrolysis and amidinotransfer reactions
on arginine derivatives using cysteinedependent covalent catalysis.8

Figure 4.2: Scheme of succinylarginine dihydrolase reaction

Only limited mechanistic data is available for AstB, and most of the available
studies were conducted using crude cell lysates. Crude preparations of AstB consume
succinylarginine and produce NαsuccinylLornithine and two equivalents of ammonia.2,9
Disruption of the AstB gene results in a loss of dihydrolase activity in lysates, as
measured through ammonia production. Urea, one possible product of a single hydrolysis
event, is not likely to be a product or catalytic intermediate of AstB, because no urea was
detected in lysates, and addition of exogenous urea to lysates was found not to increase
ammonia levels. NαSuccinylLcitrulline (succinylcitrulline), the other possible product
of a single hydrolysis of succinylarginine, is also disfavored as a product or catalytic
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intermediate because it is not consumed as a substrate when added to lysates, and only
small amounts were found in lysates. Nevertheless, it is possible that urea or
succinylcitrulline are catalytic intermediates, but are sequestered by the enzyme and not
in rapid equilibrium with solvent.
Purified AstB is reported to produce ammonia, as determined by a coupled
glutamate dehydrogenase assay, although no steadystate parameters or stoichiometry
have been reported to date.3 The crystal structure of AstB cocrystallized with
succinylarginine showed electron density in the activesite consistent with binding of a
succinylornithine product. However, the identity and order of release of reaction products
has not been determined using purified enzyme.
The striking similarity of the AstB active site to pentein hydrolases such as
arginine deiminase (Figure 4.3) has raised questions as to what factors enable the enzyme
to catalyze dihydrolase reactions rather than stopping after a single hydrolysis step. The
substitution of Asn (in AstB) for an activesite Asp (in the related hydrolases) is the only
obvious difference in the catalytic residues between hydrolases and AstB. It has been
proposed that this residue may help the enzyme to catalyze a second hydrolysis step.
However, the catalytic mechanism of AstB remains undefined.
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A

B

Figure 4.3: Activesite diagram showing core catalytic activesite residues
Activesite diagram with core residues for A) arginine deiminase and B) AstB. Amino
acid numbering is based on P. aeruginosa arginine deiminase and E. coli AstB. R is the
δcarbon of the Larginine and NαsuccinylLarginine substrates of arginine deiminase
and AstB, respectively.

Here, characterization and mechanistic studies are performed using purified AstB
from E. coli. Substrate specificity is evaluated and products are identified. Sitedirected
mutagenesis experiments are carried out to determine the role for the activesite Cys and
the activesite Asn. The results confirm the expected AstB products, but not the proposed
role of the activesite Asn in conferring dihydrolase activity. Instead, mutations distant
from the active site appear to halt the enzyme after a single hydrolysis step rather than
completing both proposed hydrolysis steps. Analysis of mutant AstB variants shed light
on the normal catalytic mechanism.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and reagents were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Methanol, K2HPO4 Na2HPO4, NaH2PO4, formic acid, and
HEPES were from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). 384well clear
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polystyrene microplates (Catalog No. 3702) were from Corning (Corning, NY, USA). Nα
succinylLarginine, NαsuccinylLcitrulline, NαsuccinylLornithine, NαsuccinylL
canavanine, and

Larginine

succinic imide were synthesized in the Fast Lab (The

University of Texas at Austin) by DaeWi Yoon.
Cloning and sitedirected mutagenesis
The wildtype AstB gene from E. coli, and N110D mutant AstB in a His 6tagged
pET28a vector were obtained from Everett Stone and Alexandra Hubbard in the lab of
George Georgiou (The University of Texas at Austin). This plasmid was used as a
template for Quikchange sitedirected mutagenesis (Stratagene). For the C365S mutant,
the

mutagenic

oligonucleotides

were

5′gcggcccggcgAGCctgcggttg3'

and

5'

caaccgcagGCTcgccgggccgc3' (mutations underlined). For the H248G mutant, the
primers

were

5'ttatcgaccagggcgtttttGGTaatgacgtgattgccgtg3'

and

5'

cacggcaatcacgtcattACCaaaaacgccctggtcgataa3'. For the S28G mutant, the primers were
5'gtcgtttggtaatgaagccGGTacccgtcaccgttttcag3'

and

5'

ctgaaaacggtgacgggtACCggcttcattaccaaacgac3'. For the S104D mutant, the primers were
5'ctttccagcgtcagttccgctGATccaatgtgggtagccaa3'

and

5'

ttggctacccacattggATCagcggaactgacgctggaaag3'. For the S104E mutant, the primers were
5'ttccagcgtcagttccgctGAGccaatgtgggtag3'

and

5'

ctacccacattggCTCagcggaactgacgctggaa3'. For the N359G mutant, the primers were 5'
tgaaagcatggcgGGTggcggcggcccg-3' and 5'-cgggccgccgccACCcgccatgctttca-3'. For the
N359L mutant, the primers were 5'-gtgaaagcatggcgCTAggcggcggcccggc-3' and 5'gccgggccgccgccTAGcgccatgctttcac-3'. To construct the mutant genes, a PCR mixture
containing the wildtype AstB plasmid, the mutagenic primers, a dNTP mixture and,
pfuTurbo DNA polymerase in the manufacturer’s buffer (Stratagene; La Jolla, CA, USA)
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was run using a temperature program of 95 °C for 30 s, followed by 16 cycles of 95 °C
for 30s, 4560 °C for 1 min, and 68 °C for 10 min. To digest the methylated template
DNA, DpnI (New England Biolabs; Ipswich, MA, USA) was then added to the cooled
reaction mixture and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. The mixture was concentrated to 25 μL
by ethanol precipitation and transformed into DH5α E. coli cells. Viable colonies were
selected from LB agar plates supplemented with kanamycin (30 μg/mL) after overnight
incubation at 37 °C. Plasmids was extracted from cultures grown from a single colony
and purified using a QIAprep Miniprep Kit (Qiagen; Valencia, CA, USA). Plasmid purity
was assessed by 1 % agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide, and mutations were
confirmed by DNA sequencing.
Expression and purification of AstB
Wildtype AstB and all mutants were purified using the following method.
Purified pET28a plasmid containing the AstB gene was transformed into BL21 (DE3) E.
coli cells by electroporation. Colonies were grown overnight at 37 °C on LB agar plates
supplemented with kanamycin (30 μg / mL). A single colony was picked and used to
innoculate a 10 mL overnight culture in LB with kanamycin (30 μg / mL), which was
grown overnight at 37 °C. This culture was used to innoculate 1 L of fresh LB
supplemented with kanamycin (30 μg / mL) and incubated with shaking at 37 °C until an
OD600 of 0.1 – 0.2 was reached. Cells were then moved to a 25 °C incubator and were
incubated with shaking until an OD600 of 0.4 – 0.6 was reached. Expression of AstB was
induced by addition of 100 μM isopropyl1thioβDgalactopyranoside. Cells were then
incubated at room temperature overnight and pelleted by centrifugation at 4,000 × g.
Pellets were flash frozen and stored at 20 °C until purification.
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To purify AstB, the cell pellet was resuspended in approximately 40 mL Lysis
Buffer (50 mM TrisHCl, 0.4 M NaCl, 20 mM imidazole, 10 mM βmercaptoethanol,
supplemented with 5 % v/v glycerol, pH 7.5). Cells were lysed by 12 bursts of sonication
using a Model 500 Sonic Dismembrator (Fisher Scientific) on ice using a normal tip at 70
% amplitude with 10 s burst and 30 s rest cycles. Lysates were then centrifuged at 17,000
× g at 4 °C for 25 min to remove cell debris. Purification of the supernatant was carried
out as described,3 by loading the supernatant onto a DEAEsepharose column (5 mL bed
volume) preequilibrated with Lysis Buffer. Flowthrough from this column was directly
applied to a 2 mL bed volume NiNTA column (Qiagen) preequilibrated with Lysis
Buffer. The column was washed with 40 mL of 50 mM TrisHCl, 0.4 M NaCl, 50 mM
imidazole (pH 7.5), with 5 % v/v glycerol. AstB was eluted with 50 mM TrisHCl, 0.4 M
NaCl, 150 mM imidazole (pH 7.5) with 5 % v/v glycerol.
Following the NiNTA column, the protein was dialyzed overnight at 4 °C against
2 mM 1,10phenanthroline, 10 mM K2HPO4, 100 mM KCl (pH 7.2) containing 5 % v/v
glycerol. Protein was then subjected to three consecutive dialysis steps of at least 4 h at 4
°C against Chelex100treated 10 mM K2HPO4, 100 mM KCl (pH 7.2) containing 5 %
v/v glycerol.
The final protein concentration was determined by diluting protein samples 30
fold into Denaturing Buffer (6 M guanidinium chloride, 20 mM NaH 2PO4, pH 6.5) and
measuring the absorbance at 280 nm. Protein concentration was determined using Beer's
Law with an extinction coefficient of 40,150 M1cm1 calculated by the EXTCOEF
program of Biology Workbench 3.2 (http://workbench.sdsc.edu). The protein was then
aliquotted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 °C until needed.
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Coupledenzyme activity assay
To detect ammonia production, an enzymecoupled activity assay was used. L
Glutamic acid dehydrogenase from bovine liver (SigmaAldrich, Cat. No. G2626)
catalyzes the reaction of ammonia, αketoglutarate and NADH to form glutamate, water,
and NAD+. The resulting decrease in absorbance at 340 nm upon conversion of NADH to
NAD+ can be used to detect ammonia production.10 AstB (20 nM – 10 μM) was added to
Assay Buffer (125 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.3, 125 mM KCl, 1 mM ADP, 0.3 mM NADH,
12.5 mM αketoglutarate, and 40 units / mL glutamate dehydrogenase in 384 well clear
polystyrene microplates (Corning; Corning, NY, USA). Reactions were initiated by
addition of NαsuccinylLarginine, NαsuccinylLcitrulline, NαsuccinylLcanavanine,
NαacetylLarginine, or

Larginine

(0 – 10 mM). The change in absorbance upon

ammoniadependent, glutamatedehydrogenasecatalyzed conversion of NADH to NAD+
was monitored on a Wallac Victor 1420 plate reader equipped with a 340 nm absorbance
filter. Generally, 25 time points were read per reaction in a 15min reaction. To minimize
effects resulting from the known transient lag exhibited by glutamate dehydrogenase
coupled assays,11 the resulting time versus absorbance data was fit to a transient lag
equation below, where τ is the transient lag time, v0 is the initial steadystate rate, and [P]
is the product concentration at time t as calculated using the extinction coefficient for
NADPH (6,220 M1cm1)11.
−t / τ

[P]=v 0⋅(t + τ⋅e

−τ)

12

(4.1)

UVvis difference spectroscopy
UVvis difference spectroscopy was used to estimate the pKa value of Cys365.
Absorbance at 240 nm and 280 nm of wildtype and C365S AstB (20 μM) in buffer (25
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mM MES, 25 mM HEPES, 25 mM CHES; pH 6.5 – 10.6) was measured on a Cary 50
(Varian; Palo Alto, CA, USA) in a quartz cuvette. All samples were normalized by A280
to determine an A240/A280 ratio. The extinction coefficient at 240 nm was estimated for
varying pH values (6.5 – 10.6) by subtracting the A240/A280 ratio for the C365S mutant
from that of the wildtype enzyme, and then multiplying by the calculated extinction
coefficient of AstB (40,150 M1cm1). The resulting Δε240 values were fit to the equation
below. The ε240(max) and ε240(max) values were fixed to the published thiolate and thiol
extinction coefficents of 5,000 M1cm1 and 50 M1cm1, respectively.13,14

ε 240(obs)=ε 240(min) +

ε 240(max) −ε 240(min)
1+10

pK a− pH

(4.2)

Uriedo group assay
AstB (1 – 22 μM) was incubated in 60 or 200 μL Reaction Buffer (150 mM
K2HPO4, 150 mM KCl; pH 7.3) with succinylarginine (0.05 – 1 mM) at room
temperature for times ranging from 20 min – 16 h. Reactions were quenched with 1 M
trifluoroacetic acid and uriedo groups were quantified by adding 200 or 1000 μL of the
acidic reagent mixture for 60 and 200 μL reaction volumes, respectively, as previously
described.15 Reactions in either 96well plates sealed with PCR film or sealed 1.5 mL
polypropylene microcentrifuge tubes were incubated at 100 °C for 15 min, and allowed
to cool for at least 10 min before reading absorbance of each sample at 530 nm using a
Cary 50 UVvis spectrophotometer. Please note that heating strong acids can be
dangerous, and appropriate safety precautions (fume hood, eye protection, lab coat)
should be taken during the heating step.
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Primary amine assay
Samples (100 μL) containing AstB (0 – 22 μM), bovine serum albumin (0.1 mg /
mL), succinylarginine (0 – 1 mM), HEPES (250 mM), and KCl (250 mM) were
incubated for 20 min – 20 h at room temperature. After incubation, 100 μL of o
phthalaldehyde (OPA) reagent solution (Thermo Scientific; Waltham, MA, USA) was
added. The resulting solution was added to a black polystyrene 96well plate (Whatman;
Florham Park, NJ, USA), incubated in the dark for approximately 5 min, and the resulting
fluorescence was read on a Wallac Victor 1420 Plate Reader (PerkinElmer; Waltham,
MA, USA) equipped with filters for excitation at 340 nm and emission at 470 nm.
Standard curves were generated for succinylarginine and succinylornithine, and used to
quantify succinylornithine formation.
Isothermal titration calorimetry steadystate kinetics assay
Enzyme Solution (300 μL) was prepared with AstB (15 – 160 nM) in ITC Buffer
(125 mM K2HPO4 and 125 mM KCl at pH 7.3) or GDH Buffer (125 mM K 2HPO4, 125
mM KCl, 1 mM ADP, 0.3 mM NADH, 12.5 mM αketoglutarate, and 2.1 % v/v glycerol
at pH 7.3). Enthalpy change of biochemical reactions monitored by isothermal titration
calorimetry are sensitive to buffer composition if they involve a net gain or loss of
protons.16 The AstB reaction was monitored by isothermal titration calorimetry in
K2HPO4, HEPES and Tris buffers to determine which buffer resulted in the greatest
enthalpy change. The ΔH values for substrate hydrolysis in K2HPO4 were highest, so this
buffer was used in subsequent experiments. Substrate Solution (65 μL) was prepared by
adding NαsuccinylLarginine (2 mM) to the same buffer as enzyme and loaded into the
injection syringe. Enzyme Solution was loaded into the sample cell (approximate volume
200 μL) of an iTC200 isothermal calorimeter (Microcal; Piscataway, NJ, USA).
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Following an approximately 10 min equilibration period, substrate was injected
according to the program in (Table 4.1), with 60 s between injections, and the heat
change monitored by isothermal titration calorimetry. The final substrate concentrations
ranged from 0 – 322 μM. Rates did not change significantly between injections,
indicating that initial velocities were being measured. A background trace was also
collected without enzyme and subtracted from the sample trace.

Table 4.1:

Injection

Volume (uL)

1

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

2

6

3

7

4

8

5

9

5

10

5

11

5

12

5

Isothermal titration calorimetry kinetic assay injection volumes

To determine ΔH, a standard curve was prepared using 160 nM AstB in ITC
Buffer as the Enzyme Solution and 1 mM NαsuccinylLarginine in ITC Buffer as the
Substrate Solution. A background trace without enzyme was generated and subtracted
from the trace of the reaction containing enzyme. The peaks on the resulting μcal/s
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versus time plot were integrated with respect to time to give a total heat value for each
substrate concentration in μcal. These values were plotted against the nmol of substrate in
each injection and fitted to a line.
To determine steadystate kinetics, rate information for each injection was
determined by taking the average μcal / s value from 20 s to 55 s after the injection.
Initial velocities (v0/[E]) were determined using ΔH by the formula below, where P[S] is
the average ITC power at substrate concentration S, [E] is the total enzyme concentration,
and V is the reaction volume. These initial rates were plotted against substrate
concentration and fit to the MichaelisMenten equation.

v 0=

P [S]
V⋅ΔH⋅[E]

(4.3)

HPLC product analysis assay
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to identify enzyme
reaction products. HPLC was carried out on a Shimadzu Prominence (Kyoto, Japan)
HPLC system equipped with two LC20AT pumps, a SIL20A autosampler, a SPD20A
UV/Vis detector, and a CBM20A control unit. A Prevail C18 column (4.6 mm ID x 250
mm length; 5 um particle size; catalog no. 99210) was used for all HPLC experiments; its
tolerance for 100 % aqueous mobile phases was necessary to prevent stationary phase
collapse.
For analytical HPLC, mobile phase A was 30 mM NaH 2PO4 brought to pH 2.4
with HCl, and mobile phase B was 70 % v/v methanol in water. The injection volume
was 5 – 100 μL and elution was isocratic with 5 % B. Succinyl derivatives were detected
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by UV absorbance of the amide bond at 214 nm. This HPLC assay could detect
succinylated compounds at ≥ 20 μM concentrations.
For purification, mobile phase A was 0.02 % v/v formic acid and 3.5 % v/v
methanol in water. Injection volume was 100 μL, and elution was isocratic with 100%
mobile phase A. Peaks were collected and dried under vacuum by rotory evaporation at
room temperature for later analysis.
Analysis of products by HPLC
Wildtype AstB (0.1 μM) was added to Assay Buffer (50 mM Na2HPO4, 100 mM
NaCl, pH 7.25). Reactions were initiated by adding succinylarginine (1 mM) and
incubated for 25 min at room temperature. The reactions were then quenched with HCl
(50 mM) and protein was removed by filtration through a microcentrifuge protein
concentrator tube with a 10,000 Da molecular weight cutoff membrane filter (Millipore;
Billerica, MA, USA). The samples (20 μL) were injected into the HPLC and absorbance
traces were generated over time as described above. Succinylarginine, succinylornithine,
NαsuccinylLcitrulline, and

Larginine

Nαsuccinic imide standards (1 mM) were

prepared without enzyme under otherwise identical conditions. Product analysis of the
AstB S28G mutant enzyme was carried out with 1 μM enzyme and otherwise identical
conditions.
Product analysis for the reaction of arginine and acetylarginine with AstB was
carried out with 1 mM Larginine or 2 mM Nαacetylarginine, 1 μM AstB, 200 mM
K2HPO4, and 200 mM KCl at pH 7.3. Reactions were incubated at room temperature
overnight. Samples with Nαacetylarginine were deacetylated by heating to 100 °C in 5.5
M HCl for 4 h. The resulting free amino acids were derivatized using the AccQFluor kit
(Waters; Milford, MA, USA), which appends a fluorophore to primary and secondary
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amines. The samples were injected (5 – 25 μL) into the HPLC and run with mobile phase
A as 50 mM sodium acetate, pH 5.0 and mobile phase B as 70 % v/v acetonitrile. Elution
was performed according to Table 4.2, and detection was by fluorescence with excitation
at 250 nm and emission at 395 nm.

Table 4.2:

Time

%B

0

5

26

45

28.5

100

35.5

100

36.5

5

47

END

HPLC elution program for AccQ derivatives of
ammonia and ornithine.

arginine, citrulline,

Product analysis for the reaction of Larginine with AstB was carried out with 1
mM Larginine, 1 μM AstB, 200 mM K2HPO4, and 200 mM KCl at pH 7.3. Reactions
were incubated at room temperature overnight. The resulting free amino acids were
derivatized using opthalaldehyde. The samples were injected (5 – 25 μL) into the HPLC
and run with mobile phase A as 50 mM K 2HPO4, pH 7.3 and mobile phase B as 70 % v/v
acetonitrile. Elution was performed according to Table 4.3, and detection was by
fluorescence with excitation at 355 nm and emission at 470 nm.
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Table 4.3:

Time

%B

0

5

26

45

28.5

100

35.5

100

36.5

5

47

END

HPLC elution program for OPA derivatives of arginine, citrulline, and
ornithine.

Purification of AstB products
Reactions (0.5 – 15 mL) containing AstB (1 μM) in 25 mM Na2HPO4, 50 mM
NaCl, and 1 mM succinylarginine (pH 7.25) were incubated for 20 – 60 min and
quenched with HCl (25 mM final concentration). Samples larger than 0.5 mL were
concentrated by reduced pressure rotory evaporation at room temperature until
precipitates began to form. A small amount of water was then added to redissolve the
precipitates. To remove enzyme, all samples were filtered through a centrifugal filter with
a 10,000 Da molecular weight cutoff membrane filter (Millipore; Billerica, MA, USA).
The filtered solution was then injected into the HPLC in 100 μL aliquots and eluted with
the HPLC product analysis assay described above. Peaks with absorbance at 214 nm were
collected, and fractions with the same retention time from all runs were combined and
dried under reduced pressure rotory evaporation at room temperature and stored at 4 °C.
Prior to analysis, the samples were redissolved in H2O or D2O.
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Mass spectroscopy of intact protein to identify adducts
To verify protein identity and to detect covalent adducts, AstB (1 – 50 μM) in 50
mM K2HPO4, 100 mM KCl at pH 7.3 was incubated for varying time (1 s – 5 min) with
succinylarginine or succinylcanavanine (1 – 25 mM), quenched with trifluoroacetic acid
(1 M final concentration) and submitted for electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy
(ESIMS) at the College of Pharmacy Core Facility (University of Texas at Austin,
Austin, TX, USA).
Timedependent formation and decay of substrates, intermediates, and products
To assess the time dependence of formation of intermediates and products and
decay of substrates, samples from reactions identical to those described above in the
HPLC product analysis section were incubated for various times (0 – 1020 min) and
quenched. The resulting samples were filtered and run on the HPLC as described above.
Peak volume was determined for each peak at each time point and normalized to account
for changes in volume introduced during sample preparation by dividing by the volume
of the Larginine succinic imide peak. These normalized peak values were then plotted
against time and fit to either the single exponential (Equation 4.4) or double exponential
(Equation 4.5) equation listed below, where y0 is the initial value, A is the amplitude, and
kobs is the observed rate constant.
−k obs⋅t

y= y0 + A⋅e
y= y0 + A 1⋅e

−k obs1⋅t

+ A2⋅e
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(4.4)
−k obs2⋅t

(4.5)

Software and data analysis
OpenOffice

(http://www.openoffice.org/)

was

used

for

all

spreadsheet

calculations. Other curve fitting was done using Qtiplot 0.9.8 (ProIndep Serv SRL,
Craiova, Romania).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of reaction products
Although its reaction is unusual, the catalytic mechanism of the AstB protein has
remained relatively unexplored. Ammonia production has only been observed indirectly, 3
and succinylornithine has never been confirmed as a final product using purified enzyme.
Therefore, to experimentally determine whether the assignment of AstB as a dihydrolase
is correct, an HPLC method was developed and used to characterize the reaction products
of AstB. Using 1 mM succinylarginine as a substrate and 100 μM AstB, the peak eluting
at the same time as a succinylarginine standard (7.9 min) disappeared and was replaced
by a new peak at 4.0 min, which corresponds to the retention time of a succinylornithine
standard (4.0 min) that was prepared under identical conditions using dialysis buffer
instead of enzyme. Mass spectrometry (ESIMS) confirmed the identity of this product
with a major peak at 233.0 Da (expected 233.2 Da).

Larginine

succinic imide, a

contaminant in the substrate stock that was introduced by an intramolecular reaction
during purification, is present in all samples containing succinylarginine. The identity of
this compound was verified by 1H NMR and by matching HPLC same elution time with a
synthetic standard (8.8 min). The size of the contaminating peak does not change over
time, indicating it is not a substrate. It was therefore useful as an internal standard to
normalize peak volumes to account for differences in volume introduced by sample
preparation. Almost 100 % conversion of succinylarginine to succinylornithine was
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obtained by the HPLC assay (Figure 4.4). No detectable levels of succinylcitrulline were
observed in these experiments above the control, suggesting that the small amounts (5 –
10 %) of succinylarginine converted to succinylcitrulline observed in a previous cell
extract study were likely not a byproduct of AstB catalysis.
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Figure 4.4: HPLC analysis of wildtype AstB reaction products
Reaction products were analyzed by HPLC with isocratic elution by 95 % 30 mM
NaH2PO4, pH 2.4 with 5 % v/v 70 % methanol in water and product detection by
absorbance at 214 nm. A) Succinylarginine standard (1 mM; 7.9 min). B) Larginine
succinic imide standard (1 mM; 8.8 min). C) Succinylornithine standard (1 mM; 4.0
min). D) Reaction products with 100 μM AstB and 1 mM succinylarginine after a 25 min
incubation. All succinylarginine is converted to succinylornithine.

To confirm that two equivalents of ammonia are produced, 50 μM
succinylarginine was incubated with AstB protein and ammonia production was
quantified by measuring NADH absorbance at 340 nm using the glutamate
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dehydrogenase coupledenzyme assay. After a 35 min room temperature incubation, 93 ±
9 μM ammonia was observed, which is within error of the proposed 2.0 ammonia
equivalents produced by the dihydrolase reaction. The reaction was determined to be
complete by the absence of a succinylarginine peak on HPLC. The results indicate that
the AstB protein alone is responsible for the dihydrolase activity observed in the AST
pathway. Therefore, it can be correctly referred to as NαsuccinylLarginine dihydrolase
(SADH).
Substrate specificity of SADH
The substrate specificity of SADH was explored using several analogs of
succinylarginine. SADH was found to hydrolyze succinylarginine with steadystate kcat of
313 ± 8 min1 and KM of 54 ± 6 μM (Table 4.4) as measured by the glutamate
dehydrogenase enzymecoupled assay (kcat / KM = 100,000 M1 s1). This assay measures
ammonia production by monitoring the absorbance change at 340 nm resulting from the
glutamatedehydrogenasecatalyzed conversion of ammonia, αketoglutarate and NADH
to NAD+ and glutamate. This kinetic data assumes that one SADHcatalytic cycle
involves consumption of one molecule of substrate and production of two ammonia
molecules. A separate isothermaltitrationcalorimetrybased assay measured similar
steadystate constant values for kcat (480 ± 10 min1) and KM (110 ± 20 μM). The
observed rate did not change over time at each substrate concentration, indicating that a
significant fraction of substrate was not consumed. To generate a standard curve for this
assay, various amounts of substrate were injected into samples containing SADH to
determine the heat evolved. Between injections, the substrate was allowed to react with
SADH until completely consumed. The total heat evolved was plotted against the amount
of substrate injected and fit to a line. The resulting slope (3.9 ± 0.2 kcal / mol) was used
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as the ΔH value (Figure 4.6). Therefore, the steadystate kinetics were verified by two
orthogonal assays. The glutamate dehydrogenase enzymecoupled assay was used for
other substrates because of low ΔH values and therefore poor sensitivity with the
calorimetrybased assay.

Figure 4.5: Dependence of initial steadystate reaction rate on substrate concentration
Initial rates (v0/[E]) were determined using a glutamate dehydrogenase enzymecoupled
assay (●) and an isothermal titration calorimetry assay (■). These rates were plotted
against concentration of the succinylarginine substrate and fit to the MichaelisMenten
equation to determine steadystate parameters.
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Figure 4.6: Heat evolved upon substrate turnover using AstB
Succinylarginine substrate (1 – 5 nmol) was injected into buffer containing AstB (160
nM). Heat was measured continuously for each injection until all substrate was
consumed. The resulting peaks were integrated for each injection to obtain a value for
heat, plotted against quantity of substrate, and fit to a line to obtain a ΔH value of 3.9 ±
0.2 kcal / mol.

NαsuccinylLcitrulline (succinylcitrulline) proved to be a poor substrate relative
to succinylarginine, with kcat/KM of 40 ± 10 M1s1, approximately 2,500fold less than that
of succinylarginine (100,000 M1s1 assuming two equivalents of ammonia per turnover)
(Table 4.4). The rates obtained with succinylcitrulline reflect production of one ammonia
equivalent per substrate molecule. In competition, succinylarginine was consumed almost
exclusively in reactions carried out with both succinylarginine (1 mM) and
succinylcitrulline (1 mM) (Figure 4.7), further demonstrating the substrate preference for
succinylarginine. The poor catalytic efficiency of the SADH reaction using
succinylcitrulline as compared with succinylarginine agrees with a previous finding that
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that cell extracts do not convert exogenous succinylcitrulline to succinylornithine. 9 Since
enzyme state (e.g. protonation, conformation) can be extremely important for effective
catalysis, it is possible that succinylcitrulline is an intermediate but the enzyme is not in
an optimal state for to hydrolyze it due to the absence of the first hydrolysis reaction.
Therefore, these results do not necessarily disprove a succinylcitrulline reaction
intermediate; however, they do suggest that succinylcitrulline is likely not a natural
substrate of SADH.
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kcat (min1)

KM (mM)

kcat/KM (M1s1)

NαsuccinylLarginine (GDH)a

313 ± 8

0.054 ± 0.006

100,000 ± 10,000

NαsuccinylLarginine (ITC)b

480 ± 10

0.11 ± 0.02

70,000 ± 10,000

NαacetylLargininea

8.1 ± 0.2

2.5 ± 0.3

54 ± 7

12 ± 1

5.5 ± 2

40 ± 10

Substrate

NαsuccinylLcitrullinea
Table 4.4:

Steadystate parameters for SADH substrates

Steadystate parameters were determined using the glutamate dehydrogenase assay.
Reactions were carried out in clear, 384well microtiter plates at room temperature and
measured continuously by absorbance at 340 nm.
b
Steadystate kinetic parameters were determined using the isothermal titration
calorimetry assay
a
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Figure 4.7: HPLC analysis of reactions with competing succinylarginine and
succinylcitrulline
The competing substrates NαsuccinylLarginine (1 mM; 7.9 min standard) and Nα
succinylLcitrulline (1 mM; 9.1 min) were incubated together without SADH (A) and
with 1 μM SADH (B). A new peak (3.9 min) appears at the same retention time as a Nα
succinylLornithine standard in the sample containing SADH. The peak 9.1 min matches
the retention time the Larginine succinic imide internal control. The normalized volume
of the peak corresponding to succinylcitrulline decreased only slightly (5 %), but the
volume of the succinylarginine peak decreased by 77 % after adding SADH.

A potential alternative substrate was also tested. LCanavanine, a δoxy analog of
Larginine,

is both a slow substrate inhibitor and an irreversible inhibitor of homologous

microbial arginine deiminases,17,18 and is a substrate for Larginine:inosaminephosphate
amidinotransferase, an amidinotransferase in the pentein superfamily. 19 In the arginine
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deiminases, the δoxygen presumably decreases the reactivity of the thiouronium adduct
that forms during catalysis, leading to a buildup of covalent adduct. In the
amidinotransferases, the δoxygen is a leaving group leading to formation of the
thiouronium adduct. Therefore, it is predicted that the second halfreaction would be
unaffected by Lcanavanine. No ammonia production by SADH was observed with Nα
succinylLcanavanine. No covalent adducts were observed by ESIMS of samples
containing SADH incubated with NαsuccinylLcanavanine and quenched with acid.
Therefore, it is not clear whether NαsuccinylLcanavanine interacts with SADH at all as
either a substrate or inhibitor.
In contrast, NαacetylLarginine is a substrate for SADH, with steadystate kcat of
8.1 ± 0.2 min1 (assuming 1:1 substrate:ammonia stoichiometry, see below) and KM of 2.5
± 0.3 mM (Figure 4.8). For determination of products, the reaction mixtures were
deacetylated by heating in HCl (5.5 M), subjected to amine derivatization by a
fluorogenic reporter tag (AccQ), and analyzed by HPLC. This acid hydrolysis method
converted approximately 100 % of the starting materials to deacetylated products. No
free citrulline or ornithine were observed in the arginine standard, indicating that the
guanidine is not hydrolyzed under these conditions. The Lornithine standard contains
three peaks (9.1 min (minor), 10.9 min (minor), 19.2 min (major)), likely a result of
incomplete derivatization of its two primary amino groups. Reaction of NαacetylL
arginine with SADH produced a number of fluorescent products following removal of the
acetyl group and AccQ derivatization (Figure 4.9). Based on identical retention times to
standards, three of the products were assigned to be citrulline (9.7 min), ammonia (15.3
min) and ornithine (19.2 min). A fourth peak (4.8 min) was unidentified, but was also
present with nearly identical peak volume in the control without enzyme, suggesting it is
a minor contaminant. Based on retention time comparisions, some unhydrolyzed arginine
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was observed in samples both with and without enzyme. Measurement of reaction
kinetics for NαacetylLarginine (2 mM) and SADH (5.5 μM) showed production of
ureido groups at a rate (v0/[E]) of 0.32 ± 0.03 min1. These results indicate that one of the
products is likely to be NαacetylLcitrulline (which contains a uriedo group) that results
from a single hydrolysis of the NαacetylLarginine substrate. They also demonstrate the
production of ammonia directly, rather than through a coupledenzyme assay. This data
suggests that SADH produces the two expected dihydrolase products, acetylornithine and
ammonia, but also produces the single hydrolysis product acetylcitrulline.
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Figure 4.8: Steadystate kinetics of SADH with acetylarginine
Steadystate kinetics were carried out with NαacetylLarginine as a substrate using the
glutamate dehydrogenase coupled assay. Initial rates (v0/[E]) reflect total ammonia
production observed. All data points were collected in triplicate.
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Figure 4.9: HPLC analysis of reaction products of wildtype SADH and acetylarginine
HPLC traces of A) Larginine standard (1 mM; 11.7 min); B) Lcitrulline standard (1
mM; 9.7 min); C) Lornithine standard (1 mM; 19.2 min); and D) ammonium chloride
standard (1 mM; 15.3 min). Samples containing 1 mM NαacetylLarginine were
incubated E) without enzyme; and F) with wildtype SADH (1 μM). Samples were
deacetylated by heating to 100 °C in 5.5 M HCl to form free amino acids, and the
resulting products were derivatized by AccQ and analyzed by HPLC. Traces were
collected by fluorescence of AccQ (Ex. 250, Em. 394) as described in the methods
section. Data collected during the equilibration period (36 – 47 min) is not shown.
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Attempts to isolate reaction intermediates
NαsuccinylLcitrulline has been proposed as a reaction intermediate.3 To provide
evidence for this, a uriedo assay was used to look for any steadystate accumulation of
NαsuccinylLcitrulline which may occur if is an intermediate. With 50 μM SADH and
0.8 mM succinylarginine and a 1 s incubation time, no significant uriedo production was
observed. HPLC of reaction mixtures performed under the same conditions also did not
show steadystate buildup of the proposed NαsuccinylLcitrulline intermediate (only
succinylornithine production was observed). Possible interpretations of this negative
result are that the first hydrolysis step is rate limiting, that NαsuccinylLcitrulline is not a
reaction intermediate, or that NαsuccinylLcitrulline is a reaction intermediate but is
sequestered from solvent by the enzyme or processed quickly by subsequent steps.
Attempts were also made to trap covalent adducts that might accumulate during
steadystate turnover by acid quenching and ESIMS. In samples with 50 μM SADH (pH
7.3) quenched with trifluoroacetic acid (1 M) after 1 s, no change in protein mass was
observed between samples with (51,320 ± 10 Da) and without (51,320 ± 10 Da) addition
of succinylarginine (1 mM). Minor peaks were present at 51,393 Da (+73 Da) and 51,498
Da (+178 Da). However, these peaks are not likely to represent a trapped covalent
catalytic species because they were also present in control reactions without substrate,
indicating they may be due to minor impurities. Possible interpretations of this negative
result are that the rate limiting step of the reaction may not directly follow a step
involving a covalent adduct, that the covalent adducts are not acid stable, or that covalent
intermediates are not formed.
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Determination of the pKa of the catalytic Cys residue
Many pentein hydrolases feature catalytic Cys nucleophiles with elevated pKa
values (8.9 for DDAH20, 9.6 for arginine deiminase 18, and 8.3 for peptidyl arginine
deiminase21,22); however, these enzymes remain active at low pH values through one of
three mechanisms: substrateassisted deprotonation, reverse protonation, or a proton
transfer concerted with nucleophilic attack.8 To determine whether SADH also contains a
protonated catalytic Cys residue in the resting state, its pKa was determined by UVvis
difference spectroscopy between wildtype SADH and the C365S mutant. This
experiment is based on the higher absorbance of thiolate anions (ε240 ≈ 4,000 M1cm1)
than protonated thiols (ε240 ≈ 50 M1cm1).13,14 Subtraction of the absorbance values of the
wildtype and C365S mutant enzyme enable only absorbance changes in Cys365 to be
measured. After measuring the difference spectra at different pH values where the
enzyme is stable in solution, a pHdependent increase in absorbance at 240 nm was
observed with an apparent pKa ≥ 10.0 (Figure 4.10). A lower limit has been assigned to
the to the pKa because the protein was unstable at pH values above 10.6. Nevertheless,
this data suggests that the activesite Cys of SADH is predominantly protonated in its
resting state.
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Figure 4.10: Determination of the pKa of Cys365 by UVvis difference spectroscopy
The pKa value of Cys365 was estimated by UVvis difference spectroscopy between the
wildtype and C365S mutants (20 μM). Observed differences in extinction coefficients at
240 nm were calculated at varying pH values (6.5 – 10.6). Because the enzyme was not
stable above pH 10.6, a complete curve could not be collected and the fitted pKa value is
expressed as a lower limit of 10.0.
Chemical rescue of H248G mutant
The role of the activesite His was probed by sitedirected mutagenesis.
Consistent with an important catalytic role, this mutant has a similar KM but kcat
approximately 4000fold slower than wildtype enzyme (kcat = 313 ± 8 min1 and KM = 54
± 6 μM for wildtype SADH; kcat = 0.073 ± 0.002 min1 and KM = 130 ± 14 μM for H248G
SADH). A qualitative experiment with addition of exogenous imidazole (150 mM) led to
increased activity, suggesting the activesite structure is not disrupted. Further
experiments to determine the products kinetics of chemical rescue will be necessary to
draw further conclusions from the chemical rescue experiments.
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Role of Asn110 in dihydrolase activity
It has been proposed that Asn110 enables dihydrolase activity by altering the
electrostatic environment in the SADH active site to facilitate attack by a second water
molecule.3 All other structurally characterized enzymes in the pentein superfamily have
an Asp residue in that position, which has led to functional predictions of unknown
proteins as dihydrolases based on the presence of an Asn in that position (Figure 4.3).23
To test whether Asn110 is a functional switch between hydrolase and dihydrolase
activity, the N110D SADH mutant was constructed. Products of purified N110D SADH
and succinylarginine substrate were then analyzed for the presence of a uriedo group, as
would be expected if urea or succinylcitrulline were the resulting product of a single
hydrolysis reaction. No significant uriedo group content was found after incubating
N110D SADH (1 μM – 10 μM) with 1 mM succinylarginine for 20 min (2 ± 4 μM for 1
μM N110D SADH and 3 ± 5 μM for 1 μM N110D SADH). When incubation times with
10 μM N110D SADH were increased to overnight, a small amount (54 ± 8 μM) of uriedo
formation was detected. Total succinylornithine produced was determined on the same
samples to be 300 ± 100 μM using OPAbased derivatization of the primary amine,
indicating that product formation was slow, and most of the product was
succinylornithine. From this data, the v/[E] rate of substrate consumption can be
estimated to be about 0.04 ± 0.01 min1. This suggests that Asn110 plays a major role in
catalysis, but does not act alone as a switch between hydrolase and dihydrolase activity.
This result is further corroborated by the converse experiments, in which the hydrolase
DDAH D66N mutant is shown to have no dihydrolase activity (data not shown).
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Role of the succinylbinding loop in dihydrolase activity
Since wildtype SADH produces NαacetylLcitrulline from NαacetylLarginine,
it was hypothesized that binding of the succinyl group is important for dihydrolase
activity. To test this hypothesis, sitedirected mutations of residues which make contact
with the succinyl group (Figure 4.11) were generated.

Figure 4.11: Diagram of SADH active site and succinylgroup binding residues
The SADH active site is diagrammed above, with catalytic and succinylbinding residues
shown. The green arc represents a flexible loop region that becomes ordered upon
substrate binding.

First, Ser104 was mutated to Asp and Glu in an effort to alter specificity for the
amide bond. S104E (1 μM) and wildtype DDAH (1 μM) were inactive when incubated
overnight with Larginine. However, the S104D mutant (1 μM) produced an HPLC peak
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with the same retention time (11.5 min) as an Lcitrulline standard as well as a second,
unidentified peak with a retention time of 17.3 min (Figure 4.12). The unidentified peak
does not correspond to Lornithine, which produces two peaks upon derivatization with
OPA at 21.3 and 23.3 min. The substrate Larginine eluted at 14.1 min. The results
indicate that the S104D SADH mutant has slow hydrolase activity, but no significant
dihydrolase activity with Larginine as a substrate.
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Figure 4.12: HPLC analysis of products of reactions containing arginine and a Ser104
mutant SADH
HPLC was performed to determine the reaction products of Larginine (1 mM) with
Ser104 mutants of SADH (10 μM). A) Larginine standard (14.1 min). B) Lcitrulline
standard (11.5 min). C) Lornithine standard (21.3 and 23.3 min). Samples containing L
arginine were incubated at room temperature overnight D) without enzyme; E) with wild
type SADH; F) with S104E SADH; and G) with S104D SADH. Samples were
derivatized with OPA reagent as described in the materials and methods section. The
equilibration step from 35.5 – 47 min is not shown.
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Next, the N359G, N359L, and S28G mutants were constructed to purturb the
region that binds the substrate's succinyl carboxylate. Both the N395G and N395L SADH
variants both consumed succinylarginine and produced succinylornithine (82 % with
N395G, 60 % with N395L) as well as succinylcitrulline (18 % with N395G, 40 % with
N395L)*. The S28G mutant favored formation of a peak (Figure 4.14) with retention time
(10.1 min) close to that of succinylcitrulline (10.0 min; ≈ 90 %) over formation of
succinylornithine (4.0 min; ≈ 10 %). Addition of exogenous succinylcitrulline after
quenching caused the peak at 10.1 min to approximately double in size without peak
splitting, indicating that the S28G product has the same retention time as
succinylcitrulline despite the slightly earlier elution time of the standard. The Larginine
succinic imide is present in all samples containing succinylarginine and serves as an
internal control that elutes at 12.3 min.

*N395G

and N395L data collected by Joyce Er under the supervision of T. Linsky during her firstyear
rotation in the lab of Walter Fast (The University of Texas at Austin)
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Figure 4.13: HPLC analysis of S28G SADH products when incubated with
succinylarginine
HPLC traces as measured by UV absorbance at 215 nm. A) A succinylcitrulline standard
had a major peak (1 mM; 10.0 min) and minor contaminating peak introduced during
compound purification corresponding to Lcitrulline succinic imide (12.3 min). B) A
reaction of S28G SADH (1 μM) with succinylarginine (1 mM; 7.9 min; Figure 4.4)
contains a large peak at 10.1 min corresponding to formation of succinylcitrulline. A
small peak is present at 4.0 min which corresponds to a succinylornithine standard (4.0
min; Figure 4.4). The peak at 8.8 min is consistent with Larginine succinic imide (8.7
min; Figure 4.4), which is used as an internal control.

To further confirm the identity of the reaction product of S28G SADH and
succinylarginine substrate, several qualitative assays were performed. No fluorescence
increase was observed after reaction with OPA, suggesting that the compound does not
contain a primary amine. Both the HPLCpurified product and the reaction mixture
showed strong color development in the uriedo assay, similar to the color development
expected from urea or citrulline, consistent with proposing that this product contains a
uriedo group. A quantitative ammonia assay with succinylarginine (50 μM) and S28G
SADH (1 μM) incubated at room temperature for 35 min contained 47 ± 4 μM of
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ammonia, corresponding to only one equivalent (not two). An HPLC assay was used to
verify that all of the substrate was consumed. The formation of a uriedo group,
production of one equivalent of ammonia per substrate molecule, and the HPLC retention
times matching that of a succinylcitrulline standard are consistent with assigning
succinylcitrulline as the product. Finally, the peak was purified by HPLC and subjected
to 1H and

C NMR. The spectra were consistent with a succinylcitrulline reference
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control. Positive ionization LCMS showed a new peak not present in reactions without
enzyme with m/z of 276.42, consistent with the expected m/z for succinylcitrulline with a
+1 charge (276.27). Therefore, all of these results indicate that the product of S28G
SADH incubated with succinylarginine is succinylcitrulline.
In addition to succinylcitrulline, some succinylornithine was also observed in
S28G SADH reactions (Figure 4.14). To better understand the time dependence of this
process, S28G SADH (1 μM) was incubated with 1 mM succinylarginine substrate and
analyzed by HPLC at various time points (0 – 1,050 min). Succinylarginine was rapidly
(1 h) converted to succinylcitrulline, and succinylornithine was then observed to form
slowly, with a corresponding decrease in succinylcitrulline concentration (Figure 4.14).
The decay rate of succinylarginine as determined by a single exponential fit (0.062 ±
0.002 min1) matched the formation rate of succinylcitrulline (0.056 ± 0.003 min 1), and
the decay rate of succinylcitrulline (0.0016 ± 0.0002 min1) matched the formation rate of
succinylornithine (0.0021 ± 0.0005 min1). This is consistent with free succinylcitrulline
acting as an intermediate in the reaction from succinylarginine to succinylornithine,
which is catalyzed poorly by S28G SADH.
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Figure 4.14: Formation and decay of succinylcitrulline during S28G SADH catalysis
HPLC was used to monitor levels of succinylarginine (1 mM starting concentration; open
squares), succinylcitrulline (solid diamonds), and succinylornithine (solid circles)
incubated with S28G SADH (1 μM). The decay of succinylarginine was fit to a single
exponential with kobs = 0.062 ± 0.002 min1, A = 2.37 ± 0.04, and y0 = 0.01 ± 0.02. The
formation of succinylornithine was fit to a single exponential with kobs = 0.0021 ± 0.0005
min1, A = 1.7 ± 0.2, and y0 = 1.9 ± 0.2. The formation and decay of succinylcitrulline
was fit to a double exponential with kobs1 = 0.056 ± 0.004 min1, A1 = 1.93 ± 0.05, kobs2 =
0.0016 ± 0.0002 min1, A2 = 2.01 ± 0.09, and y0 = 0.1 ± 0.1. Peak volumes were
normalized to correct for volume variance due to sample preparation and injection by
taking the ratio of the peak volume of interest with that of the internal standard, L
arginine succinic imide.

The results of the S28G mutant likely reflect aspects of the wildtype mechanism.
This mutation is distant from the catalytic residues, yet it causes production of a different
product than wildtype SADH. Ser28 is located on a loop region of the enzyme unique to
the dihydrolases. This loop (Ala19 – Arg32) shows strong electron density in the crystal
structure in the substrate and product bound forms, but not the apoenzyme, suggesting it
is flexible and closes over the substrate. 3 Because no free succinylcitrulline is observed
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with the wildtype enzyme, it can be assumed that this compound either never forms, or
is never released from the enzyme during normal catalysis. One possible explanation for
the appearance of free succinylcitrulline with the S28G mutant is that disruption of the
binding interaction between the enzyme and the succinyl group of the substrate allows
succinylcitrulline to “leak” out of the enzyme during catalysis. In the wildtype enzyme,
the succinylbinding interactions may help to sequester a succinylcitrulline reaction
intermediate, enabling the second hydrolysis step to readily occur. However, the S28G
mutant does not possess this interaction, which may prevent the loop from closing,
allowing a succinylcitrulline product to dissociate before the second step can occur.
Two possible catalytic mechanisms consistent with the data presented here are
proposed (Figure 4.15) based on structural identity to other members of the pentein
superfamily and the data presented here. These mechanisms are differentiated based on
the first leaving group of the substrate. In both mechanisms, the activesite Cys residue of
SADH is proposed to attack the substrate's guanidinium to form a tetrahedral
intermediate. This intermediate collapses to form a thiouronium adduct analagous to that
which forms in other enzymes in the superfamily, with concomitant release of either
ammonia (path a) or NαsuccinylLornithine (path b). In path a, ammonia is released first,
and addition of hydroxide to the thiouronium then forms a second tetrahedral
intermediate, which can collapse to cleave the C–S bond of the thiouronium (path c). The
resulting NαsuccinylLcitrulline is held in the active site by the flexible loop described
above, which may promote a second reaction with the activesite Cys. The resulting
attack on the uriedo carbon of succinylcitrulline forms a tetrahedral intermediate, which
collapses to form an Salkylthiocarbamate adduct with release of ammonia (path d).
Alternatively, the addition of hydroxide to the thiouronium could lead to cleavage of
ammonia directly to form a thiocarbamate adduct (path e). The thiocarbamate then
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undergoes attack by another water molecule to form a tetrahedral intermediate, which
collapses to regenerate free enzyme and produce a carbamic acid derivative (path f).
Since carbamic acids are unstable in solution, this carbamic acid derivative could then
rapidly and nonenzymatically degrade to form CO 2 and NαsuccinylLornithine (path g).
A possible alternative pathway is that NαsuccinylLornithine is eliminated first to form a
thiouronium adduct (path b). This thiouronium carbon undergoes attack by hydroxide to
form urea (path h), which is subsequently attacked by the activesite Cys to form a
thiocarbamate adduct, with concomitant release of ammonia (path i). Alternatively, the
attack by hydroxide could directly form a thiocarbamate adduct with release of ammonia
(path j). Attack of the thiocarbamate carbon by hydroxide would then regenerate free
enzyme and release a carbamic acid (path k), which could rapidly decompose
nonenzymatically (path l).
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Figure 4.15: Possible mechanisms of SADH

The observed production of free succinylcitrulline by mutants to the SADH
succinylbinding pocket suggests that NαsuccinylLornithine is not the first leaving
group, favoring paths a and c. However, this does not formally rule out path b. One
possible explanation for the results is that closing of the succinylbinding loop causes
rearrangements in the activesite which promote a second hydrolysis step. This could
occur through interaction with the phenylalanine residue adjacent to the catalytic His
(Phe247), which is sandwiched between His248 and a positive helix dipole present in the
succinylbinding loop. Studies are currently underway to determine whether this
interaction is important.
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CONCLUSIONS
AstB was expressed and purified. This protein was determined to catalyze the
dihydrolysis

reaction

of

NαsuccinylLarginine

to

NαsuccinylLornithine,

two

equivalents of ammonia, and presumably CO2. Therefore, the enzyme may be assigned as
a genuine

succinylarginine dihydrolase (SADH). Although neither of the two

mechanistic pathways could be formally ruled out, the results do suggest a favored route.
Reaction products containing Nsubstituted uriedo groups were observed when the Nα
succinyl group of the substrate or the succinylbinding pocket of SADH were altered.
Therefore, the initial leaving group is likely to be ammonia (path a) rather than Nα
succinylLornithine (path b). The experiments described here provide insight into the
evolution of SADH's unique activity. Disruption of the interactions between the enzyme
and the Nα succinyl group, which occur at a site distant from the catalytic site, were
found to convert SADH from a dihydrolase to a hydrolase. The succinylbinding
interactions may enable the dihydrolase reaction by sequestering one product of the first
hydrolysis reaction, allowing this product to undergo a second hydrolysis reaction.
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SECTION 2
DISCOVERY OF DIMETHYLARGININE
DIMETHYLAMINOHYDROLASE INHIBITORS TO CONTROL
NITRIC OXIDE PRODUCTION
Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase indirectly regulates nitric oxide
production by hydrolyzing methylated arginines which endogenously inhibit nitric oxide
synthase. The control this enzyme asserts over nitric oxide production make it an
attractive drug target for disease states marked by pathological overproduction of nitric
oxide. Only a limited number of inhibitors different from substrate are reported, due in
part to lack of robust assays for highthroughput screening of compound libraries. In this
section, highthroughput assays are developed, optimized, and validated to screen for
inhibitors of Pseudomonas aeruginosa dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase
(Chapter five) and human dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase1 (Chapter six).
These assays were used to screen three commercial libraries totaling 6,466 compounds.
One drug in phase III clinical trials was identified as an inhibitor of dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase and its mechanism of inhibition was characterized in detail
(Chapter seven). Four “fragmentsized” were also identified and characterized in the
screening (Chapter eight). These diverse molecules serve as starting points for the
development of molecular probes and therapeutic drugs to reduce pathological
overproduction of nitric oxide.
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Chapter 5: Development of a high throughput screening assay to
identify inhibitors of dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase

INTRODUCTION
As described in chapter one, dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH)
catalyzes the hydrolysis of asymmetric Nω,Nωdimethylarginine (dimethylarginine) to
citrulline and dimethylamine. Since dimethylarginine is an endogenous inhibitor of nitric
oxide synthase, cells overexpressing DDAH show higher levels of NO production, 1 while
cells in which DDAH is inhibited or knocked down have lower levels of NO production.2
Downregulation of NO would be beneficial in a myriad of disease states,
including some cancers and septic shock.3 Since NO is required for angiogenesis,
therepeutics that reduce NO levels could help prevent angiogenesis during soft tissue
tumor growth, weakening tumors by depriving them of blood supply. DDAH
overexpression has been linked to neovascularization of C6 gliomas in vivo, suggesting it
may be a mediator in tumor growth.1,4
However, the complexity of biological pathways and roles in which NO is
involved inevitably lead to conflicts. Some of these conflicts are exemplified in septic
shock, where, severe infection induces production of large amounts of NO in several
tissue types through inducible NO synthase. This NO is beneficial in immune tissues, as
it allows macrophages to effectively kill invading bacteria. However, in endothelial cells,
this large amount of induced NO causes excessive vasodilation, which leads to a drop in
blood pressure, multiple organ failure, and death. It is estimated that as many people die
of septic shock each year as acute myocardial infarction, and that 28 – 56 % of
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individuals with severe septic shock will die.5,6 It is also a growing problem due to
antibioticresistant bacteria and an aging population.
Attempts to treat septic shock by inhibiting NO production directly using the NO
synthase inhibitor NωmethylLarginine have not been successful. Shock resolution,
vascular tone, and oxygen delivery were all improved in phase II trials, 7 but phase III
trials were terminated after NO synthase inhibition was found to increase the mortality
rate of patients with septic shock,8 possibly by interfering with the body's ability to fend
off infection.
These results suggest that treatments for septic shock that can reduce NO levels in
vascular tissue, but not in immune tissue, might prove beneficial. Because NO synthase is
produced in both tissue types,3,9 direct NO synthase inhibition cannot provide tissue
specific control of NO production. However, since DDAH is expressed in vascular tissue
but not significantly in immune tissue,10 it may provide a tissuespecific means of
controlling NO production. A specific DDAH inhibitor would in theory slow NO
production in vascular tissue while leaving immune cells unaffected.
Although development of specific DDAH inhibitors have potential as therapeutics
and research tools, only a few categories of inhibitors have been reported; these include
indolylthiobarbituric acids,11 pentafluorophenyl sulfonates,12 and various substrate
analogs (Figure 5.1).13–15 However, pentafluorophenyl sulfonates are not specific to
DDAH, also inhibiting arginine deiminase, another enzyme in the pentein superfamily. In
addition, the substrate analogs are limited in the substitutions and optimizations that can
be made, as they depend on the y+ cation transporter to enter cells. Therefore, new, non
substratelike inhibitors that can be fully optimized and proceed to preclinical trials are
desired.
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Figure 5.1: Stick drawings of known DDAH inhibitors
A) indolylthiobarbituric acids, B) pentafluorophenyl sulfonates, and C) alkylamidine
substrate analogs.

One significant challenge with identifying new inhibitors is the lack of a robust
DDAH assays for high throughput screening. A highthroughput screening assay could
identify inhibitors from libraries of structurally diverse compounds. To that end, a high
throughput assay was developed for DDAH from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, because the
active site of that variant is nearly identical to human DDAH1 2,16 and it is much easier to
assay and purify in large quantities. In addition, it is desirable to screen using a substrate
concentration equal to KM to ensure balanced detection of competitive, uncompetitive,
and noncompetitive inhibitors. Under these conditions, the amount of substrate consumed
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must not be more than 10 – 15 % for accurate determination of initial velocity. The
higher KM (20 μM) of P. aeruginosa DDAH for SmethylLthiocitrulline, the substrate
used in screening, provides for improved accuracy in quantification of product over
human DDAH (KM for SmethylLthiocitrulline = 0.4 μM).
The high throughput assay was adapted to a microtiter plate format, validated, and
used to screen three commercially available libraries totaling 6,446 compounds. Several
inhibitors were discovered in the screening, and will be discussed in chapters five through
seven.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and buffers were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Trifluoroacetic acid and HEPES were purchased from
Themo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). All buffer solutions were filtered by 0.22
µm Express PLUS filters (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). The 420compound NIH
Clinical Collection (BioFocus, South San Francisco, CA), 2,000compound Spectrum
Collection (Microsource Discovery Systems, Inc. Gaylordsville, CT), and 4,000
compound libraries were obtained from the inventory of the Automation and High
Throughput Screening Facility at the Texas Institute for Drug and Diagnostics
Development (TI3D, The University of Texas at Austin).
Expression and purification of DDAH
Expression and purification of DDAH from P. aeruginosa was carried out as
previously described using Echerichia coli BL21 (DE3) electrocompetent cells.17 Protein
purity was verified by SDSPAGE stained by coomassie blue to be > 97% homogenous
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and mass (30,498 ± 10 Da) was in agreement the the calculated mass for His 6tagged P.
aeruginosa DDAH with the Nterminal methionine cleaved (30,503 Da) as determined by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESIMS, Analytical Core Facility, College of
Pharmacy, University of Texas at Austin, USA). To determine protein concentration,
purified P. aeruginosa DDAH was added to Denaturing Buffer (guanidinium
hydrochloride (6 M), sodium phosphate (20 mM), pH 6.6). The absorbance of the sample
at 280 nm was determined using a Cary 50 UVvis spectrophotometer (Varian, Walnut
Creek, CA, USA). The P. aeruginosa DDAH extinction coefficient (17,210 M1cm1) was
calculated (http://workbench.sdsc.edu) based on amino acid sequence.
High throughput screening assay
A 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB, 5 mM) stock solution was prepared
in HEPES buffer (10 mM) and potassium chloride (100 mM) at pH 6.5, and stored at 4
ºC. For assay validation experiments, P. aeruginosa DDAH (50 nM) was added to
Reaction Buffer (HEPES (250 mM), potassium chloride (250 mM), bovine serum
albumin (BSA, 0.2 mg / mL) and ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA, 5 mM), pH
7.3). Addition of BSA and EDTA were required to achieve linear kinetics over
incubation times of 10 min typically used in assays. BSA was used to prevent enzyme
adsorption to the walls of the plate, and EDTA was necessary to chelate contaminating
divalent metals present in the BSA stock solutions, because Zn 2+ is a potent DDAH
inhibitor.18,19 Control reactions without enzyme were also prepared for all high
throughput screening validation experiments. This mixture (45 μL) was then added to
each well in a clear polystyrene 384well plate (Catalog No. 3702, Corning Inc., Corning,
NY, USA). To initiate the reaction, 45 μL of substrate solution containing SmethylL
thiocitrulline (60 μM) and DTNB (1 mM) was added to each well. Absorbance at 405
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nm was measured approximately every 20 s for 10 min using a Victor Wallac 1420 plate
reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). A path length of 0.75 cm and a published
extinction coefficient of 14,150 M1cm1 were used to determine product concentrations.20
Rates were determined based on the slope of the product concentration plotted against
time. For each plate, rates for all wells were converted to normalized percent inhibition
by the equation below.

% Inhibition=100⋅(1−

v pos−v 0
) (5.1)
v pos−v 0

Highthroughput screening was carried out at the TI3D Automation Facility
(University of Texas, Austin, TX). Library compounds were dissolved to 10 mM in
DMSO, stored in polypropylene 384well plates at 20 ºC and thawed prior to use.
Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent reactions were done at room temperature. Into
each well of a 384well Dilution Plate, 45 μL Assay Buffer (HEPES (250 mM),
potassium chloride (250 mM), pH 7.3) was dispensed using a Microflo Select (BioTek
Instruments Inc., Winooski, VT, USA). Compounds were diluted 10:1 in the Dilution
Plate using a Janus liquid handling workstation (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA). To a
384well clear polystyrene Assay Plate (Corning Inc., Corning, NY, USA), Reaction
Buffer (36 μL) containing HEPES (250 mM), potassium chloride (250 mM), BSA (0.2
mg / mL), EDTA (5 mM) and P. aeruginosa DDAH (50 nM) at pH 7.3 was dispensed to
each well using the Janus workstation. Columns 1, 2, 23, and 24 were reserved as
controls, with columns 1 and 2 containing no inhibitor and columns 23 and 24 containing
no enzyme and no inhibitor (Figure 5.2).
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Group
1
2
3

Description
0% inhibition controls
100% inhibition controls
Samples

# Wells
32
32
320

DDAH
Yes
No
Yes

Compound
DMSO
DMSO
Library compound

Figure 5.2: Plate layout for high throughput screening.

The diluted library compounds (9 uL aliquots) were then mixed with the reaction
buffer using the Janus workstation, centrifuged for one minute at 600 × g to remove any
bubbles formed during mixing and incubated for at least 10 min to allow for equilibration
of any timedependent inhibitors. To initiate the reaction, Substrate Solution (45 µL)
containing SmethylLthiocitrulline (60 µM) and DTNB (1 mM) in water was dispensed
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into each well using the Microflo Select liquid handling instrument. After additional
centrifugation for one min to remove any bubbles, the plate was loaded into an EnVision
Microplate Reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) and absorbance at 405 nm of all
wells was read once each minute for 10 min. The slope of the resulting plot of absorbance
over time was used as the observed rate. Each library compound was screened in
duplicate. All of the highthroughput screening reactions for each day were performed
within 4 h of preparing the solutions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assay selection
The first step in development of a highthroughput screening assay was evaluation
of existing assays to determine which was most suitable for optimization to screen for
inhibitors of P. aeruginosa DDAH. Three assays are known for DDAH. The first is a
reagent that derivatizes the uriedo group produced upon hydrolysis of dimethylarginine to
form a colored product.22 Although this assay has the advantage of using the natural
substrate (KM = 80 μM, kcat = 60 s1 for P. aeruginosa DDAH), it is time consuming,
requires a heating step and harsh reaction conditions, and generally requires triplicate
samples and blanks for accurate quantification of samples with small concentrations. The
second is based on 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) derivatization of
methanethiol produced by DDAHcatalyzed hydrolysis of an alternative substrate, S
methylLthiocitrulline (KM = 20 μM, kcat = 72 s1 for P. aeruginosa DDAH).20 This assay
has the advantages of being continuous and fairly sensitive (ε = 14,100 M1cm1), with the
drawback that it does not use the native substrate and requires a thiolreactive detection
reagent. The third assay measures the direct absorbance change upon DDAHcatalyzed
hydrolysis of SmethylLthiocitrulline. While no reagents are required and the assay
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provides continuous monitoring, it requires a UVtransparent container at 240 nm and is
about 10fold less sensitive than the DTNBbased assay (ε ≈ 1,600 M 1cm1). Therefore,
the DTNBbased method was selected for development of an highthroughput screening
assay because of its sensitivity, usage of visible light absorbance, and lack of harsh
derivitization conditions.

Figure 5.3: Reactions of high throughput screening assay
A) DDAH reacts with SmethylLthiocitrulline to form citrulline and methanethiol. B)
Methanethiol then reacts with DTNB to form thiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) (TNB) and a
TNBthiol conjugate.
Conversion to microplate format
As a starting point, the assay was converted to microtiter plate format on a small
scale using manual pipetting. In clear, 384well microplates, methanethiol production
resulting from DDAHcatalyzed hydrolysis of SmethylLthiocitrulline can be
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continuously monitored by an increase in absorbance at 405 nm and converted to product
concentration using the known extinction coefficient for thiolate DTNB (Figure 5.3). The
observed rates are proportional to DDAH concentrations from 20 – 140 nM (Figure 5.4),
and the steadystate rate constants determined using the assay (kcat = 55.8 ± 0.6 min1; KM
= 22 ± 1 μM) are similar to those previously determined with both the DTNBbased
microcuvette assay (kcat = 48.6 ± 0.6 min1; KM = 23 ± 3 μM)20 and the colorimetric
citrulline derivatization assay (kcat = 72 ± 0.6 min1; KM = 19 ± 1 μM),22 suggesting that
the microplate assay conditions do not interfere with the DDAH reaction.

Figure 5.4: Observed v0 as enzyme concentration is varied
The points from 20140 nM DDAH fit to a line y=m*x+b with m = 51.5 ± 0.5 min1 and b
= 760 ± 30 nM/min.21
Adaptation of the highthroughput screening assay for use with robotics
The assay was then optimized to achieve maximum separation of positive and
negative controls at substrate concentrations equal to KM, allow for automated high
throughput, and enable simultaneous detection of product across multiple wells.
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Following this process, the assay proved to be robust, reproducible, and compatible with
liquidhandling robots (Figure 5.5). On two consecutive days, a test plate was prepared
containing positive (with enzyme) and negative (without enzyme) controls. A perplate
Z’ factor of 0.87 was obtained for each, indicating excellent suitability for high
throughput screening.23 When moving down a column in each plate, a slight decrease was
detected in the observed rate. Although the cause of this slight row effect was not
determined, the calculated Z’ factors do take this variation into account because controls
were spread across all rows. The mean vo/[E] rates for positive (26.6 ± 0.9 min1) and
negative (0.27 ± 0.14 min1) controls were in agreement with the values expected from kcat
and KM values.

Figure 5.5:
Rates (v0/[E]) determined in a 384well plate containing 192 positive and
192 negative controls.

The stability of the assay over time was then assessed. Enzyme and reagent stock
solutions were determined to be adequately stable over time when stored in plates at 25
°C. Only a 12 % decrease in initial rates over 8 h was observed (Figure 5.6), while the
maximum length of time enzyme and reagents were incubated during the assay was 4 h.
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To test whether this small loss of activity affected the robustness of the assay, Z' factors
were determined at different time points (Figure 5.7). The Z' factors showed good
discriminating power ( ≈ 0.8) until 72 h, when the apparent rate was approximately 15 %
of the starting rate. These results suggest that the small loss of activity that occurs in the
first several hours of incubation has no effect on the assay's power to identify positive
and negative controls.

Figure 5.6: Rate determined by the high throughput assay over time
Average observed initial rate (v0/[E]) over time decays exponentially with time and fits to
a single exponential y= A⋅e−k ⋅t with kobs = 0.025 ± 0.002 hr1; A = 62.4 ± 1.0.
obs
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Figure 5.7: Assay robustness over time
Z' factors indicate the assay has excellent discriminating power until after 50 hours of
incubating enzyme and reagents at room temperature.

The optimized highthroughput screening assay can screen one plate containing
320 library compounds approximately every 10 min. However, the assay is extensible
and could in theory be used to screen library plates more quickly. Most of the screening
time is spent collecting 10 different time points for each well, which allows for
measurement of more accurate rates. Taking several timepoints also makes irrelevant
differences in absolute absorbance cased by compounds that absorb at the assay
wavelength. During a single point assay, these absorbing compounds can lead to false
positives, but since only the change in absorbance over time is used, these compounds
can be eliminated from consideration based on results from a single well. To date, we
have screened over 13,000 reactions with this assay, but it is likely that larger library
sizes can be screened by simply decreasing the sampling to only two time points to
increase throughput, which would not be expected to significantly compromise of its
discriminating power.
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Libraries and screening performance
Using this novel highthroughput screening assay, we screened three commercial
libraries: (1) the NIH Clinical Collection (446 compounds, NCC, BioFocus) as a proof of
principle and to identify known drugs with potential dual use as DDAH inhibitors; (2) the
Spectrum Collection (2,000 compounds, MicroSource) as a test of scalability and to
identify natural products that inhibit DDAH; and (3) the Fragment Library (4,000
compounds, Chembridge) to identify molecule fragments that might serve as highly
efficient starting points for development of lead compounds. Each plate contained 64
controls – 32 positive (with enzyme) and 32 negative (without enzyme) – and 320 test
compounds. Each compound was screened in duplicate across a total of 44 plates.
The Z' factors for each plate ranged from 0.78 to 0.91, indicating excellent
discriminating power.23 For the NIH Clinical Collection, controls were well defined
(Figure 5.8) and two compounds were identified as “hits” as defined as compounds that
showed > 50 % inhibition of DDAH. The percent DDAH inhibition of each of the NIH
library compounds is included in Figure 5.9.
The spectrum library showed similar results, with wellseparated controls (Figure
5.8). Fifteen compounds from this library showed > 50% inhibition (Figure 5.9), one of
which was the same compound as one of the hits from the NIH Clinical Collection,
resulting in identification of 16 unique hits, which will be listed in detail in chapter six.
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Figure 5.8: Controls collected during screening of the NIH Clinical Collection and
Spectrum Library.
Data was collected over three days (18 library plates total) and is shown in chronological
order with controls from each plate ordered by plate row. Controls were wellseparated
for all plates.21
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Figure 5.9: Percentage inhibition of all compounds in the NIH Clinical Collection and
Spectrum Library.
Data was collected on three separate days and is shown in chronological order. Sixteen
compounds showed > 50 % inhibition, including two from the NIH library and 15 from
the Spectrum Library.
CONCLUSIONS
A stable, robust, and scalable high throughput assay was developed for P.
aeruginosa DDAH. This assay has been used to screen over 13,000 reactions, and is
scalable to larger library sizes. This effort represents the first published assay capable of
automated high throughput screening of DDAH. Combined with the human DDAH assay
described in chapter five, this assay has helped to identify several new, nonsubstratelike
DDAH inhibitor and inactivator scaffolds.
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Chapter 6: Development and validation of a continuous, high
throughput, fluorescent assay for human dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase1

INTRODUCTION
As described in the introduction to section two, inhibition of dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase1 (DDAH1) activity in humans has therapeutic promise for
regulation of a number of disease states marked by overproduction of nitric oxide (NO).
It is especially promising for treatment of septic shock, where the tissue expression of
DDAH1 pattern imparts the potential to regulate NO levels in vascular tissue, but not in
immune tissue. Such selectivity would allow DDAH1 inhibitors to reduce the deadly
hypotension associated with septic shock while sparing the ability to fight off the
infection.
A major roadblock toward this goal is the development of a highthroughput assay
suitable for screening libraries for human DDAH1 inhibitors. Although the high
throughput assay described in the previous chapter is useful for identifying potential
inhibitors of Pseudomonas aeruginosa DDAH, it is not suitable for human DDAH1. The
active sites of the two isoforms are almost identical, but the overall sequence similarity is
< 30%1,2, and binding pockets adjacent to the active site are markedly different. These
differences suggest that the human DDAH1 and P. aeruginosa DDAH isoforms will
likely have different binding affinities for ligands that extend even slightly beyond the
binding pocket of the native substrate Nω,NωdimethylLarginine (dimethylarginine).
These specificity differences are illustrated by a set of indolylthiobarbituric acids
that are potent inhibitors of P. aeruginosa DDAH3 but do not inhibit human DDAH1.4
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Other reported DDAH inhibitors have substratelike structures5–8 and therefore are also
limited by their dependence on and competition for the y+ cation transporter 9–11 A need
therefore exists for human DDAH1 inhibitors with structures that are unlike the
substrate, for use as probes, as biochemical tools to study disease, and as potential
therapeutics.
Highthroughput screening of human DDAH1 would enable the discovery of
such molecules. However, current assays were unsuitable. The colorimetric uriedo assay
described in the previous chapter is not amenable to high throughput screening. The
existing assays based on the alternative substrate SmethylLthiocitrulline (SMTC), that
use direct absorbance and 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) assay for detection, are also
incapable of accurately detecting human DDAH activity under high throughput screening
conditions.
One major reason for this assay incompatibility is the low KM of human DDAH1
for SMTC (0.4 μM). During activitybased screening, it is desirable to use a substrate
concentation equal to KM. These conditions allow for the balanced detection of
competitive, noncompetitive, and uncompetitive inhibitors. The detection of competitive
inhibitors, for example, would be disfavored in an assay using substrate concentrations
10fold greater than KM. However, for accurate determination of initial velocities, only
1015% of substrate should be consumed. Therefore, a high throughput human DDAH1
assay must be capable of robustly detecting approximately 0.04 μM of product. Such
detection is not possible using the existing colorimetric highthroughput assay. Figure 6.1
illustrates the poor results (Z' = 2.5) obtained using the P. aeruginosa DDAH high
throughput method with the human DDAH1 isoform.
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Figure 6.1: Rates of several samples determined using the existing high throughput
assay with human DDAH1
Initial rates were determined using the P. aeruginosa DDAH high throughput assay with
human DDAH1 using an substrate (SMTC) concentration equal to KM (0.4 μM). Positive
controls (green circles) were not statistically distinguishable (Z' factor = 2.5) from
negative controls (purple circles). The absorbance at 405 nm (Abs) was used for detection
of reacted DTNB reagent.

Fluorescence detection, however, can provide the sensitivity required to overcome
this assay's limitation. The fluorophore 7diethylamino3(4'maleimidylphenyl)4
methylcoumarin (CPM) has been used successfully as a sensitive probe for high
throughput screening of inhibitors of coenzyme A production.12 Its maleimide reactive
group enables facile reaction with thiols at physiological pH, enabling detection of
product production in a continuous manner.
A fluorescent highthroughput screening assay was developed in which human
DDAH1 catalyzes the hydrolysis of an alternative substrate, SmethylLthiocitrulline
(SMTC), to produce methanethiol, which subsequently reacts with CPM to produce an
increase in fluorescence (Exmax = 385 nm, Emmax = 465 nm) that can be followed in a
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continuous manner. This chapter describes the development, optimization, and evaluation
of the CPMbased continuous, highthroughput assay for human DDAH1. The assay
was then used to screen two commercially libraries containing a total of 4,446
compounds. The assay is capable of detecting approximately 70 nM of product with a
mean Z' factor of 0.71, making it the most sensitive DDAH assay reported. This assay
enables direct high throughput screening of human DDAH1 for discovery of novel small
molecules to control nitric oxide production.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Unless otherwise noted, all chemical compounds and materials were purchased
from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Black 384well microtiter plates
(catalog no. 264576) were purchased from Nalge Nunc (Rochester, NY, USA).

7

diethylamino3(4'maleimidylphenyl)4methylcoumarin (CPM; CAS# 76877333) was
purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO).
CPM

stock solution was prepared by dissolving CPM in nitrogenpurged

dimethyl sulfoxide to 2 mM, aliquotted into opaque amber 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes,
and stored at 20 °C.
Expression and purification of human DDAH1
Expression and purification of recombinant, His 6tagged human DDAH1 was
completed using a previously published method, electrocompetent E. coli BL21 (DE3)
cells, and a modified pET28a vector.8 Following purification, a centrifuge concentrating
tube with a 10,000 Da molecular weight cutoff membrane filter (Millipore, Billerica,
MA, USA) was used to exchange the buffer to 50 mM Na2HPO4 at pH 7.0 with 10 % v/v
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glycerol and to concentrate the protein. The final protein was approximately 95 %
homogenous as determined by SDSPAGE with Coomassie staining, and the mass was
33,305 ± 10 Da by ESIMS (expected molecular weight: 33,304 Da). To determine
protein concentration, a 30 μL aliquot of protein was denatured by diluting it into
guanidinium chloride solution (6 M guanidinium chloride, 20 mM KH2PO4 final
concentrations, pH 6.5). The absorbance at 280 nm was measured using a Cary 50
UV/Vis Spectrophotometer (Varian Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA), and the concentration was
determined using the published extinction coefficient of 7,680 M 1cm1.8 The protein was
aliquotted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 °C until needed.
Typical assay
For most assays, a working stock Substrate+CPM Solution was prepared by
adding CPM (7.1 μM) and SMTC (0.75 μM) to CPM Buffer (5 mM KH 2PO4, 5 mM KCl,
0.02 % Tween20, pH 2.5), sealed in a polypropylene tubes shielded from light, and
stored at room temperature. Enzyme Solution was prepared by adding human DDAH1
(4060 nM) to Assay Buffer (44 mM KH2PO4, 344 mM KCl, 0.02 % Tween20, 4 mM
EDTA, pH 8.0). Both of these solutions were prepared within 8 h of use.
Reactions with manual pipetting were prepared by mixing Enzyme Solution (45
μL) with Substrate+CPM Solution (45 μL) in a 384well black polypropylene plate. The
final concentrations of key reactants were 30 nM human DDAH1, 0.4 μM SMTC, and
3.6 μM CPM (pH 8.0). Immediately after mixing, plates were loaded into a Wallac 1420
plate reader (PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA, USA) at room temperature, and fluorescence
was measured using a 355 nm excitation filter and 460 nm emission filter. The
fluorescence of each reaction was measured at least 10 times and reactions were
generally run for 10 min. From these readings, a fluorescence versus time plot was
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generated, from which initial rates were determined by the slope. All reactions were run
at least in triplicate.
Effect of enzyme concentration on rate
Reactions were carried out using a modified version of the method described
above. Enzyme Solution was prepared as above, with varying concentrations of human
DDAH1 (0 – 420 nM). Substrate+CPM Solution was prepared as above, with 7 μM
SMTC. Initial rates were determined and plotted against enzyme concentration, and all
reactions were done in triplicate and averaged.
Steadystate kinetics of DDAH1
Steadystate kinetics of human DDAH1 were determined using a modified
version of the typical assay described above. Enzyme Solution was prepared as described,
but Substrate+CPM Solution was prepared with varying amounts of SMTC (023 μM) in
CPM buffer containing 7.1 μM CPM. Substrate+CPM Solution (45 μL) was dispensed
into a 384well black polypropylene microplate first, and reactions were initiated using
Enzyme Solution (45 μL). Initial rates were determined and plotted against substrate
concentration. The data was fit to the MichaelisMenten equation to determine steady
state kinetic parameters.
DMSO tolerance assay
Initial hydrolysis rates were measured by mixing human DDAH1 (1 μM) with
250 mM HEPES, 250 mM KCl, 1.1 mM 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) at pH 7.3
containing 0 – 50 % DMSO in a quartz cuvette. Reactions were initiated by adding
SMTC (500 μM) to a final volume of 300 μL. Reactions were monitored by absorbance at
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412 nm as described previously.13 Fractional activity is defined as vDMSO / vwater, where
vDMSO is the rate at each DMSO concentration and vwater is the rate with 0 % DMSO.
An additional experiment was carried out using the typical assay protocol above
in 1 % (v / v) DMSO.
Highthroughput screening assay
Immediately prior to screening, HTS Enzyme Solution (238 mM KH 2PO4, 238
mM KCl, 0.02% Tween20 and 4 mM EDTA (pH 8.0) with and without 41.5 nM human
DDAH1) and HTS Substrate+CPM Solution (12.6 μM CPM, 1.4 μM SMTC, 5 mM
KH2PO4, 5 mM KCl, 0.02% Tween20, pH 2.5) were prepared. HTS Enzyme Solution
(65 μL) was then dispensed into each well using a Janus Workstation (PerkinElmer)
using plastic tips. For the Chembridge Fragment Library, library compounds (10 mM in
DMSO) were diluted 10fold into Assay Buffer prior to use. Library compounds (1 – 10
mM) or DMSO without library compound (0.9 μL) was then dispensed into each well
using the Janus Workstation and mixed by pipetting up and down five times. Columns 1
– 2 were typically used as positive controls (with enzyme and without library compound)
and columns 23 – 24 were used as negative controls (without enzyme or library
compound). Each plate contained 320 library compounds, 32 positive controls and 32
negative controls (Figure 6.2).
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Group
1
2
3

Description
0% inhibition controls
100% inhibition controls
Samples

# Wells
32
32
320

DDAH
Yes
No
Yes

Compound
DMSO
DMSO
Library compound

Figure 6.2: Plate layout for highthroughput screening of human DDAH1.

To remove bubbles, plates were centrifuged for one min at 1000 × g. To allow for
detection of timedependent inhibitors, the plates were then incubated at room
temperature for 10 min. Next, HTS Substrate+CPM solution (25 μL) was dispensed into
the plate using the Janus Workstation. The final concentrations of key reactants were 30
nM human DDAH1, 0.4 μM SMTC, and 3.6 μM CPM and the final pH was 8.0. Plates
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were immediately centrifuged for one min at 1000 × g to remove bubbles and loaded into
an Envision Microplate Reader (PerkinElmer). Detection was carried out using filters for
excitation at 355 nm and emission at 460 nm. The fluorescence of each well was
measured 10 times over approximately 10 min, and initial rates were determined using
the slope of the resulting fluorescence versus time plot. The high throughput screening
process is summarized in Table 6.1.
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Step

Parameter

Value

Description

1

Control column

65 µL

238 mM KH2PO4, 238 mM KCl, 2
mM EDTA, 0.02% Tween20, pH 8.0.
Dispensed to columns 23 and 24 with
96well tip rack.

2

Enzyme mixture

65 µL

41.5 nM DDAH1, 238 mM KH2PO4,
238 mM KCl, 2 mM EDTA, 0.02%
Tween20, pH 8.0. Dispensed to
columns 122 with 96well tip rack.

3

Library compounds

0.9 µL

10 mM library compounds dissolved
in DMSO (Fragment Library), or
library compounds diluted to 1 mM in
Assay Buffer (NIH Library), and
DMSO for controls. Dispensed with
384well tip rack.

4

Incubation time

10 min

Centrifuged at 1000 × g and incubated
at room temperature.

5

Substrate + CPM
mixture

25 µL

0.99 µM SmethylLthiocitrulline,
9.23 µM CPM, 5 mM KH2PO4, 0.02%
Tween20, pH 2.5. Dispensed with
384well tip rack.

6

Assay readout

Ex. 355 nm
Em. 470 nm

Centrifuged at 1000 × g and
immediately loaded into plate reader.
One data point per minute per well.

Table 6.1:

Stepwise description of human DDAH high throughput screening assay
protocol14

Curve fitting and data analysis
OpenOffice 3.2 (http://www.openoffice.org/) was used for all spreadsheet
calculations. Linear fitting of the fluorescence versus time plots was done using the SciPy
python module (http://www.scipy.org/) and automated using a python script. Other curve
fitting was done using Qtiplot 0.9.8 (ProIndep Serv SRL, Craiova, Romania).
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Normalized percent inhibition was calculated using the inplate controls by the
equation below.

v −μ
% inhibition=100⋅μ 0 −μneg
pos

neg

(6.1)

The rates of compounds showing ≥ 50 % inhibition and having background
fluorescence < 3fold from the mean of the negative controls were further corrected for
possible interference by the equation below, where Fl controls and Flcompound are the
background fluorescence values estimated by linear extrapolation to the time the reaction
was initiated.

v corr =v 0⋅

Fl controls
Fl compound

15

(6.2)

Z' factors were determined as previously described. 16 Signaltobackground ratio
was calculated by the equation below.

μ
SB= μ pos
neg

(6.3)

Intraplate coeffcient of variation (% CV) was calculated by the equation below,
where σ and µ are the standard deviation and mean, respectively, of the uninhibited
controls.

% CV=100⋅σ
μ (6.4)
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
No previously existing assays for DDAH activity were suitable for high
throughput screening. The most sensitive colorimetric assays known are based on uriedo
derivatization17 or on detection of methanethiol produced from SMTC hydrolysis using
5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid).18 Neither of those assays had adequate sensitivity for
screening of human DDAH1 at a substrate concentration equal to KM (Figure 6.1).
Therefore, a new assay for human DDAH1 was developed to provide the high
level of sensitivity required. The assay uses CPM to detect methanethiol liberated from
the DDAHcatalyzed hydrolysis of SMTC (Figure 6.3). Since this is a new assay, it was
first developed and validated as a manual pipetting assay and was then optimized and
adapted for use with automated liquid handling systems for highthroughput screening.

Figure 6.3: DDAH1 reaction and subsequent reaction of methanethiol with CPM
A) DDAH1 hydrolyzes SMTC to form methanethiol. B) Methanethiol then reacts with
CPM to produce an increase in fluorescence.14
Development of CPMbased DDAH assay
One of the major limitations to usage of CPM is its low aqueous solubility – it has
been reported that the usage of ≥ 10 % DMSO as a cosolvent was required to prevent
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precipitation.12 However, using large amounts of cosolvent is not desirable since it can
affect enzyme activity. This limits the CPM concentration that can be used in the assay,
which potentially limits the rate of the second order reaction of methanethiol with CPM.
It was therefore important to maximize the CPM concentration in the assay while
ensuring that the rate of enzymatic hydrolysis is rate limiting. CPM (7 – 13 μM) working
stock solutions were prepared fresh daily and were kept at pH 2.5 to maximize stability
and solubility. The tertiary nitrogen of CPM should be positively charged at this pH,
which helps solubility, and the hydrolysis of the maleimide group is minimal at low pH,
making the solutions more stable. Upon final dilution to the assay concentration (3.5
μM), the CPM remains soluble at the assay pH (8.0). CPM slowly underwent background
hydrolysis over the assay time (approximately 10 min). However, this rate is negligible
compared with the rate of the enzymecatalyzed reaction (Figure 6.4), and the signalto
background ratios for the assay ranged from 8 – 16, which indicates that background
hydrolysis does not significantly interfere with the assay (see below).
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Figure 6.4: Dependence of fluorescence on time in a typical assay
Fluorescence increases linearly over time for the duration of the assay in samples with
(circles) and without (squares) DDAH1 (n=5). RFU refers to relative fluorescence units
as measured by the Victor Wallac 1420 plate reader.18

After optimizing the conditions for CPM stability and solubility, the assay was
optimized to ensure linear increases in fluorescence over time. DDAH1 had significant
timedependent loss of activity upon addition to 384well plates. This phenomenon was
attributed to nonspecific enzyme adsorption to the walls of the wells. Bovine serum
albumin was used as an additive to prevent this phenomenon in the P. aeruginosa DDAH
high throughput assay, but

CPM reacted with surface Cys residues in albumin as

observed by a timedependent increase in fluorescence. However, the apparent loss of
DDAH1 activity was blocked with no unwanted background CPM reaction by adding
betacasein (0.02 mg / mL) or Tween20 (0.02 % v/v) instead. Tween20 was chosen as
the blocking agent for the screening because it is already known not to adversely affect
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DDAH1,17 and has also been shown to minimize false positive hits caused by
nonspecific aggregators.19
Human DDAH1 contains an activesite catalytic Cys residue. Since CPM reacts
nonspecifically with thiols, it is possible that CPM might inactivate DDAH1. However,
under kcat conditions, fluorescence of reactions increased linearly with time, indicating
that CPM does not significantly inactivate DDAH1 during the assay timeframe. The
linear reaction kinetics also suggest that only a small fraction of CPM has reacted. Next,
reactions were tested for linear kinetics when using substrate concentrations equal to KM
values to ensure that initial rates were being measured (Figure 6.4). A linear increase in
fluorescence was observed for > 10 min, indicating that only a small fraction of the
substrate is consumed.
The sensitivity of the assay was then tested by measuring initial rates at saturating
substrate conditions (7 μM SMTC) and varying amounts of DDAH1 (0 – 420 nM).
Initial rates varied linearly with DDAH1 concentration from approximately 3 – 120 nM
(Figure 6.5), which suggests that in this concentration range, the enzymatic reaction is
rate limiting rather than the reaction of CPM with methanethiol. In addition, the apparent
initial rates with 4.6 μM SMTC and 60 nM DDAH1 were unchanged when a twofold
higher CPM concentration was used (6,600 ± 200 relative fluorescence units (RFU) / min
with 3.6 μM CPM versus 6,200 ± 300 RFU / min with 7.2 μM CPM). This indicates that
the second order reaction of CPM with methanethiol is not rate limiting.
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Figure 6.5: Dependence of apparent initial rate on enzyme concentration.
Initial rates detected by the CPM assay with saturating (7 μM) SMTC were linear from 3
– 120 nM DDAH1 (n=3).18 The inset contains the data points within the linear range of
detection (3 – 120 nM) and uses the same axes as the larger graph.

The low enzyme concentrations that can be used in this assay represent a
significant improvement over previous assays, which typically used 1 μM of DDAH
1.6,8,17 Product formation rates with the CPM assay using 30 nM enzyme and 0.38 μM
SMTC are approximately 0.03 μM / min, which is approximately 50fold less than the
typically observed rates of the existing DDAH high throughput screening assay (1.5
μM / min).18 Screening at lower enzyme concentrations is not likely to be complicated by
a change in oligomeric state since human DDAH1 is monomeric, 8 unlike the P.
aeruginosa isoform, which is dimeric from 0.1 – 10 mg / mL (3 – 300 μM).20
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Figure 6.6: Steadystate kinetics of human DDAH1 measured with the CPM assay
DDAH1 (20 nM) was incubated with SMTC (0 – 11.5 μM) for 10 min. Initial rates were
determined by the slope of the fluorescence versus time plot. The data was fit to the
MichaelisMenten equation to give KM of 0.37 ± 0.03 μM and Vmax of 2,280 ± 60 RFU /
min.14

The steadystate kinetic constants KM (0.37 ± 0.03 μM) and Vmax (2,280 ± 60 RFU
/ min) were determined under the optimized assay conditions using 20 nM DDAH1
(Figure 6.6). The previously reported value for KM is higher (3 μM),8 which could be a
result of different pH values (8.0 for the CPM assay, 7.2 for the previous work). In
addition, the improved sensitivity of the CPM assay may enable more precise monitoring
of the linear phase of hydrolysis kinetics at low substrate concentrations. The substrate
concentrations used during high throughput screening is equal to the KM value determined
by with the CPM assay.
Highthroughput assay development
The manual assay described above was then extended and optimized for use in
highthroughput screening. First, the assay was tested for tolerance to dimethyl sulfoxide
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(DMSO), because the library compounds are dissolved in DMSO. Human DDAH1
activity was quite tolerant to DMSO, retaining nearly 100 % activity in 15 % DMSO and
50 % activity in 50 % DMSO (Figure 6.7). This finding is corroborated by a previous
report.4 In addition, the apparent hydrolysis rates obtained using the highthroughput
CPM assay were unchanged in the absence and presence of 1 % (v/v) DMSO, the
maximum amount used in screening. Together, these results indicate that 1% DMSO has
no effect on either the DDAHSMTC reaction or the CPMmethanethiol reaction.

Figure 6.7: DMSO tolerance of human DDAH1
Dependence of DDAH1 activity on DMSO concentration (% v/v). Fractional activity is
defined as vDMSO / vwater, where vDMSO is the rate at each DMSO concentration and vwater is
the rate with 0% DMSO. Rates were measured by mixing human DDAH1 (1 μM) with
Assay Buffer (250 mM HEPES, 250 mM KCl, 1.1 mM 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic
acid), pH 7.3) containing 050% DMSO in a quartz cuvette. Reactions were initiated by
adding SMTC (500 μM) to a final volume of 300 μL.
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Next, the assay was tested for compatibility with robotic liquid handling
equipment. Originally, a Microflo Select (Biotek, Winooski, VT, USA) dispensed
Substrate+CPM Solution into assay plates. However, a substantial and progressive loss of
fluorescence was observed from the first column dispensed to the last (data not shown).
This effect is likely due to an adverse interaction between CPM and the instrument's
tubing. To avoid this artifact, a Janus Workstation with a 384tip rack (PerkinElmer) was
employed to dispense the Substrate+CPM Solution using plastic pipette tips. No adverse
effects were observed using disposible pipette tips (Rainin, Oakland, CA, USA) or the
Janus Workstation tips, although this does increase the cost of the assay. No significant
row or column effects were observed with the Janus Workstation (Figure 6.8 and Figure
6.9), and rates and background fluorescence were reproducible from day to day (Figure
6.10).

Figure 6.8: Effect of row number on observed rate
Row medians (n=26) were determined because they are robust to outliers. No significant
change in perrow median rate was observed.14
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Figure 6.9: Effect of column number on observed rate
Column medians (n=26) were determined because they are robust to outliers. No
significant change in median rate (n=26) per column (1 – 22) was observed. Columns 23
and 24 did not contain enzyme.14
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Figure 6.10: Average initial rates determined by the high throughput assay over time
Mean initial rate (n=26) for positive controls (day one: ●, day two: □) and negative
controls (day one: ○, day two: ■) did not change significantly from start to end of the day
(4 % loss of activity / h). No data was collected between hours 4 and 5.14

The stability of the assay over time was adequate. The assay retained about 80 %
of its fluorescence over 4 h. Despite this small loss of activity, Z' factors remained high
(approximately 0.86 as measured with manual pipetting to 24 wells), suggesting that this
activity loss does not compromise the assay's discriminating power. However, if the
CPM+Substrate solution was kept sealed and protected from light at room temperature
overnight, the activity was close to 100 %, which suggests that exposure to air or light
may slowly degrade CPM.
Highthroughput screening performance
The assay was used to screen two commercially available libraries: the 446
compound NIH Clinical Collection, which contains known drugs or drug candidates used
in clinical trials and the 4,000 compound Chembridge Fragment Library, which contains
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a diverse set of very small, soluble molecules which could be used as scaffolds to build
potent inhibitors. The positive and negative controls were clearly defined (Figure 6.11)
and well separated (Figure 6.12), and the assay was statistically robust throughout the
high throughput screening, with Z' factors for each plate ranging from 0.62 to 0.81,
indicating good discriminating power (Figure 6.13).16 Coefficient of Variation (%CV)
values for the screening ranged from 4.4 to 10.3% (Figure 6.14). Within error, no loss of
activity was observed after 6 h of screening (Figure 6.10) and no row (Figure 6.8) or
column (Figure 6.9) effects were observed.

Figure 6.11: Rates (v0/[E]) of controls collected during high throughput screening
Control samples with (closed circles) and without (open circles) enzyme were collected
from each plate during screening. The mean perplate Z' factor was 0.71.14
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Figure 6.12: Separation of controls for an example plate
Separation of positive and negative controls for an example plate (plate 0020, replicate 1)
with nearmean Z' factor of 0.71. The 50% normalized percent inhibition cutoff (590
RFU/min) is shown as a dashed line. The data was fit to a Gaussian distribution with For
the positive controls, μ = 1070 ± 80 RFU/min, and for negative controls, μ = 100 ± 10
RFU/min.14
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Figure 6.13: Z' factors and signaltobackground ratio for all plates screened
Z' factors (●) for each plate screened ranged from 0.62 to 0.81. Signaltobackground
ratio (μ of positive controls / μ of negative controls; □) ranged from 9 – 16. All plates are
listed in chronological order.14
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Figure 6.14: % CV values for all plates screened
Intraplate coeffcient of variation (% CV) was calculated by Equation 6.4 as described in
the methods section.14

The 446compound NIH Clinical Collection was screened with library
compounds at 10 μM and the 4,000compound Chembridge Fragment library at a
concentration of 100 μM. The fragment library was screened at a higher concentration
because these small molecular weight molecules are anticipated to be efficient scaffolds
for future optimization, but not necessarily potent inhibitors in their current form. Each
library compound was screened in duplicate to reduce the probability of false positives
and negatives. For each compound, the mean normalized percent inhibition (see methods)
of both runs was used (Figure 6.15). A gaussian distribution was observed when binning
all compounds by percent inhibition (Figure 6.16).
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Figure 6.15: Normalized percent inhibition of all compounds screened
Normalized percent inhibition was calculated for each compound using the inplate
controls using Equation 6.1, as described in the methods. Each data point is the mean of
both duplicate runs.14
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Figure 6.16: Histogram of number of compounds versus percent inhibition
Number of compounds histogram with inhibition percentage binned in 5% increments.
The results were fitted to a Gaussian distribution to give µ = 0.6 ± 0.3 %, σ = 9.2 ± 0.3 %,
and y0 = 810 ± 20.14

Fluorescence assays can be prone to false positives due to interference by library
compounds through quenching or abnormal background fluorescence. To minimize the
number of these false positives, several filtering steps were applied. First, the background
initial fluorescence of each reaction was estimated. This was done by identifying the time
point for each plate when the positive and negative controls intersect, and extrapolating
the linear fit of fluorescence versus time for each compound to that time point. This
method was selected over screening an entire plate with no enzyme because no additional
controls for each compound were required. Using that background fluorescence, the
following two rules were applied: 1) compounds with fluorescence > 10fold or < 5fold
of the background were eliminated from consideration. These compounds either have
fluorescence beyond the limit of the detector, making the assay meaningless, or are
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possible quenching compounds. 2) Compounds with initial rates 1.5fold greater than the
mean of the positive controls were eliminated. These compounds were likely to react
slowly with CPM or otherwise interfere with the signal generated from the CPMthiol
product. A total of of 4,446 compounds were screened, and 143 (3.2 %) were eliminated
based on the fluorescence interference criteria described above. To further reduce effects
from quenchers, a previously described fluorescence quenching correction metric was
applied to all compounds with > 50 % inhibition.15 An additional 40 (0.9 %) false positive
compounds were eliminated using this method. After eliminating these false positives, 79
(2.0 %) compounds remained with > 50 % inhibition. Characterization and further
analysis of these compounds will be discussed in chapters six through eight.
Utility of CPM assay for inhibitor characterization
The CPM assay was used to generate concentrationresponse data for a known
DDAH1 inhibitor, N5(1iminopropyl)Lornithine. This experiment serves as a proof of
principle that the assay is useful for characterizing inhibitors. The concentrationresponse
data was fit to the Hill equation (Figure 6.17) with IC50 of 6.0 ± 0.7 μM and Hill
coefficient of 1.0 ± 0.1, values which are consistent with the reported estimated KI (7.5
μM) and competitive mode of inhibition 8 suggesting that the assay is useful for
concentrationdependent studies.
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Figure 6.17: Concentrationresponse curve for N5(1iminopropyl)Lornithine with
DDAH1
Concentrationresponse data for N5(1iminopropyl)Lornithine (n=3) fit to the Hill
equation gives an IC50 value of 6.0 ± 0.7 μM and Hill coefficient of 1.0 ± 0.1.14
CONCLUSIONS
A continuous, highthroughput, fluorescent assay for human DDAH1 has been
developed, validated, and used to screen two commercially available libraries. The assay
can screen one 384well plate robustly (mean Z' factor = 0.71) in approximately 10 min.
It may be possible to improve the assay's throughput for larger libraries by reducing the
number of time points collected. It might also be possible to decrease the substrate
concentration for enhanced discovery of weakbinding compounds. This is the only
known assay amenable for screening human DDAH1 using substrate conditions equal to
KM values and is the most sensitive DDAH1 assay reported to date. This assay represents
an important step in the search for novel molecular probes and therapeutic agents to
control nitric oxide production through inhibition of DDAH1.
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Chapter 7: Identification and characterization of ebselen as a rapid,
bioavailable inactivator of dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase

INTRODUCTION
Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase (DDAH) regulates nitric oxide (NO)
production and therefore represents a potential therapeutic target. Nitric oxide synthase
produces NO in humans, and Nω,NωdimethylLarginine (dimethylarginine) is an
endogenous NO synthase inhibitor. DDAH serves a key control point for regulation of
dimethylarginine concentration in vivo by hydrolyzing dimethylarginine to form citrulline
and dimethylamine, effectively relieving endogenous NO synthase inhibition.
Conversely, inhibitors of DDAH can block NO production indirectly through
accumulation of dimethylarginine.1

Figure 7.1: Scheme showing role of DDAH and DDAH inhibitors in NO regulation
DDAH catalyzes the hydrolysis of dimethylarginine, an endogenous inhibitor of NO
synthase. DDAH inhibitors slow this hydrolysis, leading to a buildup of dimethylarginine
and increased inhibition of NO synthase.
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There exist a wide variety of potential clinical uses for drugs that block NO
production, including therapeutics for septic shock, some types of cancer and ischemic
stroke, but the number of DDAH1 inhibitors viable for use in vivo remains limited.
Inhibitors belonging to a few structural categories have been reported, among them
indolylthiobarbituric acids2, which inhibit the Pseudomonas aeruginosa DDAH not but
human DDAH1,3 and pentafluorophenyl sulfonates, which inhibit both P. aeruginosa
DDAH and arginine deiminase.4 Several substrate analogs inhibit P. aeruginosa DDAH
and human DDAH1,5–8 but are limited by their dependence on and competition for the
y+ cation transporter.9–11
The concept repurposing existing drugs for inhibition of different targets is an
attractive strategy because it allows researchers to leverage the extensive body of
literature generated throughout the drug development pipeline. To that end, the high
throughput screening assays developed for the human DDAH1 and P. aeruginosa
DDAH isoforms were used to screen the NIH Clinical Collection (see chapters five and
six) to search existing drugs that may have dual use for inhibiting DDAH activity. During
screening of the 446member NIH library, three compounds (ebselen, disulfiram, and
cefatrizine) showed ≥ 50 % apparent inhibition of P. aeruginosa DDAH and two
compounds (ebselen and rabeprazole) showed ≥ 50 % apparent inhibition of human
DDAH1, totaling four unique compounds. Fifteen hits were also derived from the 2,000
compound Spectrum Collection, a natural products library.
Here, the four compounds identified from the NIH Clinical Collection were
subjected to secondary verification, and one, ebselen, was verified as a genuine inhibitor
of DDAH. Ebselen (Figure 7.2) is a hydrophobic, seleniumcontaining thiolreactive
compound with many enzyme targets, including lipoxygenase,12 NADPH oxidase,13
protein kinase C,13 and H+/K+ ATPase.14 Although these are typically undesirable
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features in a drug lead compound, ebselen is surprisingly well tolerated in humans 15–17 at
doses up to 300 mg / d and is currently listed in the Stroke Trials Registry as ongoing a
Phase III trial for acute ischemic stroke.18

Figure 7.2: Chemical structure of ebselen

Most notably, ebselen has undergone extensive testing in cultured cells, animals,
and humans for many of the same indications as NOblocking drugs: septic shock,
ischemic stroke, and cancer. Further characterization of this compound was pursued here
because DDAH inhibition may be an unrecognized mechanism of action for this
compound. Ebselen is determined to be a rapid, competitive and bioavailable covalent
inactivator of both P. aeruginosa DDAH and human DDAH1. The rate constant for
inactivation of DDAH by ebselen (43,000 ± 7000 M1s1) is faster than that reported for
any other target, suggesting that this pathway is an important aspect of ebselen's total
pharmacological effects.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals and buffers were purchased from Sigma
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). Trifluoroacetic acid and HEPES were purchased from
Themo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). All buffer solutions were filtered by 0.22
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µm Express PLUS filters (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA). Ebselen and disulfiram were
obtained from SigmaAldrich. Rabeprazole was obtained as a gift from Yan Jessie Zhang
(The University of Texas at Austin). Cefatrizine was obtained from Sequoia Research
Products (Pangbourne, United Kingdom).
Expression and purification of P. aeruginosa DDAH
Expression and purification of DDAH from P. aeruginosa was carried out as
previously described using Echerichia coli BL21 (DE3) cells.19

Protein purity was

verified by SDSPAGE stained by coomassie blue to be > 97% homogenous and mass
(30,498 ± 10 Da) was in agreement the the calculated mass for His 6tagged P. aeruginosa
DDAH with the Nterminal methionine cleaved (30,503 Da) as determined by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESIMS, Analytical Core Facility, College of
Pharmacy, University of Texas at Austin, USA). To determine protein concentration,
purified P. aeruginosa DDAH was added to Denaturing Buffer (guanidinium
hydrochloride (6 M), sodium phosphate (20 mM), pH 6.6). The absorbance of the sample
at 280 nm was determined using a Cary 50 UVvis spectrophotometer (Varian, Walnut
Creek, CA, USA). The P. aeruginosa DDAH extinction coefficient (17,210 M1cm1) was
calculated (http://workbench.sdsc.edu) based on amino acid sequence.
Expression and purification of human DDAH1
Expression and purification of recombinant, His 6tagged human DDAH1 was
completed using a previously published method, E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells, and a
modified pET28a vector.8 Following protein purification, a centrifuge concentrating tube
with a 10,000 Da molecular weight cutoff membrane filter (Millipore; Billerica, MA,
USA) was used for exchange to the final storage buffer containing 50 mM Na 2HPO4 at
pH 7.0 with 10 % (v / v) glycerol and to further concentrate the protein. The final protein
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was approximately 95 % homogenous as determined by SDSPAGE with coomassie
staining, and the mass was 33,305 Da by ESIMS (expected molecular weight: 33,304
Da). To determine protein concentration, a 30 μL aliquot of protein was denatured by
diluting it into guanidinium chloride solution (6 M guanidinium chloride, 20 mM
KH2PO4 final concentrations, pH 6.5). The absorbance at 280 nm was measured using a
Cary 50 UV/Vis Spectrophotometer (Varian, Inc.), and the concentration was determined
using the published extinction coefficient of 7,680 M 1cm1.8 The protein was aliquotted,
flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 °C until needed.
Hit validation
Ebselen, cefatrizine, disulfiram, and rabeprazole were each dissolved to 20 mM in
DMSO, and stored at 20 ºC. P. aeruginosa DDAH (50 nM) was incubated in 96well
plates with HEPES (250 mM), potassium chloride (250 mM), BSA (0.1 mg/mL), EDTA
(2 mM) and inhibitor (30 µM) for 10 minutes. Dimethylarginine (200 µM) was then
added to initiate the reaction, which was incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes.
The concentration of the product citrulline was then measured using an established
discontinuous derivatization assay.20
Computational docking
Docking was done with Autodock 4.2.621, using the PDB structure 2JAI of human
DDAH1 in complex with

Lcitrulline

after the ligand manually removed. Three

dimensional library compound structures were generated from their corresponding smiles
strings using the openbabel software suite (http://openbabel.org/). The docking site was
specified as a box extending 8 Å from the original placement of the product Lcitrulline.
The energy grid was prepared with spacing of 0.1 Å, and a Lamarckian genetic algorithm
was used with a population size of 300, mutation rate of 0.02, and crossover rate of 0.8.
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Simulations were run for a maximum of 25,000,000 energy evaluations. Each ligand was
docked 10 times, and the lowest energy conformation was used.
Concentration dependence of inhibition
The concentration dependence of ebselen and cefatrizine inhibition of P.
aeruginosa DDAH activity was carried out in Reaction Buffer (K 2HPO4 (125 mM), KCl
(125 mM), Tween20 (0.02% v/v) and EDTA (2 mM) at pH 7.3, room temperature). The
final concentration of DMSO in all reactions was 1 %. After incubating enzyme (50 nM)
in Reaction Buffer with each inhibitor (0.6 nM  1 mM) for 10 min, the reaction was
initiated upon addition of dimethylarginine (1 mM) and allowed to run for approximately
4 h. Reactions were then quenched with trifluoroacetic acid (1 M final concentration) and
analyzed as described.20 Positive control reactions containing enzyme but no inhibitor and
negative control reactions with no enzyme and no inhibitor were used to determine the
background rates.
Timedependent inactivation kinetics
Dimethylarginine (1  6 mM) was mixed with P. aeruginosa DDAH (129  200
nM) in K2HPO4 (82 mM), KCl (82 mM), Tween20 (0.02%) and EDTA (2 mM) at pH
7.3 at room temperature. After approximately 30 s of incubation to ensure the reaction
had reached the steady state, ebselen (0.64  5.70 µM) was added. Control reactions were
carried out without ebselen or without enzyme. At each time point, a 60 µL aliquot of the
above reaction was removed and the reaction was quenched by addition of trifluoroacetic
acid (1 M final concentration). Samples were stored at room temperature until the
inactivation experiment was complete (approximately 1 h) and were analyzed for
citrulline content.20
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Inactivation rates were determined by fitting the product vs. time curves to the
following single exponential equation, where [P] is the concentration of product at a
particular time t, v0 is the initial reaction rate, A is the apparent rate of inactivation and [I]
is the concentration of inhibitor.

[P]=

v0
⋅(1−e− A⋅[I]⋅t )
A⋅[I]

(7.1)22

[I] and v0 remained constant as the substrate concentration was varied.

An

apparent rate constant A was determined for each substrate concentration tested. These
observed rate constants were then plotted against substrate concentration, and fit to the
equation below, previously derived for noncomplexing inhibitors in the presence of
substrate22, where kE is the rate of inactivation of free enzyme, kES is the rate of
inactivation of substratebound enzyme and A is the apparent rate constant at the
substrate concentration [S] determined as above.

A=

k E⋅K M +k ES⋅[S]
(7.2)22
K M =[S]

In this way, the effect of competing substrate on the rate of inhibition can be
quantified. All inactivation reactions were carried out in triplicate, and average A values
were computed for each reaction.

Most enzyme will have substrate bound in the

presence of substrate in excess of KM. Based on the relationships KM = [E]×[S]/[ES] and
[E]t = [E] + [ES], where [E]t is the total enzyme concentration, [E] is the concentration of
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free enzyme, and [ES] is the concentration of the Michaelis complex, the amount of free
enzyme was therefore estimated by the equation below.

[E]=

[E]t
(7.3)
[S]
1+
KM

Mass spectrum analysis of covalently modified DDAH
To characterize the covalent modification of DDAH by ebselen, incubations of
DDAH were prepared as follows. Human DDAH1 or P. aeruginosa DDAH (30 mM)
was incubated 1 min with and without ebselen (30 mM) in HEPES (10 mM), potassium
chloride (100 mM), and glycerol (5% v/v) at pH 7.3, 25 °C, and immediately subjected to
gel filtration using G25 Superfine Sephadex resin equilibrated with the same buffer
described above. Samples were then desalted on a protein trap (Protein MicroTrap,
Michrom, Auburn, CA, USA) and analyzed by ESIMS on a ThermoFinnigan LCQ (San
Jose, CA, USA) ion trap mass spectrometer.
Data analysis and statistics
Linear fits for absorbance versus time were calculated using the SciPy python
module (http://www.scipy.org). Further calculations were done in spreadsheets using
OpenOffice Calc (http://www.openoffice.org/). Nonlinear regression was performed
using the open source suite QtiPlot (http://soft.proindependent.com/).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Primary highthroughput screening of the 446compound NIH Clinical Collection
(NCC, BioFocus) gave three hits showing greater than 50 % inhibition with P.
aeruginosa DDAH (ebselen, 101 %; disulfiram, 82 %; and cefatrizine 55 %) and two hits
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with human DDAH1 (ebselen, 109 %; rabeprazole, 53 %). First, a secondary assay using
the native substrate dimethylarginine and a colorimetric citrulline derivatization method
was subsequently used to verify these hits. Inhibition of P. aeruginosa DDAH was
confirmed for ebselen and cefatrizine, and inhibition of human DDAH1 by ebselen was
also confirmed. No significant reproducible inhibition was observed with rabeprazole or
cefatrizine, suggesting that these compounds interfere with the primary high throughput
assay. To ensure that apparent inhibition by ebselen and cefatrizine was not due to
degradation of stock solutions, fresh stock solutions were prepared and used to test
whether the compounds still inhibited P. aeruginosa DDAH. Inhibition of DDAH with
ebselen was confirmed, but inhibition with cefatrizine was no longer observed,
suggesting that a degradation product may have been responsible for the observed
inhibition.
Screening of the 2,000compound Spectrum Collection gave 15 hits (Table 7.1).
Ebslen was reidentified as a hit, as well as several structural classes which include
quinonecontaining, disulfiramlike, nitrogen mustardlike, disulfide, and metal
containing compounds. Many of these compounds are likely to react nonselectively with
most thiols, and may interfere with the HTS assay due to direct reaction with the
methanethiol product. Quinone derivatives, however, are covalent inactivators of
peptidylarginine deiminase, an enzyme in the same catalytic family as DDAH.23
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Molecule

Table 7.1:

Name

% Inhibition

Cisplatin

102

Chloranil

102

Phenylmercuric Acetate

101

1,4Napthoquinone

92

Thimerosal

91

2,3dichloro5,8
dihydroxynapthoquinone

90

Trichlormethine

90

Compounds from the Spectrum Collection with ≥ 50 % inhibition of P.
aeruginosa DDAH
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Molecule

Not shown

Name

% Inhibition

Disulfiram

82

Thiram

78

Merbromin

77

Mechlorethamine

76

Coenzyme B12

69

Cystamine

60

Auranofin

56

Table 7.1, continued
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The highthroughput screens described in previous chapters were therefore
successful in screening library compounds to identify a previously unreported DDAH
inhibitor which does not resemble the substrate.
Because ebselen has been used for many of the same indications as NOblocking
drugs, it was characterized further. Ebselen can react with many different thiols and
inhibits numerous enzymes in vitro; however, this promiscuity is mitigated by the often
reversible the selenosulfide bonds that it forms, and the ability of thioredoxin reductase to
regenerate the parent compound in vivo.24
Ebselen showed potent dose dependent inhibition of both P. aeruginosa DDAH
(IC50 = 96 ± 2 nM; Hill coefficient = 2.9 ± 0.1) and human DDAH1 (IC50 = 330 ± 30
nM; Hill coefficient = 2.5 ± 0.4) (Figure 7.3). These ebselen concentrations are close to
the enzyme concentrations used in the assay, indicating nearstoichiometric potency.
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Figure 7.3: Concentrationresponse curves for ebselen with DDAH
Concentrationresponse curves for ebselen with P. aeruginosa DDAH (filled circles) and
human DDAH1 (open circles).25

Together, the Hill coefficients greater than one, nearstoichiometric potency, and
known thiolreactivity of ebselen all suggest a covalent mode of inhibition. Inhibition
was irreversible over approximately 10 min with the enzyme retaining only ≤ 3 % of its
original activity following incubation by ebselen and subsequent gel filtration. ESIMS of
P. aeruginosa DDAH incubated with ebselen (MW = 274 Da) showed a 273 Da covalent
adduct (Figure 7.4). Computational docking experiments place the reactive Se–N bond
near the activesite Cys of DDAH (Figure 7.5). Ebselen has been shown to react
selectively with Cys sidechains.26 In addition, excess substrate protects against
inactivation (see below), which suggests that the covalent modification occurs at the
activesite Cys. Together, this data is consistent with a covalent mode of inhibition in
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which ebselen reacts with the activesite Cys of DDAH to open the selenazol ring and for
a selenosulphide bond (Figure 7.6), thereby blocking all activity of the modified enzyme.
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Figure 7.4: ESIMS of P. aeruginosa DDAH inactivated with ebselen
ESIMS of P. aeruginosa DDAH (25 μM) A) incubated without ebselen, and B)
incubated with ebselen (40 μM). Both samples were incubated for one min prior to gel
filtration and subsequent mass spectrometry.
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Figure 7.5: Computational docking of ebselen to the DDAH active site
Left: Structure of the lowestenergy pose of ebselen (purple) docked with human DDAH
1 (Protein Data Bank accession code 2JAI, with citrulline removed). Right: Structure of
citrulline complexed with human DDAH1. Oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur and selenium are
color coded red, blue, yellow and orange, respectively. In both panels, the activesite
Cys274 is labeled and the surface of the binding pocket is colored in grey. The sulfur of
Cys274 is placed approximately 3.2 Å from the selenium atom in ebselen.
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Figure 7.6: Stick drawing of proposed covalent adduct with the activesite Cys of
DDAH

The IC50 values of ebselen do not reflect true relative potencies because the drug
is a timedependent irreversible inhibitor. Therefore, the inactivation rate constant of
ebselen with P. aeruginosa DDAH was determined. Excess competing substrate (4 mM
dimethylarginine, ≈ 33 × KM) was used to slow the rapid inactivation of DDAH by
ebselen to allow better detection. The inactivation rates showed a second order
dependence on ebselen concentration, with an estimated rate constant of 44,000 ± 2,400
M1 s1 for reaction with the free form of the enzyme (Figure 7.7)
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Figure 7.7: Dependence of observed P. aeruginosa DDAH inactivation rate on ebselen
concentration
Inactivation rates showed linear dependence on ebselen concentration with a second
order rate constant of 44,000 ± 2400 M1 s1.

To determine whether inactivation is competitive with substrate, a second set of
timedependent experiments was performed with a fixed ebselen concentration (0.64 μM)
and varying substrate concentration (1 – 6 mM dimethylarginine). The resulting plots of
product over time (Figure 7.8) were fit to single exponential functions to obtain
inactivation rates, and these rates were plotted against substrate concentration (Figure
7.9). The data fit to a hyperbola as described22 to give inactivation rates of 43,000 ± 7,000
M1 s1 for free enzyme and 400 ± 300 M1 s1 for substratebound enzyme. These results
indicate that ebselen is competitive with substrate, and suggest that modification occurs
predominantly at the active site of the free enzyme.
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Figure 7.8: Time dependence of covalent DDAH inactivation by ebselen
Time dependence of covalent DDAH inactivation by ebselen. Product formation of P.
aeruginosa DDAH incubated in the absence (▶; 1 mM dimethylarginine) and presence of
ebselen (0.64 μM) at varying dimethylarginine concentrations [1 (◀), 1.5 (◆), 2 ( ■), 3
(▼), 4 (●), and 6 mM (▲)].25
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Figure 7.9: Dependence of inactivation rate by ebselen on substrate concentration
Observed rates of P. aeruginosa DDAH inactivation by ebselen (kobs/[I]) decreased with
substrate concentration. Dependence of observed inactivation rates fits to a hyperbola
with inactivation rates of 43,000 ± 7,000 M1 s1 for free enzyme and 400 ± 300 M1 s1 for
substratebound enzyme.25

The rate constant for ebselen inactivation of DDAH is the highest known
inactivation rate constant for any ebseleninhibited enzyme, to our knowledge. These
enzymes include papain and glutathioneStransferases, which have reported inactivation
rate constants from 20 to 2250 M1 s1.27 Because the resting pKa of the activesite Cys in
DDAH is >8.7,28 but those of papain 29 and glutathioneStransferases30 are ≤ 4.2, this
result is even more surprising and suggests that activesite factors other than just thiol
reactivity contribute to the increased susceptibility of DDAH toward inactivation by
ebselen. This conclusion is supported by the docking results (Figure 7.5), which place the
phenyl ring of ebselen in a πstacking interaction with Phe76 of DDAH and the
benzoisoselenazol ring in the hydrophobic pocket where the Nωmethyl groups of the
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dimethylarginine substrate bind. His162, which acts as a general acid during substrate
turnover, is positioned to possibly aid the Se–N bond cleavage by a similar mechanism.
The observed kinetic preference for DDAH inactivation suggests that this enzyme
might be preferentially inactivated in cells, even in the presence of other thiols.
Treatment with excess glutathione (Figure 7.10) can only partially recover activity (< 20
%), suggesting that the ebselen adduct is well protected in the active site cavity and may
not be freed as readily as ebselen adducts with other proteins by reaction with cellular
thiols. This proposal is supported by in vivo studies which show that ebselen inactivates
DDAH in intact cultured HEK293T cells with an “in cell” IC 50 value of 36 ± 7 μM
(Figure 7.11),* which is within the concentration range (0.5 – 109 μM) used for in vivo
ebselen studies.31

*In

vivo studies were carried out by Yun Wang in the lab of Walter Fast (The University of Texas at
Austin)
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Figure 7.10: Activity of ebseleninactivated DDAH with addition of exogenous thiols
Recovery of A) P. aeruginosa DDAH and B) human DDAH1 activity upon addition of
dithiothreitol (DTT, 1 mM) or reduced glutathione (GSH, 1 mM) after inactivation with
ebselen (80 µM). To measure activity, samples were then incubated with NωmethylL
arginine (1 mM) for 90 min at room temperature and citrulline production was
derivatized and quantified using the colorimetric procedure described in the Materials
and Methods.
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Figure 7.11: In vivo concentrationresponse of DDAH inhibition by ebselen
“In cell” dosedependent inhibition of human DDAH1. A) HEK 293T cells treated with
the DDAH activity probe Nbut3ynyl2chloroacetamidine (ActPrb, 154 μM) and
increasing ebselen concentrations are washed, lysed, derivatized with azidelabeled
biotin, and analyzed by a two color Western blot to show equal loading of DDAH (red)
and a decreasing number of active sites available for biotinylation by the activity probe
(yellow). The leftmost lane contains molecular weight markers (also in red). (B)
Dependence of relative fluorescence of biotintagged DDAH on ebselen concentration
gives an IC50 value of 36 ± 7 μM and Hill coefficient of 0.9 ± 0.2.* 25

Ebselen possesses many qualities that are typically considered undesirable in a
drug lead compound. This hydrophobic, promiscuously targeted, thiolreactive compound
that contains selenium has nevertheless progressed to phase III clinical trials despite these
supposed limitations, reemphasizing that many of these qualities are guidelines rather
than unbreakable rules. One key facet of ebselen’s biological efficacy is its ability to
*In

vivo data was collected by Yun Wang in the lab of Walter Fast (The University of Texas at Austin)
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undergo a redox reaction cycle that is catalyzed by thioredoxin in vitro,24 and likely
enables covalent adducts to exist in equilibrium amongst accessible cellular thiols, 32,33 as
well as recycling of the parent structure. A second facet is its polypharmacology. A
number of different enzymes are reportedly inhibited by ebselen in vitro, although not all
have been confirmed in vivo. Inhibition of many of these targets simultaneously could
contribute synergistically to ebselen’s pharmacological profile. For example, ebselen
inhibits lipoxygenase,12 NADPH oxidase,13 protein kinase C,13 and H+/K+ ATPase.14 It
also inhibits NO production in cell lysates, 34,35 although it is not clear whether this is a
result of direct NO synthase inhibition or the DDAH inactivation discovered here.
Ebselen also scavenges peroxides and peroxynitrite in addition to its interactions with
proteins.36 All of these effects would be beneficial for treating conditions such as
ischemic stroke and some types of cancer. The ability of ebselen and similar compounds
to target both proteins and metabolites may provide new ammunition for the “magic
shotgun” strategy of targeted polypharmacology, which has become attractive for design
of therapeutic agents for diseases with complex molecular causes. The data presented
here suggests that DDAH inhibition may be a previously unknown mechanism for some
of ebselen's reported effects.
CONCLUSIONS
Ebselen, a selenazole drug, was identified from screens of two small libraries as a
bioavailable, activesite directed, rapid covalent inactivator of DDAH. This molecule,
currently in clinical trials for treatment of ischemic stroke, shows a kinetic preference for
inactivating DDAH and utility for inhibition of DDAH in cultured cells. These findings
help to elucidate the complex, multipletarget mechanism of action displayed by ebselen.
DDAH inhibition by ebselen is potent, relatively irreversible, and occurs both in vitro and
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in cultured cells, strongly suggesting that it is an important part of the mechanism by
which ebselen blocks NO production and that DDAH inhibition possibly plays an
important role in this drug's overall pharmacological effects.
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Chapter 8: Discovery of structurallydiverse, fragmentsized inhibitor
scaffolds by high throughput screening with dimethylarginine
dimethylaminohydrolase
INTRODUCTION
Modulating nitric oxide production is an important therapeutic goal because of the
growing list of diseases in which it plays an integral role. 1 Overproduction of nitric oxide
contributes

to

pathologies

such

as

endothelial

dysfunction,

vasoconstriction,

hypertension, and progression of atherosclerosis. Nitric oxide also contributes to the
growth of some tumors by promoting angiogenesis and inhibiting apoptosis.2
In septic shock, nitric oxide is produced at high concentrations in response to
infection. High nitric oxide concentrations help to activate macrophages to fight
infection, but also causes excessive vasodilation which can lead to multiple organ failure
and death.3 Attempts at alleviating this vasodilation through direct inhibition of nitric
oxide synthase have met with mixed results, and one trial was discontinued due to
increased mortality.4–6 These nitric oxide synthase inhibitors blocked pathological nitric
oxide production in the endothelium, but are also be expected to block beneficial nitric
oxide production in marcophages. A more tissuespecific means of blocking nitric oxide
has been suggested and involves indirect inhibition of nitric oxide production through
inhibition of dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase1 (DDAH1).3 DDAH provides
an indirect means of controlling NO production by hydrolyzing asymmetric Nω,Nω
dimethylLarginine (dimethylarginine), an endogenous inhibitor of all three nitric oxide
synthase isoforms.7,8 Inhibition of DDAH1 has been demonstrated to cause increased
dimethylarginine and lower levels of nitric oxide production.9
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Because DDAH1 is found in vascular tissue, but is only present at low levels in
immune cells,10,11 it provides a target for tissuespecific regulation of nitric oxide
synthase. Such control is proposed to allow reduction of the unwanted nitric oxide
production in endothelial cells while maintaining beneficial nitric oxide production in
immune tissues.3
Several DDAH inhibitors have been reported, but have not had sufficiently
desirable properties to proceed to the lead optimization stages of drug development. Most
reported DDAH1 inhibitors are structurally similar to substrate. These include reversible
inhibitors and timedependent, irreversible inactivators that contain guanidines 12,13 or
amidines14–18 that mimic the guanidinium group of dimethylarginine. These compounds
can gain access to the cytoplasm to inhibit DDAH1 in vivo and in cultured cells because
they likely use the y+ cationic amino acid transporter.19–21 There are two major drawbacks
to using substrate analogs. First, these compounds must maintain substituents that are
compatible with the transporter in order to enter cells and gain access to DDAH1. These
inhibitors must compete for access to the cell with Larginine, dimethylarginine, and
other molecules recognized by the transporter.20 Second, the possibility exists for L
arginine analogs to display unintended inhibition of the arginase enzyme. Such inhibition
would be counterproductive to the goal of inhibiting nitric oxide production because
increases in Larginine can lead to an increase in nitric oxide production.
Other

structural

categories

of

inhibitors

have

also

been

reported.

Pentafluorophenyl sulfonates inhibit DDAH and may be a promising scaffold, but also
inhibit a similar enzyme, arginine deiminase. No inhibition studies using this scaffold
have been reported with human DDAH1.22 Indolylthiobarbituric acids were found to
inhibit Pseudomonas aeruginosa DDAH,23 but not human DDAH1.15 Ebselen, an
antioxidant drug being tested for treatement of ischemic stroke, rapidly inactivates
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DDAH (see Chapter seven). However, its complex interactions complicate its study in
vivo. Endogenous molecules such as SnitrosoLhomocysteine,24,25 4hydroxynonenal26
and Zn2+27 also inhibit DDAH1, but are not readily converted to druglike inhibitors.
Therefore, we screened a commercially available library of fragmentsized
molecules to discover structurallydiverse inhibitors of DDAH. After identification of
primary hits, a rigorous validation method was used to eliminate false positives and
identify true DDAH1 inhibitors. The goal of the screening these low molecular weight
compounds (≤ 300 Da) is not to immediately identify molecules with the highest absolute
potency, but rather to discover novel inhibitor scaffolds with good promise for future
development. Four nonsubstratelike DDAH1 inhibitors are identified that were
previously unknown to inhibit DDAH1. Two of these were found to inactivate DDAH
through a novel covalent mechanism, and two are reversible, competitive inhibitors
amenable to future development. The results presented here stress the importance of
rigorous validation methodology for evaluation of primary screen results. The scaffolds
identified here have promise as molecular probes, as biological tools, and as lead
compounds for the development of potential therapeutics that inhibit nitric oxide
production indirectly through DDAH inhibition.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All reagents were purchased from SigmaAldrich (St. Louis, MO), unless
otherwise specified. Black 384well polypropylene plates (Catalog #264576) were from
Nalge Nunc (Rochester, NY). Microcentrifuge tubes (1.5 mL) were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). Trifluoroacetic acid, HEPES, K 2HPO4, and KH2PO4
were purchased from Themo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). All buffer solutions
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were filtered by 0.22 µm Express PLUS filters (Millipore; Billerica, MA, USA). A 4,000
compound Fragment Library (Chembridge Corporation; San Diego, CA, USA) was
obtained from the inventory of the Automation and High Throughput Screening Facility
at the Texas Institute for Drug and Diagnostics Development (TI3D, The University of
Texas at Austin).
Stock solutions of the thiolreactive fluorogenic reagent 7diethylamino3(4’
maleimidylphenyl)4methylcoumarin (CPM) were prepared by dissolving CPM in
dimethyl sulfoxide (99.9% purity; Fisher Scientific; Pittsburgh, PA, USA) to a final
concentration of 2 mM and stored in 1 mL aliquots in opaque amber microcentrifuge
tubes (Fisher Scientific) at 20 ºC. Stock solutions of the thiolreactive chromogenic
reagent 5,5’dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB) were prepared by dissolving DTNB
to 5 mM in 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM KCl buffer with a final pH of 6.5. All fragment
compounds were purchased from Chembridge (San Diego, CA, USA).
Unless otherwise noted, all reactions were performed in triplicate and averaged.
Expression and purification of P. aeruginosa DDAH
DDAH from Pseudomonas aeruginosa was overexpressed and purified as
previously described using Echerichia coli BL21 (DE3) electrocompetent cells.28 To
remove inhibatory metal ions, the protein was then dialyzed overnight at 4 ºC into 4 L of
1,10phenanthroline (2 mM), HEPES (10 mM) and KCl (100 mM) at pH 7.3. This was
followed by two consecutive dialysis steps of 4 – 16 h each at 4 ºC against 4 L of Chelex
100treated (BioRad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) 10 mM HEPES, 100 mM KCl (pH 7.3).
The homogeneity of purified protein was determined to be ≥ 97 % by Coomassieblue
stained SDSPAGE and the expected mass of the protein (30,503 Da) was confirmed by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESIMS) to be 30,498 ± 10 Da. To determine
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protein concentration, purified P. aeruginosa DDAH was added to Denaturing Buffer
(guanidinium hydrochloride (6 M final concentration), sodium phosphate (20 mM), pH
6.6). The absorbance of the sample at 280 nm was determined using a Cary 50 UVvis
spectrophotometer (Varian, Walnut Creek, CA, USA). The P. aeruginosa DDAH
extinction coefficient (17,210 M1cm1) was calculated (http://workbench.sdsc.edu) based
on amino acid sequence and concentration was estimated using Beer's Law. Protein was
then aliquotted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 ºC, and thawed on ice
immediately before use.
Expression and purification of human DDAH1
The recombinant human DDAH1 isoform was overexpressed in BL21 E. coli
BL21 (DE3) cells as previously described.16 Following purification, the protein was
dialyzed overnight at 4 ºC into 1 L of 1,10phenanthroline (2 mM), KH2PO4 (10 mM),
and KH2PO4 (100 mM) at pH 7.3 to remove inhibitory metal ions. The chelator was then
removed by three additional dialyses of at least 4 h each at 4 ºC against 1 L of KH2PO4
(10 mM), KCl (100 mM), and glycerol (10% v / v) at pH 7.3, which had been previously
treated with a Chelex100 column. The homogeneity of the purified protein was
determined to be > 95 % by Coomassiebluestained SDSPAGE and the expected mass
of the protein (33,304 Da) was confirmed by ESIMS to be (33,305 ± 10 Da).
Concentration of protein was determined as above by measuring absorbance at 280 nm in
Denaturing Buffer using the published extinction coefficient (7680 M1cm1)16. The
protein was then aliquotted, flash frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at 80 ºC.
Highthroughput screening for inhibitors of P. aeruginosa DDAH
Primary screening of the 4,000member library of fragmentsized compounds for
inhibitors of P. aeruginosa DDAH was carried out using a previously published
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methodology.29 Here, the final reaction conditions were K 2HPO4 (172 mM), KCl (172
mM), EDTA (2 mM), Tween20 (0.02 % v / v), library compound (100 μM), DMSO (1
% v / v), DTNB (0.5 mM) and SmethylLthiocitrulline (20 μM), and P. aeruginosa
DDAH (20 nM) at pH 7.3. Primary hits were identified as compounds with inhibition of
≥ 3σ from the sample mean (48 %).
Highthroughput screening for inhibitors of human DDAH1
Primary screening of the same library of fragmentsized compounds for inhibitors
of human DDAH1 was described in Chapter six for the purpose of assay validation. The
hits from this screen are now disclosed here. The final reaction components were K2HPO4
(172 mM), KCl (172 mM), EDTA (2 mM), Tween20 (0.02 % v / v), library compound
(100 μM), DMSO (1 % v / v), CPM (3.5 μM), SmethylLthiocitrulline (0.4 μM), and
purified human DDAH1 (20 nM).30 Primary hits were identified as compounds with
inhibition of ≥ 3σ from the sample mean (48 %). Primary hits were identified as
compounds with normalized percent inhibition ≥ 50 %.
Secondary citrulline assay
To evaluate rapidonset inhibition that occurs upon mixing by selected library
compounds, the substrate Nω,NωdimethylLarginine (300 μM) was mixed with selected
library compounds (400 μM) in Reaction Buffer containing Na2HPO4 (172 mM), KCl
(172 mM), Tween20 (0.02 % v/v), and EDTA (2 mM) at pH 7.3. The enzymecatalyzed
reaction was initiated by adding human DDAH1 (1 μM final concentration). Reactions
were incubated at room temperature for 1 – 2 h, quenched with HCl (1 M final
concentration), and assayed for uriedo groups using a published colorimetric uriedo
derivatization assay.31 Due to the constraint of keeping product formation rates linear and
detectable over the reaction time, the substrate concentration was kept in 2.5fold excess
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of KM (120 μM). To compensate for potential substrate competition, the concentrations of
the library compounds were also raised 4fold from those used in the primary screen. All
compounds showing ≥ 20 % inhibition were considered to be “hits.”
As a general screen which would detect both rapidonset and timedependent
inhibitors rapidonset inhibition, human DDAH1 (1 μM final concentration) in Reaction
Buffer was mixed with library compounds. To enable detection of timedependent
inhibition, the mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 10 – 20 min. The
enzymecatalyzed reaction was then initiated by adding the substrate Nω,NωdimethylL
arginine (300 μM). Reactions were incubated at room temperature for 1 – 2 h, quenched
with HCl (1 M final concentration), and assayed as described above.
Thiolreactivity of inhibitors
Library compounds could be identified as DDAH inhibitors if they are
elecrophilic compounds which react with free thiols like methanethiol (the product of the
enzymatic reaction in the primary screen) or nonselectively with the activesite cysteine
of DDAH. To filter out such compounds, the secondary assay described above was
repeated in the presence of excess reduced glutathione to observe if there is any decrease
in observed inhibition. Briefly, each of a selected set of library compounds (400 μM)
was added to Reaction Buffer containing reduced glutathione (2 mM) and human DDAH
1 (1 μM). The mixtures were incubated at room temperature for 10 – 20 min. The
enzymecatalyzed reaction was initiated by adding NωNωdimethylLarginine (300 μM),
and the resulting mixtures were incubated for 1 – 2 hours before being quenched with
HCl (1 M final concentration) and assayed as described above.
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Determination of secondary assay interference
Compounds that interfere with the orthogonal secondary assay might also result
in false identification as a DDAH inhibitor. Such compounds were filtered out by mixing
each of a set of selected library compounds (400 uM), with and without Lcitrulline (100
uM) in Reaction Buffer in the absence of enzyme. Samples were derivatized using the
colorimetric uriedo derivatization assay.31 A value for the “Interference with Secondary
Screen” (Table 1) was defined as 100 × (1 – (Abs540 nm in the presence of the library
compound ÷ Abs540 nm in the absence of the library compound).
Concentrationresponse assay
To evaluate the concentration dependence of human DDAH1 inhibition by
selected library compounds, dimethylarginine (30 – 200 μM final concentration) was
mixed with 2.4 μL library compound diluted in DMSO (0 – 2 mM final concentration) in
a clear, polystyrene, 96well microtiter plates (Nalge Nunc). Reactions were then initiated
by adding human DDAH1 (0.3 μM) in Reaction Buffer to a final volume of 60 μL and
incubated at room temperature for 80 min. Reactions were quenched with HCl (1 M final
concentration) and assayed for the produce Lcitrulline as described.
Dependence of P. aeruginosa DDAH inhibition on the concentration of
halopyridine derivatives was measured using SmethylLthiocitrulline as the substrate
and a published colorimetric assay.29 P. aeruginosa DDAH (0.6 μM final concentration)
was preincubated with library compound (0 – 1 mM) in a clear, 384well polystyrene
plate (Corning; Corning, NY, USA) for 25 min in buffer containing K 2HPO4 (125 mM),
KCl (125 mM), Tween20 (0.02 % v / v), and EDTA (1 mM) at pH 7.3. Reactions were
initiated by adding the substrate SmethylLthiocitrulline (30 μM) and DTNB reporter
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molecule (0.5 mM), and the reaction was monitored by measuring absorbance at 405 nm
using a Victor Wallac 1420 Plate Reader (PerkinElmer).
The concentration dependence of halopyridine inhibition of human DDAH1 was
also measured using SmethylLthiocitrulline as the substrate. Human DDAH1 was
preincubated with library compound (0 – 1 mM) in a black, polypropylene 384well
plate (Nalge Nunc) for 10 min at room temperature in buffer containing K2HPO4 (125
mM), KCl (125 mM), Tween20 (0.02 % v / v), and EDTA (2 mM) at pH 7.3. Reactions
were initiated by adding the substrate SmethylLthiocitrulline (2 μM) and CPM (3.5
μM). Reactions were monitored by fluorescence (Ex. 355, Em. 460) using the Victor
Wallac 1420 plate reader.
Rapid dilution reversibility assay
To test whether inhibition could be rapidly reversed upon dilution into excess
substrate, human DDAH1 (30 μM) was added to a reaction buffer containing 100 mM
Na2HPO4, 100 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.02% Tween20 at pH 7.25. Some samples
also included 2 mM reduced glutathione. Each of a selected set of library compounds (0 –
2 mM) was added to start the incubation. At specific times (0 – 120 min), 1.5 μL of this
solution was diluted into excess substrate dimethylarginine (1 mM), 100 mM Na 2HPO4,
100 mM NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.02% Tween20 at pH 7.25 to a final volume of 60
μL. These reactions were incubated for 120 min, quenched with HCl (300 mM final
concentration), and assayed for the product Lcitrulline as described above.
Computational docking
Docking was done with Autodock 4.232, using the PDB structure 2JAI of human
DDAH1 in complex with

Lcitrulline

after the ligand manually removed.13 Three

dimensional library compound structures were generated from their corresponding smiles
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strings using the openbabel software suite (http://openbabel.org/). The docking site was
specified as a box extending 8 Å from the original placement of the product Lcitrulline.
The energy grid was prepared with spacing of 0.1 Å, and a Lamarckian genetic algorithm
was used with a population size of 300, mutation rate of 0.02, and crossover rate of 0.8.
Simulations were run for a maximum of 25,000,000 energy evaluations. Each ligand was
docked 10 times, and the lowest energy conformation was used.
Data analysis
Linear fits for absorbance vs. time were calculated using the SciPy python module
(http://www.scipy.org). OpenOffice Calc (http://www.openoffice.org/) was used for
additional calculations in spreadsheets. Nonlinear regression was performed using the
open source suite QtiPlot (http://soft.proindependent.com/).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The highthroughput screening assays for P. aeruginosa DDAH and human
DDAH1 enable the querying of large and diverse compound libraries (see Chapters five
and six), a key step toward the goal of developing inhibitors of human DDAH1 which
are dissimilar to substrate. Here, these assays were used to screen a library of fragment
sized molecules to identify the most efficient starting points for drug development. This
approach enables discovery of small, easily modified core structures in which most atoms
contribute directly to binding.33 This compactness of function can be represented by
Ligand Efficiency values (L.E. = ΔGbind / number of nonhydrogen atoms).34 A typical,
500 Da druglike compound with a Kd of 10 nM would therefore have a ligand efficiency
of approximately 0.3 kcal / mole / nonhydrogen atom.34 Although fragmentsized
inhibitors typically have much weaker potencies (Kd = 0.1 – 10 mM) than druglike
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compounds, efficient fragments that are easy to modify are considered valuable starting
points for inhibitor development.
The library selected for screening consists of compounds conforming to the “rule
of three,” which refers to molecular weight < 300 Da; Clog P < 3; Hbond donors ≤ 3; H
bond acceptors ≤ 3; and rotatable bonds ≤ 3.35 This library was screened for inhibitors of
both P. aeruginosa and human DDAH1, reasoning that differences in methodology
might increase the probability of discovering DDAH inhibitors. Compounds showing
inhibition in the highthroughput screening assays were then subjected to several
validation tests. This process of inhibitor discovery and validation is summarized in
Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1: Workflow diagram for inhibitor discovery and validation. Numbers indicate
how many compounds progressed to each step.
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The highthroughput screening assays utilize an alternative substrate, SmethylL
thiocitrulline. This substrate is hydrolyzed by DDAH to produce methanethiol and L
citrulline. The methanethiol is detected by a chromogenic or fluorogenic reagent, 29,30 and
the resulting change in absorbance or fluorescence is monitored to determine reaction
rates. The performance of the assays have been benchmarked and documented. 29,30 The
use of detergent to reduce inhibition by aggregators and singlewell corrections for
fluorescence quenching were expected to reduce the false positive rate. 30 Primary high
throughput screening of P. aeruginosa DDAH (Figure 8.2) identified 44 compounds as
possible inhibitors of DDAH (1 % primary hit rate), screening of human DDAH1
(Figure 8.3) identified 79 compounds as possible inhibitors of DDAH1 (2 % primary hit
rate). These primary hit rates larger than the typical observed rates with large libraries of
druglike molecules, but is typical for fragmentsized molecules. 36 A subset of these hits
(22 compounds) were identified in both identified in both screens, resulting in a total of
101 unique molecules identified by the primary screens.
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Figure 8.2: Primary highthroughput screening results for inhibition of P. aeruginosa
DDAH by a library of fragmentsized compounds
P. aeruginosa DDAH screening identified 44 compounds as potential inhibitors.
Negative inhibition values represent apparent increase in product formation.
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Figure 8.3: Primary highthroughput screening results for inhibition of human DDAH1
by a library of fragmentsized compounds
Human DDAH1 screening identified 79 compounds as potential inhibitors. Negative
inhibition values represent an apparent increase in product formation.

The compounds were manually grouped into structural categories, and
representative compounds from each set were repurchased for validation. Only one
representative was chosen from categories containing moities that were likely to be thiol
reactive, but other groups with low likelihood of thiolreactivity were supplemented by
the purchase of additional compounds with related structure. Compounds not available
for purchase were not studied further. This selection process resulted 66 compounds
chosen from the primary hits and 41 supplemental compounds, for a total of 107
compounds which were studied further.
Validation of compounds as DDAH1 inhibitors
Next, the 107 compounds selected for study were subjected to validation tests to
eliminate false positives. Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent assays were completed
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using human DDAH1, since that isoform is the desired target for inhibitors. First,
compounds were tested to determine false positives due to interference with the primary
highthroughput assay. These false hits could be due to fluorescence quenching,
scavenging of methanethiol produced from SMTC by DDAH, reaction with the reporter
molecule, or oxidation effects. To eliminate some of these possibilities, the compounds
were evaluated using an orthogonal secondary assay which uses a different detection
method and substrate. Instead of an artificial substrate like the one used in the primary
screens, the native substrate dimethylarginine was used. Formation of the Lcitrulline
reaction product was determined through a discontinuous derivatization assay.31 In this
assay, 31 of the 107 compounds (including 21 of the 66 compounds directly identified by
the primary screen) showed ≥ 20 % inhibition and were selected for further validation.
This relaxed cutoff value was chosen to enhance detection of inhibition. The results
suggest that a significant fraction (68 %) of the original primary hits were false positives
due to assay interference. The percentage of reactive and otherwise undesireable
compounds is similar to other CPMbased highthroughput screening assays,37 and may
be augmented by the high concentration required when screening fragmentlike
molecules. Additional experiments suggested that many of these false positives may be
thiolreactive or quench the fluorescence of the thiolbound reporter molecule (data not
shown).
Several interfering factors could explain the apparent inhibition observed in the
secondary assay, including interference with the chromogenic reaction of the colorimetric
assay and nonspecific reactivity with the catalytic Cys residue. To test for assay
interference, the entire 107compound panel was incubated both with and without L
citrulline (100 μM) and derivatized as before. An observed decrease (≥ 20 %) in L
citrullne concentration from controls with no compound indicates interference with the
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assay. Decreased signal was observed with nine compounds, five of which were present
in the 31 compounds that showed apparent inhibition of DDAH1 during the secondary
assay, reducing the total of candidate compounds to 26.
To test whether the compounds display nonspecific thiol reactivity, the secondary
assay was repeated with library compounds preincubated with an excess of reduced
glutathione. Compounds were eliminated from consideration if the preincubation with
glutathione reduced the apparent inhibition by ≥ 50 %. Based on this assay, 21 of the 26
noninterfering compounds were eliminated as likely thiolreactive species.
The stock solutions of each of the five remaining compounds were further tested
by mass spectrometry to verify their identities. Two compounds, 2methyl4
bromopyridine

and

2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine,

were

verified

by

mass

spectrometry studies elsewhere.38,39 Two other compounds, 2ethylbenzimidazole
(MWcalcd = 147.08 Da; MWobsd = 147.00 Da) and 2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine
(MWcalcd = 195.06 Da; MWobsd = 195.08 Da) showed their expected masses. However, the
fifth compound, 3amino5fluoro1,3dihydro2Hindol2one (MWcalcd = 166.15 Da;
MWobsd = 179.08 Da), did not match the expected mass, so this compound was discarded
from consideration.
The remaining four compounds (Figure 8.1) passed all validation tests were
considered to be genuine inhibitors of DDAH1. The results of the validation experiments
for each of these compounds is summarized in Table 8.1. Visual inspection of their
structures enabled their grouping into two categories: 4halopyridines and benzimidazole
like compounds. Since these two groups were determined to have different modes of
inhibition, each will be discussed separately.
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Figure 8.4: Stick drawings of validated inhibitors of human DDAH1
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Compound

Inhibition in
primary screen
(Pa; Hu)a
(%)

2methyl4
bromopyridine

89; 55

74 ± 10

5 ± 4

95 ± 4

2hydroxylmethyl4
chloropyridine

50; 17

56 ± 7

4±4

46 ± 5

2ethylbenzimidazole

1; 4

36 ± 5

11 ± 6

25 ± 4

2(1,3benzoxazol2
ylthio)ethanamine

 60; D

21 ± 4

0±4

23 ± 5

Table 8.1:

Inhibition in Interference
Inhibition in
secondary with secondary secondary
screen
screen
screen +GSHc
(%)
(%)
(%)

b

Summary of validation experiment results for all genuine inhibitors of
DDAH1

Percent inhibition measured in the primary highthroughput screen for P. aeruginosa
DDAH (Pa) and human DDAH1 (Hu).
b
Negative value indicates apparent increase in product. D indicates that the sample was
“discarded” due to high background fluorescence values
c
GSH is defined as excess reduced glutathione. See experimental methods for more
details.
a

Characterization of 4halopyridines as inhibitors of DDAH1
The two 4halopyridine compounds were characterized to determine their
properties. First, an estimate of the potency of each compound was obtained, and
additional further experiments determined timedependence, mode of inhibition, and
mode of binding.
Potency of inhibition
The relative potency of the two 4halopyridines was assessed using concentration
response plots and substrate conditions equal to KM and a 10 min (for human DDAH1)
or 25 min (for P. aeruginosa DDAH) enzyme / inhibitor preincubation. Higher apparent
potency values were generally obtained with 2methyl4bromopyridine, which was
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found to inhibit both tested DDAH isoforms, with apparent IC 50 values of 250 ± 10 μM
for human DDAH1 (Figure 8.5) and 19 ± 1 μM and for P. aeruginosa DDAH (Figure
8.6). Apparent IC50 values for 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine inhibition were 520 ±
30 μM for human DDAH1 and 120 ± 10 μM for P. aeruginosa DDAH. However,
because of the timedependent nature of inhibition (see below), these apparent IC 50 values
should not be considered a sure measure of potency.
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Figure 8.5: Concentrationresponse plot for inhibition of human DDAH1 by 4
halopyridines
Concentrationresponse data for inhibition of human DDAH1 by 2methyl4
bromopyridine (●) and 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine (□). Enzyme and inhibitor
were preincubated for 10 min, and reactions incubated with the substrate SmethylL
thiocitrulline at concentrations equal to its KM (0.4 μM). Activity was detected by the
CPM fluorogenic reagent and monitored as described in the methods. The data was fit to
the Hill equation with IC50 values (and Hill slopes) of 250 ± 10 μM (2.1 ± 0.2) and 520 ±
30 μM (1.8 ± 0.2) for 2methyl4bromopyridine and 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine,
respectively.
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Figure 8.6: Concentrationresponse curves for inhibition of P. aeruginosa DDAH by 4
halopyridines
Concentrationresponse data for inhibition of P. aeruginosa DDAH1 by 2methyl4
bromopyridine (●) and 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine (□). Enzyme and inhibitor
were preincubated for 25 min, and reactions incubated with the substrate SmethylL
thiocitrulline at concentrations (30 μM) near its KM (20 μM). Activity was detected by the
DTNB reagent and monitored as described in the methods. The data was fit to the Hill
equation with IC50 values (and Hill slopes) of 19 ± 1 μM (1.4 ± 0.2) and 120 ± 10 μM
(1.5 ± 0.2) for 2methyl4bromopyridine and 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine,
respectively
Time dependence of inhibition
Interpretation of IC50 values is complicated in the case of timedependent
inhibitors, where inhibition increases with preincubation time. Therefore, the secondary
assay was repeated again with no compoundenzyme preincubation step to estimate
whether the 4halopyridines are time dependent. For 2methyl4bromopyridine,
inhibition of DDAH1 was reduced from 74 ± 10 % to 23 ± 4 % by eliminating the
preincubation, and with 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine, inhibition was reduced from
56 ± 7 % to 5 ± 4 %, indicating that the observed inhibition is likely dependent on time.
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These compounds were further studied in a multilab collaborative effort, the
results of which are summarized below.38,39 These studies used the P. aeruginosa DDAH
because of its kinetic properties and because it is easier to purify in large quantities than
the human isoform. When P. aeruginosa DDAH was incubated with inhibitor for various
times and subjected to rapid dilution into an excess of NωNωdimethylLarginine
substrate, both 4halopyridines showed increasing inhibition over time, and no significant
activity was recovered following overnight dialysis,38 indicating that these inhibitors are
timedependent and irreversible. Preincubation with excess glutathione did not affect
inactivation, which indicates the inhibitors are not thiolreactive under the experimental
conditions.38
The concentration dependence of DDAH inactivation by 4halopyridines was
measured and showed linear dependence on inhibitor concentration up to 3 mM that was
fit by a secondorder rate constants of 4.8 ± 0.3 M1 s1 and 0.65 ± 0.07 M1 s1 for 2
methyl4bromopyridine and 2hydroxymethylchloropyridine, respectively.38,39 Addition
of excess substrate slowed inactivation rates, consistent with binding to the activesite.38
The halopyridines were found to inactivate DDAH through formation of a
covalent bond to the activesite Cys. Covalent adducts were observed with inactivated
DDAH of masses corresponding to the halopyridines without the halogen, and a peptide
digest followed by MALDITOF/TOF MS showed a fragmentation pattern consistent
with binding to the activesite Cys residue.

38,39

No adducts were observed in mutants to

the activesite Cys.38,39 In addition, the crystal structure of inactivated DDAH showed
continuous density between the activesite Cys and the inactivating species. 39
Computational studies and experimental work with synthetic Nmethylated analogs of the
halopyridines demonstrated the importance of a protonated pyridinium for inactivation,
and mutations to the activesite Asp66 suggest that this residue promotes inactivation by
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stabilizing the pyridinium form of the halopyridines. 38,39 The halopyridines are expected
to be predominantly deprotonated, and therefore unreactive, in solution at neutral pH.
This dependence on an acidic residue at a specific position relative to a nucleophile
explains how the halopyridines can react with the activesite Cys residue of DDAH, but
are unreactive toward thiols at neutral pH. The proposed mechanism of inactivation is
summarized for 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine (Figure 8.7) and is consistent with
categorizing the halopyridines as quiescent affinity labels. To our knowledge,
halopyridines had not been previously known to modify proteins. These results
demonstrate the efficacy of the highthroughput screening and hit validation processes in
identifying compounds with novel means of inhibition. Work is currently underway to
adapt the halopyridine “warhead” for activitybased protein profiling and as a potent and
selective DDAH1 inhibitor.
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Figure 8.7: Drawing of the mechanism of DDAH inactivation by 2hydroxymethyl4
chloropyridine
In solution, (1) is found predominately in its less reactive neutral form and so remains
unreactive toward biological nucelophiles such as glutathione. Asp66 binds and stabilizes
the more reactive pyridinium form of the inactivator. Binding could occur to either the
minor fraction of the enzyme containing an anionic Cys249 thiolate (path b) or to the
predominant fraction, which contains a neutral Cys249 thiol (path a). Cys249
deprotonation, possibly facilitated by Ser248 and Glu65 residues (path c), leads to attack
on C4 of the inactivator (path d). The pyridinium form of the inactivator allows
stabilization of the subsequent tetrahedral sigmacomplex, which is followed by
elimination of the chloride ion (path e). Lastly, deprotonation of the covalent adduct and
movement away from the Asp66 side chain (path f) results in the ﬁnal conformation
observed in the Xray crystal structure. Inactivation by 2methyl4bromopyridine is
proposed to occur by a similar mechanism.38 Figure is taken from Johnson et al (2011).38
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Characterization of benzimidazolelike compounds as inhibitors of DDAH1
In addition to the halopyridines, the set of benzimidazolelike compounds were
characterized to determine their potency, timedependence, reversibility, mode of
inhibition, and mode of binding.
Potency of inhibition
The potency of the benzamidazole compounds was assessed using concentration
response plots (Figure 8.9). Although the potency of these compounds is not high, it is
well within the expected range for fragmentsized inhibitors. Notably, the Hill
coefficients are approximately 1, consistent with a 1:1 binding stoichiometry to the
enzyme.

Figure 8.8: Concentrationresponse plots for inhibition of human DDAH1 by 2ethyl
benzimidazole and 2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine
Reactions were run in the presence of the competing substrate Nω, NωdimethylL
arginine (50 μM) and results are fitted to inhibition parameters for 2ethylbenzimidazole
(●; IC50 = 1.4 ± 0.2 mM; Hill coefficient = 1.5 ± 0.2) and 2(1,3benzoxazol2
ylthio)ethanamine (□; IC50 = 2.7 ± 0.5 mM; Hill coefficient = 1.0 ± 0.3).
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Timedependence of inhibition
To determine whether the two benzimidazolelike compounds are time dependent
inhibitors, the secondary assay was repeated again without a preincubation step. In
contrast to the two halopyridine compounds, inhibition of DDAH1 by both 2ethyl
benzimidazole and 2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine was largely unaffected by
omission of the preincubation step, and no lag period in inhibition was observable during
the experimental timeframe for these compounds, indicating rapid onset of inhibition.
Mixtures of the two benzimidazolelike compounds with human DDAH1 were
diluted into excess substrate and full activity was rapidly regained (Figure 8.9 and Figure
8.10), indicating that inhibition was not only rapidonset, but also rapidly reversible. The
presence of excess glutathione had no effect on the reversibility of inhibition.

Figure 8.9: Fractional activity over time for rapid dilution of 2ethylbenzimidazole
To test for reversibility of human DDAH1 inhibition by 2ethylbenzimidazole, mixtures
were rapidly diluted into excess substrate and the recovered activity is measured.
Experiments are done in the presence (□) and absence (●) of reduced glutathione (2 mM).
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Figure 8.10: Fractional activity over time for rapid dilution of 2(1,3benzoxazol2
ylthio)ethanamine
To test for reversibility of human DDAH1 inhibition by 2(1,3benzoxazol2
ylthio)ethanamine, mixtures were rapidly diluted into excess substrate and the recovered
activity is measured. Experiments are done in the presence (□) and absence (●) of
reduced glutathione (2 mM).
Mode of inhibition
To determine mode of inhibition, human DDAH1 activity was measured in the
presence of varying substrate and inhibitor concentrations. Addition of either 2ethyl
benzimidazole (Figure 8.11) or 2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine (Figure 8.12)
increased KM, but did not significantly affect kcat, which is consistent with assigning a
competitive mode of inhibition to these inhibitors. Nonlinear fits of the data to a
competitive inhibition model gave KI values of 0.8 ± 0.2 for 2ethylbenzimidazole and
1.7 ± 0.4 for

2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine, both of which are within the

expected range of potency for fragmentsized molecules (0.1 – 10 mM). The KM for the
dimethylarginine substrate was estimated to be of 94 ± 7 μM, consistent with published
values.16,25 The Ligand Efficiencies of these inhibitors are 0.4 and 0.3 Kcal / mol / heavy
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(nonhydrogen) atom, respectively, which are at or above the typical 0.3 cutoff used in
drug development.40 This indicates that these scaffolds are promising starting points for
inhibitor development.

Figure 8.11: Modeofinhibition plots for 2ethylbenzimidazole
Human DDAH1 activity was measured at different substrate concentrations in the
presence of increasing concentrations of the inhibitor 2ethylbenzimidazole. Nonlinear
curve fitting is used to quantify the effects of inhibitor on kcat and KM values (not shown).
For easy visualization, double reciprocal plots with linear fits are shown here. The insets
showing variation in apparent KM values with inhibitor concentration. E stands for
enzyme, S stands for substrate, and I stands for inhibitor, which is included at the
following concentrations: 0 (●), 0.3 (■), 0.6 (○), 0.12 (□), 0.25 (◆), 0.5 (▲), 1 (▼), 2
(△) mM. The uninhibited KM for the substrate ADMA is 94 ± 7 μM. The KI value was
determined to be 0.8 ± 0.2 mM.
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Figure 8.12: Modeofinhibition plots for 2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine
Human DDAH1 activity was measured at different substrate concentrations in the
presence of increasing concentrations of the inhibitor 2(1,3benzoxazol2
ylthio)ethanamine. Nonlinear curve fitting is used to quantify the effects of inhibitor on
kcat and KM values (not shown). For easy visualization, double reciprocal plots with linear
fits are shown here. The insets showing variation in apparent KM values with inhibitor
concentration. E stands for enzyme, S stands for substrate, and I stands for inhibitor,
which is included at the following concentrations: 0 (●), 0.3 (■), 0.6 (○), 0.12 (□), 0.25
(◆), 0.5 (▲), 1 (▼), 2 (△) mM. The uninhibited KM for the substrate dimethylarginine is
94 ± 7 μM. The KI value was determined to be 1.7 ± 0.4 mM.
Binding mode
The availablity of derivatization sites for future development is another important
factor in selecting fragmentsized inhibitors. To identify possible sites for modification of
these inhibitors, computational docking was used to explore possible binding
conformations of these fragments (Figure 8.13). The docking experiments placed the
benzimidazolelike inhibitors in the same position as the side chain of the substrate,
making a pistacking interaction with the side chain of Phe75 and additional hydrophobic
interactions with the side chain of Leu171 (not shown). Specifically, the modeled
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conformation of 2ethylbenzimidazole predicts that the inhibitor may form hydrogen
bonds with the side chain of Asp78 and the backbone carbonyl of Val267 (not shown).
The 2ethyl group projects toward the guanidinium and Nωmethylbinding pockets, and
suggests a site to derivatize in a fragment “growing” approach to enhance the potency of
this inhibitor.33 The benzyl ring appears to be tightly packed in the hydrophobic part of
the active site.
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Figure 8.13: Observed and modeled structures of inhibitors bound to DDAH
Cutaway views of the activesite cavity’s surface (grey). The enzyme backbone is shown
in ribbons (tan), with selected residues labeled and shown in stick form. Ligands are
shown in stick form. Nitrogen is colored blue, oxygen red, and sulfur yellow. A) Xray
structure of Lcitrulline (cyan) bound to human DDAH1.41 B) Xray structure of P.
aeruginosa DDAH after inactivation by 2hydroxymethyl4chloropyridine (light blue).38
C) Modeled structure of human DDAH1 bound to 2ethylbenzimidazole (light green).
D) Modeled structure of human DDAH1 bound to 2(1,3benzoxazol2
ylthio)ethanamine (pink). For clarity, residue labels in panels C and D are not shown, but
have the same numbering as in panel A.
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Experimental evidence supports this proposed binding mode. To assess the
importance of the ethyl group of 2ethylbenzimidazole to binding potency,
concentrationresponse plots were generated to assess the potency of two analogs with
different moities in place of the 2ethyl. The methyl analog, 2methylbenzimidazole,
showed a slight apparent decrease in activity at the highest inhibitor concentrations, but
this decrease was not sufficient for reliable curve fitting. The phenyl analog, 2
phenylbenzimidazole, did not show inhibition at concentrations ≤ 2 mM. The loss of
activity in both of these analogs compared to 2ethylbenzimidazole suggests that the 2
ethyl moity is important in binding, possibly due to its involvement in hydrophobic
interaction with the active site. The proposal that the benzimidazole ring is closely
surrounded by the active site is consistent with the observation that a number of
benzimidazolelike structures containing substitutions in the ring system did not inhibit
human DDAH1 during either the primary highthroughput screen or the secondary
assay.
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Figure 8.14: Concentrationresponse of 2methylbenzimidazole (●) and 2
phenylbenzimidazole (□) with human DDAH1
Concentrationresponse data for 2methylbenzimidazole and 2phenylbenzimidazole was
determined in the presence of the competing substrate Nω,NωdimethylLarginine (50
μM). Derivatized citrulline was detected by absorbance at 530 nm.31

The modeled structure of 2(1,3benzoxazol2ylthio)ethanamine is predicted to
make many of the same interactions, but has a longer alkyl group that extends a pendant
amine up into the guanidiniumbinding site, making Hbonding interactions with the
other oxygen in the carobxylate sidechain of Asp78. This compound has a weaker
binding affinity despite this additional possible interaction, which could reflect the
inability of the benzoxazole oxygen to form a hydrogen bond with the backbone carbonyl
of Val267 or an unoptimized linker length between the bicyclic ring system and the
pendant amine. Nevertheless, the conformation of this inhibitor illustrates the ability to
make additional interactions at the guanidiniumbinding site and reinforces the
suggestion of selecting the ethyl substituent of 2ethylbenzimidazole as a site for future
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derivatization. Experiments are currently underway to synthesize and evaluate a number
of benzimidazole compounds with modifications at this site.
Implications for future inhibitor discovery
A retrospective analysis of where these four inhibitors were discovered during the
highthroughput screening process suggests improvements that could be made in future
screens (Table 8.1). As expected, the 4halopyridines were initially detected in the
primary screen of P. aeruginosa DDAH, but only 2methyl4bromopyridine was a
assigned as hit in the primary human DDAH1 screen. The reason for this “missed hit” is
likely rooted in the experimental methodology of each screen. The duration of the
enzyme / inhibitor preincubation step in the P. aeruginosa DDAH screen (≤ 1 h) was
longer than in the human DDAH1 screen (10 min).29,30 Because the 4halopyridines are
timedependent inactivators, an increase in the duration of this step results in a lower
apparent activity and, therefore, a more readily detected hit. Future highthroughput
screening protocols that lengthen the duration of this step would enhance their detection
of other timedependent inactivators.
The origins of the benzimidazolelike inhibitors was more surprising. Neither
compound was found as a hit in the primary assay; these compounds originated from the
set of 41 structural analogs of primary hits. The weak inhibition by 2ethylbenzimidazole
under the highthroughput screening conditions did not rise above the cutoff value during
the primary screen, consistent with expectation based on the KI value determined above.
The compound was detected once the inhibition threshold was relaxed during secondary
screening.

The

other

benzimidazolelike

compound,

2(1,3benzoxazol2

ylthio)ethanamine, had apparent negative inhibition (activation) in the primary screen of
P. aeruginosa DDAH and was discarded from the primary screen of human DDAH1 due
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to high background fluorescence. Both of these effects were likely due to degradation of
the library stock solution to liberate the thiol cysteamine, which could react directly with
the detection reagents to produce these effects. Subsequent repurchase of the compound
allowed measurement of its inhibition of human DDAH1 before degradation. These
results suggest that a more lenient inhibition cutoff threshold of the primary screen in
future highthroughput screening of fragment libraries may allow for improved detection
of fragmentsized inhibitors, which are expected to be less potent but still maintain
suitable Ligand Efficiency values. Supplementing the primary hits with structural analogs
also proved to be a useful step.
CONCLUSIONS
The prior development and validation of robust and sensitive highthroughput
screening assays for two isoforms of DDAH allowed the primary screening of 4,000
fragmentsized molecules using a substrate concentration equal to its KM value. The use
of these balanced screening conditions allowed the discovery of four previously unknown
inhibitors of human DDAH1 that use different modes of inhibition. The small
percentage (4 %) of compounds in the secondary screen which showed specific, genuine
inhibition of DDAH highlight the need for vigorous validation of screening hits. Two of
the inhibitors, the 4halopyridines, are timedependent inactivators that do not
appreciably react with thiols in a neutral, aqueous solution. They have potential
application as “warheads” of more elaborate inhibitors both for inhibition of DDAH to
reduce nitric oxide levels and for use as activitybased probes to identify active DDAH
and other proteins with similar activesite constraints. The 4halopyridines represent a
firstinclass example of a novel type of quiescent affinity label that was discovered by
this screen.38
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The remaining two hits are benzimidazolelike and are classified as competitive
inhibitors. Benzimidazoles are considered to be “privileged scaffolds” in drug discovery,
since many bioactive molecules contain the benzimidazole moiety. 42 Additionally, the
existence of several methods of synthesizing benzimidazole libraries greatly facilitates
their use in drug development. 43–45 The Ligand Efficiency values of these particular hits
are ≥ 0.3 Kcal / mol / heavy (nonhydrogen) atom, which indicates they are amenable for
further development. The Ligand Efficiency of these scaffolds is illustrated by the lack of
potency in smaller structural analogs. Both inhibitor scaffold types have obvious sites to
derivatize when using a fragment “growing” approach to improve potency. Therefore,
these findings contribute substantially towards the goal of developing inhibitors of human
DDAH1 with structures dissimilar to substrate and provide two new scaffolds for
inhibitor development.
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Glossary

ADMA – NωNωdimethylLarginine
AST – Arginine succinyltransferase
BSA – Bovine serum albumin
DDAH – Dimethylarginine dimethylaminohydrolase
DTNB – 5,5'dithiobis(2nitrobenzoic acid)
EDTA – ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
HEPES  4(2hydroxyethyl)1piperazineethanesulfonic acid
HPLC – High performance liquid chromatography
IPTG – Isopropyl1thioβDgalactopyranoside
ITC – Isothermal titration calorimetry
HTS – Highthroughput screening
OPA – ophthalaldehyde
NO – Nitric oxide
SADH – Succinylarginine dihydrolase
SMTC – SmethylLthiocitrulline
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